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                                                     Three Wheels To Bliss
                                                    A Late-In-Life Awakening
                                                     

Preface

After more than a decade in the woods (bears, fishers, rattlers, wolverines, 
ringtails, mountain lions, scorpions, chainsaws, out-house, generators, strike-on-box 
matches, kerosene lamps, five-gallon propane, pumpkin patch of gasoline cans, two-
stroke oil, diesel fuel, candles, axes, ammo, hatchets, rakes and canoes), Three Wheels 
To Bliss is an account of Grandpa Pete's exit to civilization (coinciding with a very sad 
episode involving several U.S.Lumber Service morons (and their stooges).  It was an 
extremely stressing deliverance.  Once back in civilization however, thanks to bicycles I 

found a way to mostly 'degauss' the 
bile, simultaneously re-building 
myself physically, while enjoying 
the very best Mother Nature has to 
offer.

The feelings that this new 
adventuring produced and the 
influence that it has had on my life 
are nothing short of miraculous.  I 
now have empathy for the term 
'born again', but in a secular 
(pagan), nature/spirit sort of way.  
Nonetheless, I confess that I have 
succumbed to being a Jed Touring 
Proselytizing 'Missionary' : entice 
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as many as possible of my fellows to this lifestyle and a new healthfulness of mind, 
body and spirit.  (Add five years to your body calendar for good living, to boot.)  
Grandpa Pete's "Jed Clampett" style bicycle re-birth took place between the Hay Fork 
and Fortuna, and from there (on the the Pacific Coast Bicycle Trail), to San Luis Obispo 
and back.  I would love nothing better than to pedal the trail (both ways), from Canada 
to San Diego and tell you about it.

Unfortunately, this story remains in its raw form: no funds for a professional, word 
by word edit.   Since this situation was unlikely to change and my desire to share my 
experience was so profound, Grandpa Pete decided to "cast his net" while he was still 
living.  If I manage to make one convert (the older the better), all those pots of coffee 
will have been worth it.
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                                                   Three Wheels To Bliss

                  A Late-In-Life Awakening

One of the big plusses to leaving Evan's Bar (deep woods), for the Hay Fork 
(small, mountain community), was cycling activity.  By keeping my mind off worries and 
simultaneously refurbishing myself physically and spiritually, cycling gave Grandpa Pete 
a badly needed new zest for life.  Fortunately, over a decade earlier I had purchased a 
Schwinn mountain bike (Solano Avenue Cyclery, Albany CA), and had taken it to our 
family's remote miner's cabin ("Kelly's Pool Hall" [my father's initials]: K.P.H.), but used it 
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rarely because the only place to ride it was on the old mule stage road along the river's 
edge between the cabin and Everett's Camp, on Carr Creek (app. 1 mile).  The 
abundantly rocky river bed and placer-mining tailing-piles on the cabin side of the river 
were too much for both it and me, and to load it into the canoe and paddle it across the 
river to the other side where there were places to ride became too much of a chore.  So, 
not too long after having it at the cabin I hung it from the ridge pole in the work shop to 
bake and collect dust, getting it down a few times, [once] to attend a little emergency 
involving Everett ("Me And Everett").

When Grandpa Pete, as a very sick man, moved to the cabin on Evans Bar, 
Trinity County, from Berkeley (Alameda County), in 1999, I brought along another bike, 
a hybrid, one that I had commuted on to Rubenstein's Plumbing Supply (Oakland), daily, 
for three-and-a-half years.  In Junction City (Post Office/closest town), since the bikes 
gearing and wheels were not suited for out on the bar, off the moving truck the latter 
went straight into my rented storage space there.  What did eventually prove to be a 
good application for it though was chaperoning mother (Mary E.), on her electric scooter 
shopping routines in raucous Weaverville, the County Seat and home to the notorious 
Diggin's Tavern, which she had to pass by.  (Mum had her vocal fans that she didn't 
much appreciate.)  I'd always tease her: "Hey Mum, let's stop-in for a pint."

Ole Lead Foot

When Mum's electric scooter first materialized (her children purchased it for her 
after she gave up her car), the hybrid commute bike soon came to reside in her 
Weaverville garage.  In all of Mum's driving days she had been a remorseless 'lead 
foot'.  Her eventual move to small town Weaverville from Berkeley, did nothing to modify 
this behavior and/or to better suit the now, slow, little scooter.  She just charged out into 
traffic like she had always propelled herself in department stores.  She was a log 
driver's worst nightmare. It would be down to Topp's Market with maybe lunch first at the 
'Long Branch' ("Saw Mill"), and then slowly back to 180 Taylor, stopping at her credit 
union, the nursery, yarn shop and visiting with all of her circle that she encountered out 
and about.  Eventually (after five or so years of this exercise), Mum had lost so much of 
her own 'steam' that she stopped riding her scooter.  At ninety-three it was 
understandable.  When it had become too much, she'd just go out to her garage every 
several days and sit on it, and look at the green light on the meter telling her: "I'm ready 
if you are."
          As children Grandpa Pete and siblings were quite fortunate when it came to being 
carted around in the family chrome-rhino station wagons beginning in the Albany years, 
and later, those of Mariposa (Berkeley).  Mom was a good sport in her children's 
outdoor and social activities that required a ride here, a ride there.  Grandpa Pete's first 
purchased car, in his Sophomore year at St. Mary's High School, was a 1931 4-door  
Model A Ford Victoria Sedan.  When I look back at what was then the aged neighbors 
on Mariposa Avenue, I see a parallel with mom's only-sit-on scooter in-the-garage 
syndrome.  Re: Bob Schon, Mr. Webb, and Don Baldwin, all close neighbors, had 
outlived their ability (physical and legal), to drive automobiles.  Those developments 
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happened to coincide with my new-driver period.  These old gentlemen also just couldn't 
bear to part with their symbols of manhood and mobility.  So upon a whim (at least 
weekly), they'd raise the hood, check the radiator and then sit in their cars 
(independently), start them up, play the radio, maybe operate the wipers, and run them 
for half an hour, all the while thinking to themselves: "I could, if I wanted to...." and then 
they'd turn them off and go back into the house (just like mother did).

Mr. Schon (Bob), was the most stricken.  He had been a successful insurance 
agent in Berkeley.  He (across the street and two up from us), would walk down his long 
flight of concrete steps from front door to the curb, dressed in pajamas, bathrobe and 
slippers, and do the routine at 9 A.M., cigar already in his lips.  Bob and wife Helen were 
the lower-block's nosiest.  They spent a lot of time peeking through the drapes of their 
living room window.  By descending to street level, Mr. Schon took advantage of 
different spy angles.  His five day growth was white bristle; his fine, long, combed, 
silver-white hair was contrasted by large, black, eye-glass frames, and silver-gray 
eyebrows crested the tops.  He reminded me of a popular comic strip character of the 
time.  He and Mrs. Schon had no children and Helen hired me to help her with yard 
work on spring and summer weekends.  She always made Grandpa Pete a nice lunch.

On many a Saturday morning we'd find Bob sitting half-in, half-out of his  
Plymouth coupes driver's seat.  (He liked Plymouths and purchased them from Mueller-
Gordon Company on lower Shattuck Avenue.)  The driver's door would be propped 
open with his pajama clad left leg while his slippered right foot would be methodically 
pumping the accelerator.  With his torso slumped towards the middle of the seat he 
would twist his head this way and that to view the goings-on out the car windows.  
Grandpa Pete and family would just chuckle while observing him from the breakfast or 
dining room at the Hemp house across the street.  On one occasion when Mum and 
Dad were in Hawaii and Grandpa Pete was throwing a wild party in their absence, late 
arriving guests asked who was the old man peeking in a window.  There was no need 
for guessing.  

When Mum was no longer zipping around Weaverville on her scooter, I brought 
the hybrid commute bike over to Hay Fork (30 road miles), which was soon after my 
moving there.  Grandpa Pete had been quick to notice an opportunity: several twisty, 
paved roads meandering through the leafy woods, alongside streams with beyond 
beautiful fishing and swimming holes, which were many.  Aside from a life enhancing 
exercise, cycling proved a more valuable life saver.  Shortly after moving into Eskaton 
Hayfork Valley Manor (old folk's home), my dear friend Everett's death out on the river 
hit old Grandpa Pete like a crushing, falling wall.  ("Me And Everett").

Litter-Pick'n

Between Everett's passing and my swiftly deteriorating health, Grandpa Pete was 
without respite.  Out of exasperation one morning I got on the commute bike and 
headed down Hyampom Road, which ran right passed my apartment complex, trying to 
hold the state of "no mind" for as long as was possible.  (Grandpa Pete soon found 
himself riding daily.)  Hyampom Road did prove my salvation.  I never failed to achieve 
relief.  It was the same escape that an ocean kayaker experiences punching through the 
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surf: the motions made to facilitate the endeavor required too much cranial processing 
to leave a surplus to spend on worries.  Grandpa Pete enjoyed this new Hay Fork/
Hyampom landscape, but at times felt a little sad and deprived of an even grander 
experience by the amount of litter that occasioned the right-of-way.  Perhaps it was the 
Cub Scout of Pack 7 in me that cracked the whip, but not long after falling into this "no 
mind" cycling routine, I started to pick up the litter and separate the recyclables for 
redemption.  After almost two years of litter-pick'n the local CalTrans yard gave me a 
carton of heavy duty collection bags that I could leave, filled, alongside the road, and a 
retrieving tool for my efforts.  Prior to their contribution I was filling my apartments 
dumpster to the inconvenience of fellow tenants.  

With two, large, rectangular household (plastic), storage tubs, one inverted (with 
its bottom cut out, providing the top opening of my mini-dumpster), and stacked on top 
of the other, when 'bungied' together, nested nicely in my B.O.B. (Beast Of Burden 
brand), bicycle trailer; Grandpa Pete adopted Hyampom Road.  When I purchased the 
Schwinn mountain bike and trailer about fifteen years earlier, B.O.B. was still a young 
enterprise.  On my recent "Three Wheels To Bliss" adventure, a few cyclists called out: 
"Man....what a cool retro B.O.B."  At this writing the company is still producing them and 
(mine), the original design, is not much changed but on new ones the finish and trim is 
real spiffy. It feels especially good when patting oneself on the back for a prior, prudent 
shopping decision.  Grandpa Pete got way more than his 'moneys worth'.  Both bikes 
and trailer paid-off in health and fitness Spades, and I want my descendants to know 
why and how.

When I moved over the mountain (S.W., 10 crow-flight mi.), from Kelly's Pool Hall 
(main stem, Trinity River), to Hay Fork (on the Hay Fork of the Trinity R.), the Schwinn 
MTB was still hanging from the work shop ridge pole back at Kelly's P. H.  In Hayfork I 
was pulling the B.O.B. dumpster with the commute bike.  This was workable but for 
lower gearing possibilities (comfort and calories), the mountain bike represented a 
better choice for the steeper sections of Hyampom Road and Highway 3.  Pulling the 
trailer on these technical slopes had me really puffing.  Within several months of 
inaugurating this clean-up duty, Grandpa Pete was riding ten to twelve miles in two 
directions every other day, all the while thinking of those lower gears on the Moab MTB.  
Eventually I found myself once more boating my Schwinn across the the river, but it 
would be the last time.  After hanging for maybe eight or more years in the terrible, 
probably 140 degree plus, summer-sun/winter-stove heat, high up at the ridge pole, the 
tires were badly cracked and other components like brakes, seat, cables and grips 
needed replacing.  I remember wondering if it was worth the money but good ole Dave 
at Ellison's Bike Shop in Weaverville performed his magic and I was soon tugging the 
"dumpster" around with much less effort and a lot more comfort.  So much so, that for 
the first time Grandpa Pete started to fantasize about pedaling on a much grander 
scale, one of strictly adventure.  

Grandpa Pete found himself thinking one day: "Wouldn't it be fun to pedal all the 
way to San Francisco and Berkeley" (for the fifty-year reunion of my Saint Mary's High 
School graduation class of 1962).  What bald naiveté.  That distance, via bike access, is 
approximately four hundred miles, one way.  With my particular degree of financial 
liquidity this meant that I would have no choice but to pedal home, also.  During this 
period of litter-pick'n I eventually was making a fifty-mile round trip possibly once a 
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week.  Fifty miles once a week compared to fifty miles and more, daily, would prove one 
heck of an eye opener.

People who perform really challenging tasks without prudent forethought, but 
who manage to somehow pull-it-off, will often tell you that if they had known 'then' what 
they did later, they wouldn't have attempted whatever it was they accomplished.  It was 
the same for Grandpa Pete.  (Thank Goodness.)  If I had known then, how much 
physical effort I was going to expend on my fantasy pedal, I'm sure I would have taken a 
'rain check'.   But the rewards!  The rewards!  They were many and far, far more 
pleasurable and fulfilling than dreamed!  When as a youngster riding in the family car on 
many of our trips, I'd wonder what could possibly recommend being that person on the 
bicycle, out on either a scorching or drizzling day, making their way up the mountain in 
what seemed almost inch-worm speed.  The biker's head was always down, their feet 
barely going around 'cause the hill's so steep', and it was miles and miles and miles to 
the next town.  'Out the back window' they'd recede, smaller and then even smaller.  
Before we motored over the crest I'd take one last look.  There they'd be, just a little, 
mosquito-scale spot way back on the roadside, just enough motion to be detected.  
"Why do you do that?" I remember thinking.  Now, as an old fart, after recently living this 
bicycle adventuring experience himself, spending entire days on the saddle, week after 
week, in all weather, Grandpa Pete learned why.  And, he felt compelled to leave the 
following long-winded explanation:

The State of Bliss

The time of first thinking: "I'll cycle to Berkeley," and the time Grandpa Pete set 
his butt on the saddle, ready to roll, was separated by several seasons.  In the interim, 
what I had learned picking up trash on Hyampom Road and Highway 3 was that 
pedaling progress (miles traveled divided by time), is best gained by being consistent 
and determined while selecting gears that allow you to progress with the least amount 
of effort.  On many long ascents, when the pedals barely went around (even when I 
could have gotten off the bike and walked-and-pushed faster), the summit was claimed 
with less energy by staying on the bike and taking numerous rest stops. 

A long distance cyclist, versus a motorist, travels in a completely different time 
frame of mind, voluntarily.  The motorist is most often in a speeded-up version, and 
operating under self-inflicted duress, competing with time, the cyclist, rarely.  One hour 
of pushing pedal (gas), in your car translates into a full days cranking for the cyclist.  
Hills that motorists zoom over almost without noticing grade, for a cyclist can make for 
hours of effort.  It's immediately obvious that the cyclist is not cycling because he/she 
wants to get somewhere quickly.  The fact that Grandpa Pete was out there on his 
Schwinn Moab and not in his Toyota 4 x 4 is proof.  But, as a cyclist, I quickly learned to 
pity those souls zooming loudly past.  With ample gear selection to match changing 
states of exertion followed by periods of rest and re-fueling (power bars, fruit, etc.), I 
found that my body could be put into an automatic state, and cerebrally Grandpa Pete 
was much more involved with the changing landscape than when motoring.  Travel 
became a hugely more intellectual experience.  It couldn't have been otherwise when 
passing fragrant banks of flowers and foliage, or listening to winds or waterfalls, 
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crashing surf, croaking frogs or the buzz of insects, nose and cheekbones leading into 
scented winds and currents.  There is a wonderful state of oneness with the planet 
awaiting any person who makes the effort to "get their legs" and plot a multi-day 
adventure.  This oneness is something shared by all velo tourers.  It's reaffirmed every 
day in the spontaneous smiles of fellow enthusiasts.  It bridges age, nationality, and 
gender.  It fits my description of a state of bliss.

Grandpa Pete found bliss with three wheels: Schwinn plus B.O.B., a one wheel 
bike trailer.  I could have found it with just two wheels: Schwinn and panniers, or with 
four wheels: Schwinn and a two wheel bike trailer.  The choice was made for me 
however.  I already owned the bike and the B.O.B. and did not have the money for front 
rack and panniers, or a new bike (roadie) and two wheel trailer.  As far as bliss, it 
matters not whether it is panniers or trailer.  Any combination works!  Simply find 
yourself pursuing it!  The experience of heightened awareness and traveling under your 
own power, even long distances, while thumbing your nose at petrol pumps and not 
being 'put-off' by the sight of the speed-trap-fuzz is novel.  And very welcome!

Grandpa Pete would be the first to wager that the major cause for the yet small 
percentage of the population being long distance bicycle adventurists has something to 
do with an aversion to physical exertion.  It's no secret that the rest of us have become 
a nation of overweight couch potatoes.  Our prior generations who through strenuous 
physical labor actually generated GDP are distant memories, if at all.  The human body 
thrives on physical exercise.  It was "designed" (evolved?), that way.  We are no longer 
challenged by our occupations to sufficiently exercise our bodies for a maximum degree 
of health.  We have automated or outsourced occupations that used to maintain or aid 
in our muscular/skeletal maintenance.  After three decades of strenuous activity fulfilling 
the title of 'full-service plumber' (climbing, crawling, lifting, digging and shlepping), I 
admit that it felt good to give away the tools and spend some time on the couch.  But 
aside some building trades and farm labor most of us are so far removed from personal 
recollections concerning what physical abilities our ancestors had  that we no longer 
envision ourselves capable of what used to be the norm.  Throughout history man has 
walked long distances.  In Professor Alex Kroeber's book: "Handbook Of The Indians Of 
California", he tells us that Northwestern California natives used to "run down" elk in 
order to dispatch them with their primitive weapons, a far cry from todays modern 
recreational hunter on his ATV with gun/bow rack and beer in one paw (empty on the 
ground).  When I encounter curious individuals in my travels who ask me: "Where are 
you going?  Where did you start this morning?" and I tell them, they are quite often 
amazed: "Oh my gosh!  That's six-hundred miles," or "Seventy miles?"  Well, I was 
amazed too when I first chalked-up such distances, but among younger touring cyclists 
seventy-five to eighty miles daily is common and a hundred and more not unusual.  (I 
will tell you about them, following.)  The fact is, most everyone without serious 
disabilities is capable of such feats, but they just cannot visualize themselves doing it.  
And, like for Grandpa Pete, some disabilities disappeared after pursuing the lifestyle.  

I was in pretty sad shape when I moved from Kelly's Pool Hall to the Hay Fork.  
Eleven years of a very rugged, wilderness lifestyle on an already seriously 
compromised middle-aged body had taken its toll.  Two helicopters had flown to 
evacuate me due to a hooky-playing heart.  (My cardiologist, Dr. [Robert] Pick and his 
very caring Staff in Redding, were quite concerned.)  During the last couple of years on 
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the river Doc Krouse was also administering cock's-comb injections to my knees every 
five weeks just so they wouldn't freeze up, and sciatica was a constant nemesis along 
with chronic lower-back pain and arthritic ankles and heels made for very uncomfortable 
walking.  I had a very worn out self-image, and if some fool had asked me if I wanted to 
take a fifty mile bike ride, they would have risked my ire.  But, upon completing the Hay 
Fork to Berkeley and back trip I was on the mend.  And right on the heels of that exploit, 
Grandpa Pete, after completing a second, thirteen hundred mile excursion, was a new 
person.  The heart problems almost went away; knee problems did go away.  Ditto for 
the back pain.  The sciatica too, vanished.  The ankle and heel pain was not entirely 
gone, but I could now walk five miles on city pavements and not be bedridden the next 
day.  See what pedaling on average of six, seven hours a day and then pitching a tent 
evenings and cooking field meals for weeks on end can do for a broken old man?  Other 
than the ankle/heel discomfort, I once again felt like I was nineteen, and not just 
physically--that deep down youthful inquisitiveness and unguarded spirit also returned.  
Listen to Grandpa Pete!  You can have it again, too!

First Bike

Grandpa Pete's first bike was a hand-me-down acquired while a lad of eight.  
Mom's dad, Grandpa Anderson, shipped it to me from Omro, Wisconsin.  He was still 
the town's Postmaster at the time and I was told that he had acquired it from a friend 
who had been a messenger in a big, east coast shipyard during the war, who was able 
to keep it after the nation went back to peace time endeavors.  I remember how excited 
I was awaiting its arrival at 1056 Talbot (California).  It seemed forever to get there.  I 
had been forewarned that the bike had larger diameter wheels than was common and 
was also tall-framed so Dad would have to make some blocks to put on the pedals so 
my legs could reach them.  Older brother Mick already had a bike and we were anxious 
to be able to explore ("Me And Bill"), without him having to ride me on his handlebars.  
As it turned out, even with the blocks I could only ride my first bike while standing on the 
pedals and it was a year before I could sit on the saddle and pedal.
        It was late May when the delivery truck arrived and Cornell School was still in 
session.  The first weekend that rolled around after Dad had blocked the pedals on my 
Schwinn, Mick took me for a ride on it--yes, me on the handlebars (not good), all the 
way to Indian Rock in North Berkeley (indigenous burial ground).  That was our favorite 
place on the planet at the time (beads and arrow-heads).  It was up-hill and about two 
miles away and we had always first tried cajoling mom into driving us there.  On this 
particular bicycle visit a very unfortunate thing happened on the way home however.  
Coming down the last block of "Steep Marin" (a very steep section of Marin Avenue), not 
far from Indian Rock, I inadvertently let the toe of one shoe get immeshed in the spokes 
of the front wheel.  In a split second the two of us and the bike were airborne, all doing a 
cartwheel.  I landed on my belly on the street with Mick landing on top of me and the 
bike on top of Mick.  After contacting the pavement we slid a couple feet which ground 
flesh off my knee caps, palms and chin.  Mick suffered no injuries because I cushioned 
him.  The bikes front wheel was destroyed though.  Adding insult to injury, we had to 
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drag and push the bike all the way home and my parents took their sweet time in getting 
me a new wheel.  (Grandpa Pete now knows it was for safety concerns not parts 
availability.)  Matter of fact, it was the following summer when I got to ride on it again, 
and this time solo.  That lesson was a valuable one.  As an old man on tour (and much 
more fragile), when I now find myself toying with death from an exhilarating excess of 
speed on steep descents, a painful flash memory of that yet vivid accident comes to my 
rescue with some prudent braking.  But for some reason I still continue to find myself in 
situations which kicks-in that memory.  Such is the addiction to exhilaration.

Hills

This is a subject that interests all cyclists.  Well, maybe not 'interests' but 
certainly affects all cyclists.  Most would probably acquaint the word hill with discomfort 
or pain.  I'm sure we all have known someone who got on a bike and rode too far and 
too steeply, too quickly, and then thereafter kept to only convenient flat areas.  That's 
O.K.  If you continue to ride the flats as a regimen it will greatly enhance your
well-being.  It's worth your while.  Grandpa Pete admits there is a little pain to bear while 
you're getting your 'hill legs'.  Steep grades by the hour can translate to a little pain.  
When I am cranking up some steep mountain and approaching my physical limit, little 
tell tail pains like electric shocks start showing up in an ankle and then a knee opposite, 
and sometimes in the groin, different side different days.  If I'm on a deserted road with 
long lines of sight it's a signal to do lazy-eights in the center of the road, or if a tree or 
road sign is casting any shade, I'll take advantage of it, dismount and eat a Cliff Bar and 
drink some water.  There are numerous spots between the Hay Fork and San Francisco 
where Grandpa Pete has to cry uncle and take a break.  In some areas it means picking  
apples, berries and plums as I go along.  But I have noticed that in only one year some 
of these hills became much easier to conquer. 

From my childhood until just recently I included myself in this flatlander group. In 
the early 1950's American bikes were built like the cars of the day: chrome rhino's.  
Heavy, single-speeds were all we had.  Kids spent more time pedaling standing up than 
sitting.  My knees still burn when reminiscing.  The first thing to change for the better 
was the importation of English three-speed bicycles later in the decade.  They weren't 
much lighter; they were still a balloon tyred steel frame mode of travel but having the 
extra gears was a huge improvement when negotiating inclines.  No one in my circle of 
friends living in Albany at the time were fortunate enough to own one though.  When we 
spied a contemporary riding one (usually in the affluent Berkeley hills), we just groaned 
in jealous agony.  Never did Grandpa Pete own one.  By the time I was in Garfield 
Junior High School (8th grade), some American bikes were three speeds and the Brits 
had moved up to five, utilizing narrower tires and lighter steel frames.  Never got to own 
one of those either, but with the five speeds and a new lighter weight an actual touring 
threshold had been attained for those who were so motivated and could afford one.  In 
the interim, only as an older warehouse worker seeking to save on commute costs did I 
rediscover cycling and experience what huge strides the manufacturers had achieved in 
ease of propulsion.
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Could there be any enjoyment to riding bicycles in the absence of hills?  When 
Grandpa Pete and wife Kay took their Schwinn five speed tandem to the Hawaiian 
Islands in 1970 and rode it around the groups' mostly level shorelines, yes those were 
joyous pedals with such gorgeous scenery.  (Grandpa Pete had fabricated an overhead 
surf board rack that held our boards and we were photographed for the newspapers.)  
O.K.  But how would I feel about crossing Kansas?  I'd prefer to take a rain-check on 
that one, thank you.  That's not to say that some farmer who gets his fourteen-speed out 
on the macadam just as the sun rises wouldn't have a pleasant workout prior to getting 

on his tractor, but the objectives are different.  For me 
hills make it a win/win situation: there is absolutely no 
bliss like the hard earned G forces of a long, steep, 
twisting descent, and when performed on a majestic 
landscape, the longer the better.  It's something that 
you just don't want to end, a 'high' better than any 
drug induced variety; it's so pure and natural, life 
altering for the positive.  (At one place on Highway 1 
[Meyer's Grade] there is a twelve mile descent 
through absolutely mind-blowing-gorgeous scenery 
and vistas and if you know where to camp the night 

before, you can place yourself in a 'best time' slot to 
enjoy such rewards.)  But to experience that state, we need  the hill.  Fortunately, 
between the Hay Fork and San Francisco Grandpa Pete has a good number of multi-
mile descents that are pure bliss, going each direction.

It was on my first long pedal, for my 50th high school reunion, to the Bay Area 
and back, that I made the important discovery about climbing hills: keep your head 
down, don't fixate on the summit, keep your eyes peeled for tire hazards and 'listen' to 
your body.  Adjust your breathing and pedaling cadence and riding posture to address 
physical irritabilities.  When the knee or ankle or groin, or hip starts telling you it's 
unhappy, with slight changes in your seating position, torso lean, hands or forearms on 
the handle bar, foot position on pedals, and effort of cranking, the body complaints can 
be lessened or almost completely ameliorated.  For the fist time I understood how "that" 
person on the bike in the middle of nowhere, seen uncountable times from car windows 
all my life, seemed to be oblivious to their surroundings, why their feet were barely 
going around, why they paid no attention to me passing by (in spite of a horn toot and or 
a thumbs-up), and the big surprise: how they could find actual bliss in this challenge.  
Luckily, for having read Eckhart Tolle's "The Power Of Now," I could quickly attain the 
state of "no mind" which cycling long distances helps to achieve and maintain.  This 
special mental state allows one to calmly crank out mile after mile after mile without 
fretting over discomforts, traffic, time or weather.  "Just $19.99 down and three easy 
payments of..............."  No, really, it's the straight poop, the "uta putah."  If you 'take-up' 
bicycle adventuring, having read Eckhart will make it easier and more fulfilling.  And, if 
you have also read Howard Zinn's "The People's History Of The United States" the 
experience is even more profound.
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Planning

            Problem number one: there wasn't enough.  'Tween' Grandpa Pete on the Hay 
Fork and the coast there is a lot of mountain and I knew my greatest challenge would be 
fought as a green recruit.  Getting over to Highway 101 on State 36 (90 mi.), would be a 

considerable percentage of the calories spent to 
get me to Berkeley.  This most direct route (36), 
crosses a peak at 4'000 ft. plus, that would be 
challenged on the second day of pedaling.  Prior 
to the decision to make the journey I had noticed 
this highway on maps but had no first hand 
knowledge of the route, so in early April, less than 
a month before my big adventure, I drove #36 
over to 101 (and then up to Oregon and back to 
visit my sister and brother-in-law).  It was a very 
sobering event.  Big lumps in the throat.  Some 
really steep grades for long, long distances.  The 
thought of maybe having to walk/push some 

sections seemed inevitable.  But the realization that 
on coming back it would be a huge reward tempered the prospect.  Grandpa Pete was 
about to jump into the biggest physical challenge of his life with little more than hope 
and a dream.  Prior to this cycling effort total research had been a few books: one, a 
mechanic's tutorial, another on gear, and one more a route touring guide, which was 
handy but assumed that I already 'had been around the block'.  (Oh, that would have 
been prudent.)  To end up doing what Grandpa Pete did, with just the help of these aids, 
and not suffering any the worse for it, I consider myself very fortunate.  (The journey 
was really worth it!)

On Saturday, April 8th, to prepare for my great adventure Grandpa Pete 
performed a shake-down pedal out to Shiell Gulch on the East Fork of Hay Fork Creek, 
which was about a ten mile pedal to my southeast, though it was a flatter ride than what 
I was to encounter on the beginning of my Berkeley trip.  Wildwood Road, my course to 
Shiell Gulch and the Lumber Service Campground there, intersects Highway 3 just out 
of town.  This narrow paved road is named after the tiny mountain hamlet of the same 
name, which is located on the route, and to get there it takes you through some really 
wild woods.  Not just wild, but absolutely enchanting.  It is one magical ride, in any 
contrivance, but by bicycle, incomparable.  From following streams edge in leafy glen to 
dissecting verdant, sun-splashed timber-ringed pasture, the road snaked up onto 
breathtaking hairpin turns chiseled into rock canyon walls dropping hundreds of feet 
below to the emerald ribbon twisting and frothing, one second in shadow, the next in 
nature's kliegs.  I surely hope that the road department never ruins that one with  
"improvements."  

My plan was to pedal out and camp at Shiell Gulch overnight, figuring that it was 
far enough away that I would encounter all or most of the road surface conditions that I 
would find traveling to Berkeley and also test my latest assemblage of camping gear.   
After loading the trailer I was quite dismayed, to say the least, with the initial (in)stability.  
Not having a scale to check, it was immediately evident that I way over-weighted the 
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B.O.B.  Off the bike, standing 'next' and holding the handle bars by both grips, I could 
not let it tip to either side by very much before it wanted to capsize.  Just leaning the 
bike a bit to swing my leg over the seat was a tricky feat. Thoughts like: "This doesn't 
bode well," and "I ain't going to get this up a steep hill," were now foremost.  

Having been someone who wrote instructional text, by default Pete the Plumber 
should have read more than the few books he did, and especially dealing with nutrition.  
(They haven't been written, yet.)  Relating to food, what little I had gleaned from 
conversation left me wanting: what, when and how much for how many days.  In 
December, five months before the baptism-by-fire, Grandpa Pete had received a one- 
hundred dollar gift card to Trader Joe's (grocery chain), from 'Perfesser Chris' (San Luis 
manse).  Being underfunded as was usual, this gift card was manna from heaven.  But 
how many outlets would I find en route to Berkeley?  None.  So what did the greenhorn 
do?  He purchased thirty-pounds of food, all at once, figuring it would carry him all the 
way to Berkeley.  In the end, it did, but the dummy didn't have the faintest idea of how 
much he was going to pay in sweat for carrying it all, from the beginning.  It wasn't 
dehydrated stuff; the shop had little of that to offer.  It was all moist vacuum-pack: 
noodles and meat, rice and fish, soups/broths, broccoli and asparagus, good stuff but 
heavy and dense.  In addition the dummy packed a five quart water container plus his 
two frame bottles.  (The book said to have a minimum of a gallon of water aboard?)  I 
also had a dozen eggs, a pound of bacon, a pound of Peet's coffee, a quart of half and 
half, a pound of butter and a dozen bagels and jam and peanut butter and........  With 
food, clothing and camping gear the trailer probably weighed an easy ninety-pounds.  
My B.O.B. in 'litter dumpster' mode weighed only a tiny fraction of that.  The trailer 
manufacturer rated the capacity at 35kg.  Well, I had a couple of weeks to 'fine tune' 
things, so I decided it best to put my fears aside and proceed towards my target.

My B.O.B.

         The shake down pedal to Shiell Gulch proved its weight.  Not even out of town I 
got a font flat.  "Just as well," I thought.  When ocean kayaking, Grandpa Pete would do 
a wet-exit and re-entry before starting out, just to make sure I was up to the mark.  This 
flat would make a good revisit to removing wheel, tire and tube, right here, right now, 
real conditions.  Considering the scope of my adventure I had already accepted, as fact, 
the eventual need to do this, possibly many times over.  With a two-wheeled trailer I 
probably could have left it hitched to the bike and easily enough gotten the front wheel 
off, but with the one-wheel B.O.B. I first had to disconnect it, and attempting this whilst   
loaded was another discovery process.  (Don't do).  The B.O.B. has a pivot in place of a 
gimbal on a two-wheel trailer.  With the pivot, there is only one swing-plane.  Unhitching 
the loaded B.O.B. was similarly difficult to lifting and moving an unconscious person: 
clumsy effort ("Me And Angie").  The tube replacement went smoothly and Grandpa 
Pete was back on the road in fifteen minutes.  But with grimy hands.  I had no rags or 
solvent of any kind and I had not put any disposable vinyl gloves in my kit.  Lesson 
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learned.  On I went and a big, early-on surprise, and a rather pleasing one, was 
discovering that the trailers mass and velocity added to my and my bikes mass and 
velocity which added to the 'carry' on the climbing of the next hill after bottoming out on 
a descent.  It rarely lasted for as long as I would have liked, but sometimes it was 
enough to carry me right over the crest of a following, lower hill.  But I won't kid you.  On 
a five or ten mile ascent, every extra goodie that you couldn't live without (panniers or 
trailer), is a quotient of the discomforts you are experiencing or are going to.  But, that 
quart of half-and-half and pound of Peet's French Roast and the bottle of Lafitte de 
Rothschild's 'sublime' that's weighing you down, now, will make your spirits soar on the 
'morrow' (or that evening), and you'll be glad. 
        After turning off Highway 3 onto Wildwood Road, at the end of the first, short 
straight section, the road turns to the right and climbs.  Grandpa Pete started up my  
first 'honest' hill with the groaning trailer.  "Oooooh Boy," was my first reaction.  "Will I be 
able to best this grade?" was the following thought.  Down into 'granny' and up we went 
(albeit slowly), all the way to the crest, with enough "juice" left over that I felt a little tinge 
of confidence.  But luckily the road was deserted, for it took me a while to get the hang 
of things.  With all that weight behind me, with such a radical effect on steering, I was 
sometimes out of my lane.  However by the time of arrival at my destination, I was 
beginning to think it was a grand plan.  Riding the high canyon walls section, each 
direction, was worth it by itself.  Golden eagles passed low overhead, their wings 
making "lover's bed springs," and bobcat, deer and fox showed very little concern for my 
passing close.
          I soon pleasantly discovered that somewhat akin to paddling the Nordkapp ocean 
kayak, the faster I went the more stable the ride.  The B.O.B. lent itself well to the 
"kayak lean."  In a short time I was enjoying zooming down hills.  (Grandpa Pete's 
comfort zone was shattered later on.)  The single wheeled B.O.B. trailer is a good 
choice for twisting, fast descents (Minerva).  The pedlar 'feels', or senses what their 
trailer is doing via a rigid connection at or near the rear axle.  Because of this rigid 
connection, when the bike leans right, the trailer leans right, its one wheel pitching to the 
same angle as those of the bikes.  A two wheel trailer connected to a bike through a 
section of rigid tongue needs a gimbal ability at wherever the tongue grips the frame.  
This allows the the trailer to keep both its wheels on the ground when the bike is 
leaning.  With a two wheel trailer in a down hill turn, the trailer passes in and out of the 
bikes degree of lean.  Two wheel trailers, in descent, are on record for trying to pass the 
bike and pedlar (this is not good), when the pedlar miscalculated his/her velocity for the 
roads condition at the time.  (It will always be operator-error in these events but that's 
not to say that in skilled hands these events might not have happened.)
        Two wheeled trailers do allow you to haul more diverse loads though: think little 
tykes, guitars and commercial deliveries.   And two wheeled trailers are heaven to park 
because of their stasis stability.  Grandpa Pete right 'o way put a kickstand on his B.O.B. 
after arriving in Berkeley.  (It does not come with one.)   I was tired of all the time spent 
seeking a "good spot" to stop where two wheeled jobs could have chosen many.  With 
the kickstand on the B.O.B. it meant speed and convenience.  And a bigger plus, it 
makes it almost as easy to load and unload as a two-wheeler.  But as the comparison of 
panniers versus trailer went: it's not which one, it's just choose either and do some 
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touring!  Most State and Federal parks charge an equitably reduced price to the cyclist, 
usually about a sixth of the fee for automated modes of arrival.  
        For this shake-down camp-out, I left my too heavy two-man tent at home and 
decided to just sleep in the bivy-sack that Paul Weyhmiller had given me years ago.  
Going camping in April is always risking rain, but there was no prediction for it this 
weekend, and the bivy-sack is almost water proof and a drum-liner bag over the trailer 
would keep my kit dry.  In preparation for this camp out, after three attempts to get all 
my gear in the trailer, I still managed to forget some bananas and the bacon back at 
Eskaton.  Granda Pete was especially anxious to test out my new backpacker's stove 
(in its case, smaller than a deck of cards).  Without the bacon the ceremony wouldn't be 
what I anticipated but I still had eggs and toast and coffee to prepare for a test.  For 
years I had wanted one of these high-tech tiny marvels but the hefty price had always 
marooned my wallet.  Now no longer providing for a family, passing by REI in Berkeley a 
month earlier, I let the Sirens' song draw me in.   A funny thing: those long ago days of 
employment in burner design and testing at Steam Power Systems in San Diego in the 
early 70's ("Me And Bill"), still underscored my curiosity for these modern icons of the 
outdoorsman: a featherweight 'little forge' of cooking technology.  This recent shopping 
experience proved especially sweet, for I couldn't escape R.E.I. without also 
succumbing to titanium pots and utensils.  One of the great rewards of adventure 
cycling (for me), is that I can eat all the chocolate, ice-cream, butter, pastries, roast 
duck, bacon, pizza, you name it, and not put on a pound.  Matter of fact, losing the forty-
seven pounds Grandpa Pete did in six months of wonderful adventure accounted for 
much of the new enhanced sense of well being.

There happens to be quite a nice swimming hole at Shiell Gulch (for summer 
time enjoyment), but in April it remains a feast for the eyes, only.  With focused attention 
a fin or tail eventually shows.  The riparian splendor that follows the twisting little stream 
makes for a grand camping experience, especially in the summer and Fall, when 
temperatures produce hula skirt heat waves outside of the umbrella.  Not surprisingly, I 
was the only camper there, and it is a small park to begin with.  The little stove did 
yeoman service heating up several vacuum packs for dinner and water after, for some 
of Tom Johnson's good peppermint tea.   A second choice of Tom's that I affirmed (he 
always served them with his mint tea when we were in camp): a bag of Mint Milano's 
cookies.  With my choice to lay wherever and because it was supposed to be a clear 
night, Grandpa Pete unrolled his self-inflating sleeping pad where the best view of the 
heavens would prove.  It was awesome!  Thankfully there was no moon and the sky 
was black and the live, uber planetarium show above kept me awake; just could not 
stop looking, wondering, marveling.  I would admit that maybe cut lose pent-up 
expectations might have had something to do with it; and, I hadn't slept out on the 
ground in a long time.  Thankfully, in the morning I felt sufficiently rested; and, my first 
cup of camp coffee was a great success.  It proved an uneventful trip home to Eskaton 
the next morning, mechanically speaking, but the canyon wall section was an extremely 
enjoyable event, and to think that this was in my 'back yard'.  I didn't have but a short 
number days to dwell on the recent training mission before it was time to turn attentions 
to D Day.  That reality now had a life of its own: Grandpa Pete was in a constant state of 
"bursting capacitors" ("Me And Everett").  The next thing I knew it was........Berkeley or 
Bust!
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Berkeley or Bust
(May 1, 2012)

        It's was a little before 9:00 a.m. and I pulled the apartment door closed and listened 
for the 'click' to tell me that it was secured.  From first light the day had shown promise.  
Maybe I will have sunshine to inaugurate the adventure 'me was 'think'n'.  Mount time 
seemed like it would never arrive, always last minute ends to tie.  But finally Grandpa 
Pete swung his leg over the saddle and shoved off.  My first mission was to cruise by 
the office and say good bye to Betty (Wines), if she was in.  Sure enough her car was 
there and while I slowed to make a big wide u-turn at the end of the lot, she was 
standing out at the curb as I approached.  The bike seemed freakishly unstable at that 
slow speed so I did not stop but just passed by close and gave/received best wishes, 
and then picked up speed and it was out the driveway and onto to Hyampom Rd.  At the 
intersection with Highway 3, just a short distance, traffic was clear so making a wobbly 
right turn I slowly eased through the stop sign and headed south out of town.  'T'was' a 
big relief and at the same time a new, heightened sense of engagement rose up out of 
my feet and passed through me and out the top of my head and the next thing I knew, 
Grandpa Pete felt like he had the bit in his mouth and heard the crack of whip.
           The first day out on the road was a non-stop exercise in soul searching: "What 
was I doing?  Am I an old fool?  Did I actually have a 'real' assessment of my 
capabilities?  Would I have to put my tail between my legs and cry uncle before this pipe 
dream was over?  Would it forever be remembered as Grandpa Pete's Folly by my 
children and grands?"  There were short periods, perhaps only minutes counted on one 
hand when my mind would be blank, and then I'd 'awake' to my new reality: "Oh boy, 
you've done it this time."  But most thankfully, one reoccurring vision that materialized 
like an old movie that I credit for staying the course were the many, long past, time-out 
huddles, fourth quarter, ten or more to go, on our own twenty-five, down by six, hyper-
ventilating, bloody shins, aching ribs, Jacuzzi (QB) de man, Curry on my left, O'Hare on 
my right and words of coach Pisenti: "O.K. Stumps (me), Pacini needs that 
hole.....you've got what it takes....go do it!"  This time my shins weren't bleeding and I 
wasn't hyper-ventilating, but somehow once again the determination to do the 
impossible prevailed.

Soon after getting under way the sun went and hid behind grey overcast and 
stayed there all day, depriving me of that under writ sense of 'hopeful feasibility' that 
sunshine would have bestowed.  Knowing that the first day would prove hell on the 
joints, I had planned to go only as far as Forest Glen, maybe some fifteen miles.  I 
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figured that adjustments to my rigging would probably be required.  Grandpa Pete had 
signed a pact with the devil by using bungie-cords on the trailer.  I knew it would be so, 
but I had not the time to create an acceptable cinch strap arrangement, and I did have 
to stop twice and re-secure the sleeping bag and 'bivy' in the locations I had started 
with, and immediately cursed myself for not escaping the bungie solution.  The one 
luxury that I thought I just could not go without was an extra wide, extra long air/foam 
self-inflating sleeping pad (extra bulky).  My skeleton had been broken and mostly 
mended so many times for so long that I thought that I just couldn't do the trip without 
one.  But it was way too big to fit anywhere but laid, in line, on top of the loaded trailer, 
with a folded green plastic tarp the top layer.  (Secured with bungies).  The pad was 
forty-some inches wide, weighed a good seven pounds or more and was about ten or 
eleven inches in diameter.  With it stacked on top of the already stuffed duffel, along 

with the sleeping bag, I resembled some sort of old Jed 
Clampett hillbilly of bike traveler.  After a couple of hours on 
the road it started to sprinkle so I put on a light, vinyl rain 
coat with hood.  It kept me dry from rain but I was soon 
soaked by perspiration, the only plus it being a warm wet.  
The relatively low elevation rise for the first nine or ten miles 
gave Grandpa Pete a little time to limber up, but being an old 
fart I was accustomed to getting things done much slower 
than it used to take in my prime.  This pedaling business was 
going to be no different.  

Won't say I actually felt any true discouragement that 
first day though some grades were a 'hella' distance and 
some pretty darn steep.  By stopping and resting often and 
accepting the fact that it was going to be a long, long, slow 
endeavor, Grandpa Pete's first reward was bestowed at near 

end of the day.  I felt self-righteous: just another hundred yards to camp entrance.  
Deciding on a short start was a good choice.  Reaching first camp in the late afternoon 
in early May did not leave but a couple of hours to darkness, and it never stopped 
sprinkling since it began late morning.  But, upon arriving, there was a chain across the 
entrance to the camp a short distance in from the highway.  On it hung a sign: Road 
Closed.  It did not say Camp Closed.  I knew by the time that I reached Marin County 
that I would have been forced to camp in the bushes somewhere, State property, 
Federal property, private property, it didn't matter.  But on this very first night of the big 
adventure, I was going to camp where I wanted, whether the facility was officially open 
or not.  It also occurred to me that a forest ranger might take umbrage and he or she 
could lighten my already too skimpy wallet. To reduce this possibility, Grandpa Pete 
wended his way in to the very inner limits of the park and chose the most secluded spot, 
and suffered not for it.  (Before my journey was over, in a far away park, I encountered 
another Jed who said that he had recently been fined $250.00 for doing the same.)  
Grandpa Pete made a quick camp, choosing to lay my 'bivy' out on top of the picnic 
table.  I made a big taco with the tarp, and the sack and bag were the filling.  I cooked a 
hurried dinner of Trader Joe's vacuum sealed fare by placing the stove under the table 
out of the rain and and soon thereafter got into my bed, without delay. 
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Big White Hunters

It was warm and comfy in my Japanese silk long johns (thanks Paul), inside my 
down mummy, inside my snug 'bivy', on top of the three inch thick REI self-inflating pad 
(wide enough to support my arms, too), but the rain made a lot of noise landing on the 
tarp and visiting stiff winds would blow the top layer off and I'd have to crawl out and pull 
it back in place.  Getting in and out of a 'bivy' is not the speediest of maneuvers.  After 
repeating this procedure a couple of times, I decided to use some thin wire and attach 
some heavy stones to the grommeted mating corners of the tarp.  That worked but also 
kept the tarp pulled down onto my face.  I stayed dry and eventually drifted off to sleep, 
but not before thinking that a nice, light little tent would have been better after all.  
During the night I heard a bear arriving in camp while dislodging some scree off the 
steep slope about thirty yards from my bed.  It took me back over fifty years to my 
childhood, when brother Mick and I would on occasion hear bears coming down the 
crumbling rock slope on the far side of the Trinity River, at Soldier Creek, when we'd be 
in in a blind waiting for raccoons to come to our baits.  (Dick Brabrook showed us how 
to make raccoon traps with a section of log, brace and bit, sharp nails, tin-foil and 
bacon.)  That was smack dab at the height of fame for the actors Fess Parker and 
Buddy Ebsen, doing Davy Crockett television installments for Walt Disney.  Coonskin 
caps then were priceless.  The bears would amble, bobbing their snouts the fifty-yards 
to the river zero-ing in on 'the source' (we were across the river).  Not disliking bears but 
also not wanting to party with them either, we'd then have to shine our flashlights which 
would also spook the raccoons and then there was nothing left to do but go back to 
camp.  One night a mountain lion climbed up onto the top of the blind, which was a low 
lean-to of saplings and living brush.  Once in the blind, like good aboriginal hunters, we 
made no noise and remained motionless.  We could hear the creature's weight crackling 
and popping in the ceiling of debris.  Waiting as long as we dared we yelled 
(spontaneously), as loud as we could, almost in unison: "Get the hell outta here!"  That 
checked its progress O.K., while simultaneously giving it's signature, ear-piercing snarl 
before disappearing. 'T'was' the first time I can recall not being able to hold my water.  

 Early morn showed some promise but by the time breakfast was finished it was 
raining again.  Not having good rain gear, I decided to spend another day there.  It was 
a pretty little camp.  It's one comfort station, though locked, had a large roof overhang 
providing a generous dry spot.  A fast moving stream in the park, the South Fork of the 
Trinity, provided water needs without depleting on board stocks.  I sat on my inflatable 
pillow, tending my stove and tea preparations, reading (for the first time), Vanity Fair, 
and nibbling short bread.  Worst ways to spend a rainy day.  The Feds never showed 
and I was just as glad to have an excuse to stay put and rest.  As long as I had 
chocolate, tea, cream, coffee and energy bars, Fig Newtons......I was a happy camper.  
On a stretch break, I walked to the rivers edge, and only standing for seconds, almost 
left my boots on the ground.  Out of the heavily silted water a river otter popped up 
exactly in front of me, equally surprised.  It felt wonderful to laugh, at both of us.

First Rear Flat
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That next night passed exactly as the first, except I didn't have to climb out of my 
cocoon until morning.  Though it was solid overcast it was not raining, and I was also 
anxious to get going.  After an early breakfast I decided to make a run for it and see how 
far I could get before any rain made it so uncomfortable that I'd cry uncle and seek 
shelter.  While I began packing the trailer I noticed my rear tire was low.  I was traveling 
with a small pump that I had purchased when I bought the Moab, fifteen years earlier.  It 
had its own spot in its own bracket on the underside of the frames "down tube."  It 
wasn't a cheap piece of gear.  I remember paying almost forty-dollars for it.  I had used 
it often enough, satisfactorily, to think that I could trust it for his trip.  Was that smart?  
Not really.  Like all things modern, there wasn't one piece of metal in its construction.  All 
those years, exposed to the elements had it's consequences.  After only several 
strokes, the folding handle at the end of the shaft, broke away from its pivots.  Not only 
did it part, but the handle cracked into pieces.  This necessitated applying a mini vice-
grip pliers to the shaft for purchase.  In the inflation process I damaged the tire stem 
itself with a tear, where it exited the wheels aluminum rim (Schrader valve).  No sweat.  I 
had two, new spares.  I'd just have to change it and still I'd have an extra.  That 
Grandpa Pete did, but first he had to unhitch the trailer and unlike a front flat, he had an 
oily chain and derailleur to work with.  But, within thirty-minutes I was back on the road 
and glad to be moving again in spite of the ominous weather signs.  The big bummer 
though was I could not get more than forty-five pounds of air (out of a desired 90) in the 
tire because of the compromised pump.  Once back on the road the drag of the almost 
flat tire due to the weight of me and the trailer was a great annoyance, and a big 
handicap.

Within the first hour, a heavy mist developed which became a real sprinkle.  I was 
glad that while I was in Eugene, weeks earlier, I had hedged and purchased a rain cover 
for my helmet.  It was expensive, well made, and performed well.  Couldn't argue.  Jim, 
my Oregonian brother-in-law, recommended that I do like he did and just buy cheap 
shower caps (couldn't find any that were plain).  Cyclery garb is audaciously foo-foo to 
begin with; I just couldn't bring myself to cover my beanie with pink mermaids.  The 
grades even got steeper the next day but I welcomed the cold mist.  My next thought 
was doing this in hot weather might be unhealthy.  Grandpa Pete made numerous ten 
minute way-stops over the course, in the rain, but the excitement of the challenge kept 
me in the now.  "Head down fella, head down, eyes on the road."

With time, my ability to reclaim 'no-mind' after it's incessant escapes improved 
markedly, and before I knew it I was trespassing the summit at South Fork Mountain 
Pass, over four thousand feet.  It was sleeting snow.  There were a few inches of slush 
on the highway that I showed full respect.  I was riding on treadless rubber: Ritchie 
Slicks.  Turns were made in gentle arcs, vertically, and speed held constant.  I could feel 
the drag on my progress and hear the sound effects.  Out of straight lines I was getting 
plastered from my front wheel.  Dave, at Ellison's Bike Shop in Weaver, just before 
departure: "Pete, put those fenders back on the rack.  You don't need those....can't 
remember when I sold the last set."   Within ten minutes of cautious maneuvering 
Grandpa Pete left the muck above and the ten-percent downgrade (one that I knew by 
map and prior driving by Toyota), was a grandaddy, launching my spirits to a new 
height: flying down the macadam ribbon, long, gently meandering stretches teasing out 
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risky speeds only to be prudently abandoned for some hard swallowing braking and 
exhilarating turns, urged on by Mother Nature in her fresh gown of greens, lush 
hillsides, tunnels of leaf, brighter borders of brooks.  This was a new mental state.  My 
whole being felt like it too was a bursting bud, leaving a long sleep, obeying Mother's 
rule whose reward was the new, glorious Now.  With all of my required belongings in 
frame packs and trailer, I experienced a sense of freedom that was brand new.  It was 
born of the realization that my needs were traveling with me.  No concerns of gas 
stations, restaurants or motels.  I was free to absorb, experience my surroundings as if 
they were under a magnifying glass, seen for the first time.  Not even ocean kayaking, 
besting the surf to open water, the glorious feeling it is, delivered the degree of freedom 
Grandpa Pete was experiencing on his three wheels.  When actually under way, 
pedaling, cranking, doing the 'real-thing', the 'big adventure', this heady state of being 
was playing chaperone.

The Cave

Within a few hours or more my 
route was taking a long diagonal, 
traversing a high valley between it's 
containing ridges, with some teasing 
ups and downs but few huffer-puffers.  
Around one bend in the road, on a 
slight up-grade my attention was 
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drawn to a deep chasm off the inside turn.  My curiosity was challenged.  In passing, in 
the bottom, I had briefly spied a fern-cloaked cave, with a big, moss-covered log angled 
across the mouth, and a rushing little stream tumbling down a series of log-choked 
gravel benches, bordering a raised terrace at the mouth of the cave.  I just had  to circle 
back and check this out.  Wow!  Wasn't that really cool!  Right outta Hollywood.  
Where's Gilligan?  Where's Ginger?  And there was a discernible, almost straight-line 
trail down to it from the road.  I checked my watch; it was three in the afternoon.  
Grandpa Pete had planned to pedal farther, another six or seven miles to Grizzly Creek 
Redwoods State Park.  But that park, too, I knew would be closed and I would be risking 
possible citation if discovered camping there.  My thoughts returned to my newly 
discovered gem.  I had not noticed it when driving both ways on the highway weeks 
before, going and coming from Oregon in my Toyota.  I parked the bike and checked-out 
the trail.  It was do able.  I'd have to unhitch the B.O.B. and walk the bike down first and 
then come back and do the same with the trailer.  Even as early in the day as it was, I 
couldn't pass up such a fabulous place to camp, let alone having to worry another night 
if I was going to be hassled by the ranger in some closed park.  On the maps I was 
packing there was no name for my little spot.

The cave was plenty big and deep enough but there were no acceptably level 
spots to lay out my bed.  The walls did have sufficient opposing ledges that an 
enterprising fellow could cut some poles and build a bridge for a sleeping platform and 
have generous room for a small campfire to boot.  But there was no getting my bike and 
trailer up to the lip of the cave without taking an unnecessary risk of a sprained 
something or other.  As luck would have it though there was a perfectly level spot not far 
from the entrance, ringed by alders.  The foot of my sleeping bag would be two feet 
higher and six foot away from the cascading stream and inside the tarpaulin taco it 
would remain dry even if rained upon.  There was an abundance of stream side rocks to 
weigh down the edge.  Camp was set up with much improved conditions.  I was very 
impressed with the level of satisfaction from the days before.  There was also little worry 
of being roused-out by some khaki/green.  My bed, laid out on the level, little sandy flat, 
tree ringed, reminded me of a gargantuan birds nest.  It very much had that nest feeling.  
When getting ready for dinner and attaching the little stove to it's fuel canister, I realized 
just how light the the combination had become.  Cooking the prior few meals had eaten 
almost all of the fuel.  The little devil was a great performer but had a hella (as my son 
Jason would say), appetite.  I could see right off that finding enough purveyors of the 
little gas canisters (referred to as 'blue gas'), along the route might be a problem.  I had 
purchased two canisters to start; one, the smaller of two standards and a second, larger 
one.  I was burning through the smaller and just made it cooking that dinner.  In the 
A.M., for coffee and breakfast I'd have to switch to the larger, remaining one.   Again 
that night it rained, and really rained.  I stuck my head out from under the tarp a few 
times to flash my light on the stream to see if it was still behaving itself.  In spite of flood 
concerns I managed to sleep wonderfully well.  I was so enamored of my little discovery 
that out of choice I remained for a second, enchanted full day and night.   Grandpa Pete 
loved every minute of it but by early the following day I knew I must get going so I 
dragged the loaded trailer up to the road and went back for the bike.  And it wasn't 
raining.
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First Encounter  

Not long into the morning I found myself cranking up an extensive grade and 
coming around a bend, the hoped for crest was not in view; instead, more grade in a 
long straight line, maybe a quarter miles worth.  Then, before getting back into my 
'Eckhart' mode, I noticed another cyclist near the top.   At that distance it was not 
possible to ascertain what direction he or she were going, but a few minutes more 
would tell.  Upon a second look the question was answered: down hill.  Here was to be 
the first fellow Jed Grandpa Pete encountered on his big adventure.  When almost full 
abreast we both stopped.  "I've never seen anyone pedal so slowly," were his first 
words.  "I'd lose my balance at that rate," he continued.  Grandpa Pete got off his bike 
and strode across the pavement to introduce himself.  The shoulder on the other side 
was only slightly more than body-width but traffic was non-existent.  "I'm an old man," I 
replied with a smile.  "My name's Pete," I said as I offered my hand.  "Ken, here," he 
said as we shook hands.   Ken was an original.  He was wearing a sort of Wicked Witch 
Of The East, gray-blue felt hat that well shaded his manzanita berry tanned features 
showcased in thick, salt and pepper eyebrows, full beard and mustache.  The hat 
hosted the longest pheasant feather I'd seen in many moons.   A mended and faded 
long sleeve green plaid shirt hid his arms, its tails tucked into charcoal wool trousers 
with their fair share of patches.  He was riding a very sturdy looking road bike with well-
worn, mis-matched panniers protected by pieces of clear plastic held in place with string 
and bungies and a square milk crate with its plastic covering was right behind his seat.  
Ken was tall and lean and had my deceased father Kenneth's blue eyes.   At the center 
of his handlebars, facing forward, was a very artistic collection/assemblage of feathers, 
bones, twigs and found objects, occupying the space of a mini-wind screen.  My gaze 
raced over his entire kit.  It had the 'Artful Homeless Wanderer' stamp on it, everything 
an adaptation, done well.

"Can I take your picture?"  "Be my guest," I told him.  Ken produced a camera 
from his handlebar bag.  I was a bit taken aback.  Grandpa Pete was next staring into 
an aquarium-sized lens of a Leica.  After taking some head shots he asked me to walk 
back across the highway and stand by my bike and he took some more.  "I record my 
journeys," he said matter-of-factly.  "Do you have a camera?"  "Yes," I told him.  "I'll take 
some of you standing next to your rig," he said.   After the photo taking I asked Ken 
where he had started from.  "The Washington Monument--last October," was his 
answer.  He had been on the road for eight months and was hoping to be back in D.C. 
before the first snows.  He was headed inland to get off the coast for a while and would 
continue north on a hopefully drier route.  He would weave his way in and out of 
Canada on his eastern leg, whenever possible reconnecting with numerous indigenous 
groups.  We chatted for a good twenty minutes.  Grandpa Pete remembers having 
wished we could'a met up at the end of the day, so in a shared camp I could have heard 
many tales of his extensive wanderings.  At that pregnant moment of parting Ken took 
my hand in both of his and with our gaze locked said with what I knew was full sincerity: 
"Have a good life."  Without further ado we continued on our separate ways.
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Break Down

Not more more than an hour after getting underway again, the glow of two days 
at the cave was rudely extinguished.  Grandpa Pete experienced his first component 
failure.  I had just reached the floor of Larabee Valley when my right shifter, which 
operated the rear derailleur, started to misbehave.  Rather abruptly the lever on the 
thumb-actuated device failed.  When moved, it no longer effected the desired 
adjustment.  With repeated attempts it would sometimes do my bidding.  "This doesn't 
bode well," I remembered thinking, a default-tightening of my lower gut making it 
appearance.  "Maybe I'll encounter another cyclist who can help me," was the short 
lived, half-hearted next-at-bat.  Since leaving Hay Fork I had noticed many spent/
discarded Co2 cartridges along the road.  Most were probably substance abuse, but 
others may have been left by cyclists who'd stopped to re-charge their tires; however, I 
knew I was fooling myself.  In five days I had seen few cars and only one cyclist.  The 
odds were a long shot, no doubt about it.  Then, to make matters worse, all of a sudden 
as I was pedaling along the bike started shifting gears all by itself.  It was an "Oh 
Jeeze," and my spirits took their first major dump of the trip.  

In the two previous years of litter picking the roads around Hay Fork Grandpa 
Pete had not experienced any mechanical failures, not even any flats.  Quite foolishly, 
other than flats, I had not given sufficient thought to this 'component failure' possibility 
happening on the big adventure, but now it was staring me in the face.  Dave, at 
Ellison's Bike Shop, had given my ride a thorough going over just days before taking off.  
He installed new tires, tube liners and tubes, a new chain and brake pads, and tuned-up 
everything, including the wheels. What could go wrong?  If I was planning this trip all 
over again, for the first time, I would not have left Hay Fork without new shifters, 
derailleurs and the full-proof know-how to adjust front and rear derailleurs including 
replacing their cables.  That's hindsight though and there was also such a thing as 
Murphy's Law.  

The next town big enough to have a bike shop was Fortuna, a full days pedal 
away.  Taking stock of my predicament I figured there were only two choices: put my 
thumb out and hope someone driving a pick up truck would take pity on me, or fiddle 
with the rear derailleur and get lucky.  With nothing to lose, I chose the latter and without 
knowing what I did, I managed to allow myself to pedal along with the chain not hopping 
around on the rear cassette, but also without the ability to change gears, either.  I saw it 
as progress.  For the rest of the day I pedaled on and when needing a gear change, I'd 
stop and physically lift the chain off cogs and make my selection.  It was slow going but 
at least I was 'go'n' which kept my spirits afloat.

Grandpa Pete rolled into Fortuna late in the afternoon and found Sport and Cycle 
with no 'pro-blame-a'.  (I had stopped on the outskirts of town and asked a man who 
was out mowing his lawn about a bike shop.)  My luck was about to improve 
dramatically. Because it was late in the day I had resigned myself to the probable need 
of a motel for the night, and maybe even the loss of an entire travel day following.  But 
Brad, their mechanic, proved his weight in gold.  According to the posted business 
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hours, there was a half-hour remaining.  After listening to my 'foibles', Brad put down the 
work he was engaged in and got right to work on my bike.  I took an immediate liking to 
Brad and he let me 'gab' with him as he worked.  The offending shifter was replaced and 
for good measure I had him replace the other one (original equipment), too, plus cables.  
Brad then pointed out that the rear derailleur, though still operable, was also about to 
fail.  From me: "Could you put a new one on, an up-grade if possible?  Do we have 
time?"  What I learned from Brad and later from other mechanics whose services I 
would need before the trip was over was that they have a great amount of simpatico for 
us Jeds (travelers).  Whether they have an ownership interest in their shop or are strictly 
employees, mechanics would love nothing better than to be out pedaling along with us, 
but due to the fact that they are unfortunately still living in the real world with all of the 
inherent responsibilities, other than helping you with full integrity and honesty they can 
only share in your adventure in a vicarious way, to which they ceaselessly contribute.  
An hour and fifteen minutes after closing time I was standing outside the bike shop and 
re-hitching my trailer.  "Should I blow the money on a motel and get a fresh start in the 
morning?" was my next thought.  Having a discussion with myself while readying the 
bike Grandpa Pete decided that I had already spent enough on the repairs and it was 
time to just head down the road.  At last light I would deal with where to flop for the 
night.  

Now officially on the Pacific Coast Bike Trial, following a freeway section of U.S.
101 South, it looked like I might be able to make or nearly so, the town of Rio Del.  I had 
no recollection of the place but knew as a very young lad that on family vacations we 
would have passed through.  On this multi-lane highway aside from traffic noise I first 
had no complaints; the shoulder in places was a full car-width.  Another bonus was the 
grades.  Unlike the two lane #36 which ran perpendicular to my new direction and with 
grades probably not much changed from its pioneer mule trail origins, the freeway rose 
and fell on long, long, gentler slopes.  A constant for cyclists however was the concern 
for tire hazards.   Aside from the ubiquitous broken beverage bottle it's amazing the 
amount of metal objects encountered that pose risks.   From Grandpa Pete's three 
decades in the plumbing trade I was well aware of how many nails, screws, tacks, pop-
rivets and staples are sown on the roadway by building contractors and especially, 
roofers.  Whether from pick up trucks, flat beds or dumps, it's a constant rain of hazards.  
The rougher the surface the worse it is.  Now on route 101, aside from being well 
graded the problem was exacerbated for me, the cyclist, traveling on the margin.  Lots 
of tire hazards.  Freeways and multi-lane highways, as opposed to two lane country 
roads, are swept on occasion.  This is great for motorists but not so for bicyclists.  Onto 
the shoulder is shlepped lots of gravel and a high concentration of the pointed and 
sharp metal objects originally dropped in the traffic lanes.  A less encountered but still 
common threat are pieces of metal banding strip used to bundle lumber.  I quickly 
learned that I now needed to be more alert for these dangers.   Gravel itself poses a big 
risk on roads and I will tell you why later on.

Rio Del
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Grandpa Pete rolled into the town of Rio Del at near dusk and decided to stop at 
the first store of opportunity and purchase some drinking water and maybe some candy 
bars.  A gas station/convenience store was the first to hove into view and I pulled over.  
There I found my needs and was in the middle of packing my purchases away when a 
fellow in a pick-up drove in to purchase some gas.  Before I had completed my 
unpacking and repacking, he had finished his fueling and then strode over to talk to me.  
"I noticed you were an elderly gentleman and I was curious where you started from and 
where you're going," he said.   It was no secret to me that I, Pedro, Pierre, Pete, Dad, 
Pop's was an old fart, but it was the first time I remembered being reminded of it by 
anyone other than my wise-cracking children and sibling brothers.  (Sister, Lisa, had too 
much class.)  "I'm outta Hay Fork and headed to Frisco," I told him.  "My name is Pete."  
"Glad to meet you Pete; my name is Frank."  Frank was a stocky, well-tanned fellow of 
average height and wearing Levi's, sandals and a white tee shirt.  I guessed Frank to be 
somewhere in his late forties.  "My father was an avid cyclist all his life," he said.  "I was 
born here and he and I rode bikes everywhere in these parts long before it was a 
popular thing to do," he told me.  "Where are you staying tonight?" he asked.  
"Somewhere not far 'outta' town," I replied.  "Pete, I know this area real well and there 
isn't a good, out of the way safe place to camp for a long distance, and when it's dark, in 
these forests it's as black as coal--can't see your hand in front of your face.  I'd strongly 
recommend that since it's so close to dark already that you stay right here in town, and 
hang out in our community park.  There's a restroom that stays open until ten o'clock 
and it's right behind the police department.  No one's going to bother you there including 
the cops.  When they see your bike and trailer they'll know you're moving on; really 
Pete, I think you should consider it."  "Well Frank, one thing that my daddy taught me 
was to listen to and take good advice.  I think your's is spot-on; I appreciate it.  Thank 
you so much."  And that's what Grandpa Pete did; I back-tracked the several blocks to 
the park, made dinner, rolled out my bag on a picnic table and prepared my bed.  While 
doing so a local patrolman cruised in, walked over and said "How's it going?  I'll be back 
to lock up the restrooms in a little bit.  Where you headed?"  After answering I thanked 
him and slid into my bag.  Slept very well.  In the morning the officer returned to unlock 
the restrooms as I was just finishing packing.

Missed Opportunity

Leaving Rio Del under warm morning sunshine, after a pleasant nights sleep, 
imparted a good vibe.  "Probably many worse places to raise kids," I remember thinking.  
Not long out of town, maybe ten minutes pedaling, I was entering another: Scotia.  Had 
no recollections of this place either but did recall my good friend and fly fishing fanatic, 
Tom Johnson, mentioning it in long past conversations.  It's a quaint little lumber mill 
town on the Eel River.  As I pedaled through the downtown I was impressed by the 
handsome redwood buildings.  I so enjoyed it that when reaching the outskirts I turned 
around and back-tracked so I could repeat the pleasure.  There was an attractive 
market that on the second pass Grandpa Pete could not resist visiting.  I made a few 
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purchases and got them packed away in the trailer before feeling a very strong urge to 
get going again.  From conversation with Frank the day before, I knew that I was on the 
cusp of a very special experience: "It's supposed to be sunny tomorrow," he said.  "The 
Avenue of the Giants will blow you away."  Upon leaving the parking lot, while waiting 
for a few cars to pass on the highway, a cyclist pulled up next to and a little behind me 
and I heard a voice say: "Where you headed?"  "San Francisco," I replied.  "Oh, I just 
got back from there last week.  Where'd you start from?"  "Hay Fork.  My name is Pete."  
(Head bob): "Scott."  Scott had an unmistakable air of "wild man" about him.  "I live 
across the river and 'boat over' for a latte every now and then," he said.  Perhaps it was 
the "you have to be one to know one" syndrome, but I could visualize both of us in our 
bicycle-clogged canoes crossing our respective rivers.  With that knowledge his persona 
was defined.
          Scott was on a real stout road bike with racks and was splashed with dried mud.  
"What make of ride is that," I asked him.  "It's a Surly."  Looking at the wheels I knew it 
was a 29er.  Scott was a good 6' 5" or more.  He had thick, curly, graying-at-the-
temples-and-sideburns blond hair, and blue-blue eyes, and was wearing a heavy-plaid 
long sleeve wool shirt under a Filson wool vest, just like the one I was wearing.  (Thank 
you Tom.)  "You must be very familiar with the Golden Gate Bridge then."  "Oh yeah," he 
replied.  "I've walked it but never biked it," I told him.  "I hear that there's some sort of 
construction going on that impacts the bike path."  ( Bikes used to cross in their own 
lane on the west side of The Bridge and pedestrians used their own sidewalk on the 
East upper roadway.)  "Yeah, it's a real mess right now," Scott informed me.  "The bike 
lane is often shut down and everyone has to use the sidewalk.  You've got tourists, 
rollerbladers, 'zoned-out' dudes and 'power-walkers-with-attitudes' all going and 
coming."  "Oh boy," was my reaction.  "How do you time your crossing?" was my next 
question.  "Oh, I've got my special hide-out on the Marin headlands where I camp and 
observe the madness.  I always arrive just at dark.  In the morning I can study the 
conditions.  If it looks risky, I just stay put and read my books.  It's a nightmare crossing 
on a windy day.  You can be blown right into the crossers."  "Oh my gosh."  "Where you 
parking tonight?" he asked me.  "I don't know."  "You've got several good possibilities." 
"That's good to hear," I added.  "Enjoy the ride.  You"ll have your legs before you get to 
Leggett."  "What happens at Leggett?" I said.  Grandpa Pete got a wordless clue in just 
watching his changing facial expression.  A half-smile formed.  Even the color of his 
eyes and the intensity of his gaze changed.  He was silent for longer than comfort.  
"Hey, why don't you let me buy you a coffee," he said, "And we can talk about some 
stuff."  Here's where Grandpa Pete really screwed-up: "Oh, thank you very much Scott 
but I really want to get going."  With that I noticed a slight disappointment in his 
expression.  "I can't wait to get on into the redwoods."  "Yes,........... should be....... a..... 
good day for that; well,..........good luck to you Pete."  Grandpa Pete had just turned 
down the opportunity to learn a trove of information that could have grandly enhanced 
his cycling enjoyment for a long time coming and saved him some painful learning 
experiences to boot.
            That morning the climbing, shining sun was pure reassurance.  It was also 
wearing-on and there was no sign of clouds.  Twenty minutes out of Scotia I took 
inventory of my gremlins.  Ankles: full co-operation, no whining.  Knees: no clicks, pops, 
or electric shocks.  Groin: no hot rivets.  Hips: out of mind.  In my bones I knew I was 
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about to experience something pure gold.  Not since leaving the summit of South Fork 
Mountain, flying off her slopes in dappled sunlight, shooting through blended-green 
halos, craggy, taffy-colored canyon walls racing up-hill in a blur, seemingly endless 
stomach-tickling gyroscopic drops and twists, I was never so spiritually charged.  Now, a 
sense of everything in my world being right lifted the hairs on my neck; a nirvana buzz 
traveled down my arms, spine, and through my legs, right into my wheels.  The 
beginnings of another miracle were stirring.  I knew more than ever now why someone 
at some point described the bicycle as 'God's Machine'.

"Mother" At Her Best

Car traffic was noticeably light this fine morning on the Redwood Highway and I 
hoped it would stay that way for as long as possible, harboring the fact that I was 
approaching a natural gem known the world over; and, it was the cusp of summer 
vacation which spelled autos, slow traffic and noxious fumes.  As I pedaled on, the light 
traffic remained a non-dissolving question.  Rounding a bend, ahead in the distance I 
could see flashing red and blue lights.  My first thought was a traffic accident.  As I got 
closer my spirits sank.  I was approaching an intersection with a freeway on-ramp and I 
could see the white barricades in front of the police cruiser, blocking my path.  My two 
lane road was closed-off.  Traffic was being routed back onto the 101 freeway.  
Bummer!  Bummer!  Bummer!  I was going to be deprived of possibly the 'crown jewel' 
of this whole trip?  Next in view, on my right, numerous fuzz and cruisers with lights 
flashing.  Almost upon their bumpers my heart was released with joy:  I was waved-on 
to go around the barricade!  "You're on a bike, you're O.K.," the officer said.  I was to 

proceed on down the Avenue of the Giants.  
Fantastic!  Fantastic!  And no cars (and 
motor-head attitudes!)  

Maybe a hundred yards past the bright, 
sun-lit clearing of the intersection, the tall 
redwoods stood, so thick that the road 
seemed to disappear into darkness, into a 
giant tunnel.  The sight, inexplicably, was 
most inviting in an Alice In Wonderland sort of 
way. (And for the remainder of the day 
Grandpa Pete himself lived a fairy tale.)  The 
late A.M. sun was showing a bit of muscle.  
"Time to strip off a layer?" entered my mind.  
And then, upon parting Nature's curtain, my 

ride morphed into pure magic.  Like Alice, I 
had passed into another dimension, a much cooler one.  Now, sunlight reached the 
ground in solid gold rods, in varying diameters, singly and in clusters, some close some 
far.  Here and there diaphanous, wavy gold curtains illuminating just small slices of 
trunk, bough and path.  With cool air my whole body rejoiced.  The road had been 
closed to motor vehicle use because of an annual foot race.  Maybe a mile farther down 
this magical route I encountered the Finish Line; many people were milling around 
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several refreshment booths and under one large canopy, seated officials at long tables 
were checking lists and handing paper work to waiting contestants.  As I slowly pedaled 
on past I began encountering arm banded volunteers holding out paper cups of sports 
drink to runners traveling in both directions, which told me I was blind to the course.  
Runners approaching me, passing through curtains or hit by rods, for a brief second, 
exploded in colors.  I'd hear distant foot falls behind me get louder and louder 'til' it was 
all inhales or exhales as they overtook me.  Then it was 'pat-pat' 'pat-pat' as they strove 
ahead until they were silent little marionettes off in the deep shaded distance, 
occasionally flashing brightly in rod or curtain.  Sometimes Grandpa Pete would be a 
winner of an acknowledging nod or a quick smile, and on a few occasions the full 
combination.  Within a short time a feeling of inclusiveness developed and being the 
only human mechanically propelled, a sense of Special Observer status developed. 

 There were sufficient participants that I maintained a very leisurely pace, and at 
times found myself surrounded.  Pure bliss, on one of the most gorgeous stretches of 
road on the planet, a celebration denied all motor-heads, today.  After a couple of hours 

of pedaling I rolled past another official kiosk 
with the attendant milling of individuals and 
what was an impromptu parking lot full of 
vehicles.  Days after the event I learned that it 
was an annual marathon with several 
categories of challenges, thus the runners of 
both directions.

Later that day, on a roadside stop at the 
very charming grove and bench dedicated to 
Charles and Eloise Shields/Knappenberger, 
Grandpa Pete noticed that I was not wearing 
my gloves.  Bummer.  Where had I left them?  
I did not have a back-up pair.  Until I had 

taken up this cycling pastime I really did not 
have an appreciation for cycling with gloves.  (All it took was one, unplanned, aerial 
"flying-belly-flop" 'leave of the saddle' due to loose gravel in which case my palms were 
unscathed due to 'full-finger' and, I was a believer.)  I had to have my full-finger gloves.  
If the next town had had a bike shop Grandpa Pete would have continued on with naked 
palms.  That wasn't the case.  So, it was time to turn around and back-track.  The 
scenery was just as gorgeous going the opposite direction so there was a little salve for 
the self-inflicted loss of time and miles.  I must have left my gloves on top the trailer at 
the last pee stop.  How far they would have ridden there before taking their leave was 
now to be demonstrated.  This was a typical situation which called for some meditation 
and that is exactly what I did.  Taking Eckhart to heart it was an easy and harmless 
time-out of just a few miles before I saw what I was looking for.  One glove appeared in 
the distance.  Would I find the other?  Would a squirrel have chewed it up? Just a few 
more bends in the road and 'wa-la', the second lay waiting.  That good feeling of finding 
lost objects was heart-felt (and saved my wallet $40.00).  Besides, the day was so 
beautiful and it was not unlike the rewards of getting back into your kayak after hauling it 
up river just to shoot some "fun ride" water all over again.
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Trailer Blues

Late that same afternoon Grandpa Pete was to discover a short-coming of my 
trailers design.   At the southern end of the Avenue of the Giants, traffic was re-routed 
back onto the freeway.  "It was a grand run while it lasted," were my thoughts.  After 
pedaling the majority of the day in relative silence and splendor the 'real world' noise 
and traffic was a come-down.  But the freeway still followed the Eel River, offering many 
charming views.  What was a bit disconcerting also was that the old two lane road, for 
miles and miles, meandered along and below the route of the freeway, close to the river,   
and was closed to traffic.  Pedaling it would have been much preferred to pedaling 
above.  Every now and then I would stop to take in a particularly striking vista of the 
river, and there below me was this lovely, lonely, scenic old road.  The longer I rode the 
freeway the more the resentment rose up in me.  At one point I passed an intersection 
of barricaded old road and freeway, and I said to myself: "Why heck, I can just go 
around the barricade," which I did and proceeded on my route of choice; I was so proud 
of myself and it was a great relief to be away from traffic.  My gloating did not last for 
more than a half-hour however.  Around a bend stood high, chain-link fencing, blocking 
further progress.  Oh how Grandpa Pete pined for a pair of bolt cutters.  There was 
nothing to do but back track.  The only rationale I could conjure for this open short 
section was the placating of fisher folks.

After continuing south on the freeway for another hour or better while keeping an 
eye on the old road and seeing no more chain link chokes, my resentment got the better 
of me, again.  I decided I would try once more at the next opportunity.  And I did not 
have to wait long.  Suddenly I passed unmistakable evidence of foot traffic down a 
grassy steep grade to the old road from a widened section of shoulder.  Tramped down 
tall grass.  What does that tell you?  Having lived in the woods I could not mistake it for 
a game trail.  This was human caused.  Being long distances in either direction to off 
ramps I reasoned it was a fisherman's drop-off point.  At any rate I stopped to give it 
serious study.  After parking the bike and making my way down, sometimes on my butt, I 
climbed back up with the determination to give it a go.  Like 'The Cave',  I would have to 
do it in two trips, bike and trailer separately.  This is where I learned another good 
lesson for second time: do not try to unhitch the (single-wheeled) trailer while fully 
loaded.  Due to the fact that I had overburdened it by an easy thirty/forty pounds, or 
more, it was my misfortune on this unhitching exercise (unbeknownst to me, then), 
when I could not hold it still enough at a critical moment, I bent the trailers metal hooks 
that grip the bikes rear axle.  It would not have happened if the trailer had been emptied 
of its burden, first.  

The grade was such that I could not walk the bike down.  I had to lay it on its side 
and slide with it to the bottom.  That was a picnic compared to getting the trailer down.  
That latter exercise was more like a semi-controlled tumble.  But, bike, trailer and rider, 
thought Grandpa Pete, were finally where they wanted to be with none the worse for 
wear, until I tried hitching the trailer.  My heart sank.  It would not reconnect.  It was then 
that I realized that I had bent the mounting hooks.  "Oh Boy!  Now I'm in a real fix," was 
the new reality.  No one traveled this road and getting back up to the top to put my 
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thumb out would be a real hassle.  To make a long story short, after a half-hour of fear, 
sweat, and pounding with rocks I got the trailer hitched.  I was both greatly relieved and 
bummed-out.  I could not unhitch the trailer again until I was ready to do a proper repair 
and where would that be?  I would have to look for a bike shop or possibly an auto-
repair en route.  From my conversation with Scot, in Scotia, I was now deeply 
concerned about the possible need to unhitch my trailer in order to board the Bay 
Ferries to get to the East Bay and Berkeley.  (I had decided not to cross the Golden 
Gate Bridge.)  Knowing it would take two ferry rides, that possibly meant unhitching and 
hitching four times and I would not be able to do that under the present circumstances.  
As I pedaled along I wished that I could get my trailer worry out of my mind but found it 
impossible.  I would not have peace of mind until I could repair the hitch.  In the final 
hour before dark, near Ben Bow, I cruised past a closed campground.  "Perfect timing," 
were my thoughts.  It was a small park that was sandwiched between the elevated 
freeway and the old highway.  Even at the most secluded spot (the park had only a few, 
small shade trees), I was in plain-sight from the elevated freeway but hidden from the 
park entrance, when below.  If a ranger made a cursory drive-through, it would be 'game 
over'.  I figured the odds were lower of being routed by some stripe of concerned official,   
looking down, from above, so I chose my spot accordingly.  I made a quick camp, ate 
dinner and got into bed just as blackness was complete.  I did not want to advertise my 
presence with a flashlight.

Richardson's Grove

In the morning I 'slept in' knowing that it was going to be a short day to my next 
camp, Richardson's Grove, a park that I knew would be open.  Grandpa Pete celebrated 
with a big, leisurely breakfast of bacon and eggs and bagels and good coffee.  The 
highway that day posed no particular challenge, grades were mild and the weather 
wonderfully sunny yet cool, perfect short sleeve jersey weather.  I encountered several 
other cyclists as they passed me by; no time then for conversation, only nods and 
smiles, and, the weather was so fine and the going so easy that the smiles were 
genuinely full of a shared exuberance, a rejoicing of life at its best, distilled to it's purest 
form, enjoyed only by souls who travel on God's Machines.  

Richardson's Grove was a place that figured way back in my young person's 
development even though I had yet to visit.  Unfortunately it involved some bitter-sweet 
memories.  Guy Laverty Jr., i.e. 'Lucky' Laverty and I were best friends.  His father had 
been a G.I. stationed in Australia during WW2.  His mother, Charlotte, was an Aussie.  
Lucky was born over there on the first Friday of April, thus the moniker, Lucky.  We met 
in First Grade at Cornell School.  He had an older sister, Babette (on whom I had a life-
time crush), and a younger brother, Noel.  Between First and the completion of Seventh 
Grade, Lucky and I we were inseparable.  It seemed that I spent as much time at his 
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house as I did at mine.  Another 'unfortunately' was our combined chemistry often 
spelled shenanigans, nothing ever very serious but none-the-less enough so that my 
father took a dim view of our association.  Guy Sr. and Charlotte made me feel as one 
of their family. They were a pleasant reprieve from the militarily strict regimen 
maintained at the Hemp house.  Guy and Char were also very out door oriented 
(Australian influence?), so weekends, rain or shine, year round, mini-expeditions were 
the norm.  I was always included.  

Perhaps it was just an un-Lucky day for me.  It was Spring of '57.  The Laverty's 
were going off for a four day holiday to Richardson's Grove.  Char telephoned my 
parents to ask their permission to include me.  Lucky and I had been talking and 
dreaming for weeks about all of the great fun and adventures we were going to have 
there.  I was home when the telephone rang.  My mother answered.  I heard her say: 
"You'll have to ask his father."  I knew it was Lucky's parents and why the call.  I listened 
intently.  My father's response: "No, I think he has other things that need doing thank 
you," click.

It's funny how this event, so innocuous (in the greater scheme of things), for a 
life-time remained a sore spot in my memories.  The ensuing decades saw me motoring 
past the park several times, never stopping; but, it was a bittersweet moment this late 
afternoon when the park entrance hove into view.  It was to be Grandpa Pete's first visit, 
six days out of Hayfork.  "Wow.  Nice, clean, private restrooms with hot water and a floor 
drain."  After paying the five dollar registration fee and finding the Hiker/Biker campsite 
and staking out a spot, in a men's room I stripped down and enjoyed a bucket bath.  
Compared to a frigid immersion in a mountain stream it seemed a fabulous treat.  I also 
recharged my cell phone near the outdoor wash sinks while I shaved and did hand 
laundry.  The Hiker/Biker sites in every state park are standard tent sites that motorists 
pay seven or eight times that of the cyclist's fee.  It all comes out in the wash though 
because upwards of eight cyclists during vacation months will share one site.  On this 
first visit in early May I had the campsite all to myself.  In preparation for dinner I 
counted seven remaining Trader Joe's meals.  I was slowly lightening up the trailer 
weight not that I could  honestly say I sensed any difference.  Several hours after dinner 
while lying in my bag awaiting the Sandman, I could hear highway traffic.  Back in 1957, 
I wagered myself, at this time of night the road would have been deserted, the silence 
broken only with the occasional spotted-owl greeting.  

Sometime during the night another cyclist had rolled in and Grandpa Pete did not 
hear him.  When up to take a pee in the wee I saw the tent and bike.  In the morning 
when I awoke, a tall, lean man who I judged to be in his late forties was busy rolling up 
his tent.  Somehow his appearance spelled foreigner.  With introductions I learned his 
name was Claus.  He spoke with a marked accent and indeed he proved to be a 
German citizen.  Claus had flown into San Francisco and was on his way to Seattle.  
Everything about him, his clothes and gear spoke money and efficiency.  Claus, it 
turned out, was a civil engineer and for the past ten years had spent vacation time 
touring the United States by bike.  This year it was the Northwest Coast.  I asked him 
what time he arrived in camp and he said about half past twelve.  I was full of questions 
for him.  How many miles pedaled from his previous camp: 180.6 kilometers; make of 
tent; make of sleeping pad; make of post-pedaling shoes (most handsome); make of 
panniers; make of the gorgeous front hub/dynamo and headlamp; and on and on.  
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Claus said his bike was American.  It looked identical to Scott's.  I was most intrigued by 
the head lamp and dynamo.  "With this lamp night travel is not a problem; it is very, very 
bright," he said.  "In my country we cannot have bike lamps powered by disposable 
batteries.  The dynamo (augmented by a separate $$$ little goodie I looked up on the 
internet later), also charges my cell phone and camera as I ride," he added.  "Wow!  
Who makes it?" I asked.  "This one is a Schmidt.  There is another good one, but this is 
the most proven and popular."  

Claus was a super cool dude.  He did not cook so he eliminated the weight and 
bulk of stove, fuel and utensils.  He ate fruits, nuts, and raw vegetables, and an 
occasional opportune deli-fix.  He was packed up and ready to roll even before I had all 
my cooking kit assembled.  I told him that I had just started touring and was eager to 
learn the ropes from experienced hands.  The faint smirk on his face after doing a quick 
study of my bike and kit I translated as somewhere between: "There's one born every 
minute," to "Poor Shlub."  After putting on his gloves and helmet and straddling his bike 
his parting words were: "Herr Peter, you should come to Germany to ride your bike."  
With a quick nod and the faintest of smiles Claus disappeared in the early morning grey.

Grandpa Pete enjoyed a hearty breakfast of four poached eggs, a couple of 
cinnamon rolls, six strips of bacon and several cups of coffee.  Coffee never tastes 
better than it does on a camping trip first thing in the morning.  It carries oversized 
implications for the days success.  I wish it wasn't so, but too many years of adhering to 
the daily ritual made non-compliance an unfortunate event.  It's not simply an 'if I do or 
don't' imbibe.  It's far more serious. That morning cup has to meet a certain standard.  
This of course precludes employing instant.  It also means none of the piss-water my 
parents' generation thought was coffee and now what most North Americans and greasy 
spoon chains still brew.  An even further burden is a cow.  Coffee, black, doesn't cut it.  
Without cream or half & half it's a wasted effort.  The remnants of my first carton of half 
& half had soured at Rio Del so I purchased another yesterday on a stop in Scotia but I 
wasn't wearing my glasses.  'T'was' a shame.  By mistake I had picked fat-free.  
Needles to say, this mornings cup was a disappointment.

After breakfast I played my phone messages.  Son Daniel had some words of 
encouragement for me: "Holy Shit you're actually on it.!?  I remember a while back you 
mentioning doing this--I've been so busy lately.......Congratulations!"  Daniel, beginning 
in his adolescence, embraced bicycles with a religious fervor.  Max and Clara, his 
mother's parents, gave Daniel his first bike when he was probably nine or ten.  To their 
(and his parents'), dismay, within weeks he had disassembled it completely, never to put 
it back together.  It was the knowledge of what made it work that interested Dan.  Within 
a very short time he was bringing home stripped-down frames and parts obtained from 
friends and making complete bikes.  Poor Max and Clara, I don't think they ever got 
over the fate of their gift.  Dan never looked back.  Soon his room was a mess of bicycle 
magazines and the package delivery folks knew our address well.  In high school he got 
a part time job in an automotive machine shop several blocks from home.  (Thank you 
Paul Weyhmiller.)  On his own time he spent countless hours on milling machines 
reducing large blocks of metal to various bike parts.  Our basement in those years 
resembled a wrecking yard: frames, forks, wheels, chain-rings and gizmos everywhere.  
Grandpa Pete rationalized Dan's obsession was harmless and probably even 
constructive for a young man his age.  Now, as an old fart, his father finally saw the 
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light.  "Better Late Than Never" was never truer than for yours truly.  Dan's phone 
message continued, telling Grandpa Pete that he "Had my first cigar today."  My 
immediate thought: "I'll have to send him a post-card recommending he not get hooked 
like his father was, for years."  Even today, once or twice a year, I'll blow twenty-dollars 
on a stoggie while visiting Perfesser Chris at the San Luis Vance Manse, in Berkeley.  
(More oftener I allow Chris to purchase one for me.  What a friend, eh?)

The Nagging Question 

It did occur to me at the outset of this big adventure that failure was a distinct 
possibility.  Between the probables of physical or mechanical, it wasn't much of a 
contest.  Given the odds of old bones or chrome-molly it was a no brainer.  I was also 
not kidding myself that I had requisite funds to underwrite such an endeavor.  Claiming 
naiveté would be fibbing.  There were numerous what ifs, the most obvious being where 
was the money to pay for an ambulance to take me all the way home if need be.  But 
hallelujah, after a week out of Hay Fork my old body was getting used to the rigors. My 
biggest concern had been the possible side effects of sleeping on the ground night after 
night.  During my working years my skeleton had suffered many traumas including 
multiple fractures which once laid me up for a full twelve months.  Eventually I was 
diagnosed with spinal stenosis; and damaged disks and arthritis were an every day 
challenge. My mattress at home was of orthopedic material.  Sometimes just one or two 
nights on a different mattress was cause for immobility.  For this reason I had purchased 
the expensive sleeping pad and crossed my fingers.  Knees and right foot were my 
second concern.  All were arthritic and bone on bone.  Just to walk I had to wear very 
expensive, four pound mountaineering boots (thanks Jason and Paul), which supported 
my broken ankle and crushed heel.  Each additional morning that I could rise and move 
with the least amount of pain was very reassuring, and it was getting easier and easier 
by the day.  Scott had made mention of "getting my legs";  Grandpa Pete was ecstatic 
just getting a 'leg up' on his back.  

The run from Richardson's grove to Leggett on 101 had been a piece of cake.  
'T'was' a bright, sunny day.  Even though tourist traps were lining much of the highway, 
the tall redwoods with occasional stretches devoid of development still entertained my 
spirits.  It was several weeks yet before schools let out; most traffic was big-rigs and 
locals.  The hordes were weeks away.  Your's truly was still in the dark as to the 
challenge he was about to undertake as he left 101 at Leggett and headed west to the 
coast on 1/208.  I had driven this stretch several times in my distant past but it had not 
left me with any particularly vivid memories; and, there had been no other cyclists at 
Richardson's Grove (other than silent Claus), to clue me in on what I was about to face 
doing this stretch on a bicycle for the first time.  The days target was Usal Beach, a 
gorgeous place accessed by a tortuous, six mile dirt road off Highway 208, and by road, 
from my present camp, about thirty-five miles.  'T'was' a relatively short distance for a 
pedal, but for effort and discomfort this would prove the most taxing of the entire 
adventure.  This day I would know the mystery behind Scotia Scott's half-smile. The 
route itself thank goodness is laid down on some of the best "Mother" has done so even 
in discomfort there is some pleasure.  The author of a popular cyclist's touring guide 
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made mention (in jest), of encountering fully packed, abandoned pannier bags left 
behind by desperate souls struggling for Leggett Hill summit, mimicking ox cart pioneers 
on the Western Migration.  (I wonder what he'd say about 36.)  In the course of crossing 
the mountain I too thought I'd never see the summit, and was consuming so much water 
that I feared running out.  Grandpa Pete made many ten minute way stops and 
sometimes got his camera out to record them.  Three cyclists, traveling down hill in the 

opposite direction, separated by only minutes, in passing, each playfully rolled their 
eyes as they shook their heads with tongues hanging out.  The ever receding summit, 
my direction, was eventually claimed, sweat soaked, heart pounding, and panting.  
Once on top of that mountain however, when the realization of attaining it had sunk in, 
an indescribably delicious sense of being over took me.  The trees, the rocks, the 
clouds, the sky, the sun, the very road spoke to me: "Welcome.  Congratulations.  You 
solved the puzzle.  You are now one, with us.  Enjoy."   Descents, especially, speak all 
languages.  It's a universal truth.  You immediately recognize this when meeting other 
cyclists.  There is wordless communication.  The poor people driving motor vehicles 
never share in the secret of God's Machines. 
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Usal

The turn off (Usal Road), to Usal Beach from Highway 1/208 is near the bottom 
on the west side of the mountain and usually unmarked.  Going back more than twenty 
years, when I'd come up from Berkeley on Highway 1 to launch my ocean kayak from 
there, I would only occasionally see a road sign at the juncture.  It could be an either/or 
situation.  The locals might not want to share this gem with the larger public, or the 

State/Feds would just as soon you not camp in your (public), 
campground, so any signs are absconded with as quickly as 
they are posted.  I suspect it's a combination of both.  Usal 
Beach is one of very few public campgrounds on the North 
Coast where a visitor can experience the ocean/shore of a 
hundred years ago.  It's undeveloped.  There is no piped water 
and just two 'one-holers' that most campers don't use.  It's at the 
end of a 'road' most motorists would defer traveling.  However, if 

you'd like to fantasize that you're Ichabod Crane running from the Headless Horseman, 
this is just the road for you.  On a warm, full moon night, it is a rare joy to walk.  If 
traversed quietly, with flashlights off, Mr. Coyote or Mr. Bobcat or Mr. Puma or Mr. Fisher 
or Mr. Otter, Mr. Jack or Cottontail, or Mr. Owl may sometimes escort you some distance 
before tiring of your company and taking their leave.  And if it happens to be Halloween, 
maybe even...........

The fact that Grandpa Pete had such fond memories of Usal Beach, he found 
himself paying a high price to go there once more.  All previous visits were facilitated by 
the use of the internal combustion engine.  No matter how bad the dirt road, no matter 
how slow the passage, climbing and descending ski-jump grades, it had been no sweat 
off my brow, just maybe a cerebral sweating of running low on gas or getting a flat.  This 
time the price was to be much more dear, in genuine sweat, and a little hide.  My desire 
to go there was stronger than a 'second guess' to weigh the decision with common 
sense.  Usal Road probably started out as a logger's skid line.  Along its six miles or so 
to the beach the holdings are land conservancy, private timber tracts, portions of private 
ranches and government (your), land.  Riding that course on a bike could  be a very 
rewarding experience.  However a cyclist with a brain would not attempt it with narrow, 
slick tires and pulling a heavy trailer.  Too bad Grandpa Pete did not have a brain.  Once 
at the intersection he blithely headed down the road to folly.  I probably stayed on the 
saddle for no more than a half-mile out of the four or so to the summit. It was grand 
discomfort, straining mightily to push the rig fifty yards on eighteen percent inclines, 
over and over, slipping and sliding on the powdery loose surface, sweat pouring into my 
eyes, pesky black flies trying to land on my eyeballs and crawl up my nose.  The only 
good thing I could say was It was a gorgeous day, and all the while engaged in this toil I 
was thinking: "Oh the descent to the beach will make this all worth it."  Wrong.
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There is a short almost level run of about a quarter mile just past the summit on 
the way in that did prove doable and rewarding, especially after all the effort to claim it, 
but my expected joy on the descent was a no-show.  Once started down, it was quickly 
obvious that I was doomed by the roads very steep grades, ball-bearing-like powdery 
overburden and my narrow, slick tires.  Apply the brakes--go into a non-stop skid; move 
the handle bars--little effect.  After two crash and burns (with the loss of hide), it was 
obvious that the descent, like the ascent, was only going to be effected with both boots 
on the ground.  It had been a long, long, up hill battle and damned if it wasn't going to 
be so, going down.  Bummer! Bummer.  Time to take Eckhart to heart.  More hours later, 
near the bottom, I was able to ride the final two hundred yards into the campground, 
racing the setting sun.

 Upon entering the park Grandpa Pete at first thought I might be the only one 
there.  After a hurried site selection in a copse of trees, through thick vegetation I could 
make out flickers of a distant campfire.  With haste I rolled out my tarpaulin and bag, 
brewed a cup'a and being dead tired went straight to bed without making dinner, just as 
the sunset extinguished in the sea.  My down mummy never felt better.  The sounds of 
breakers were old friends asking me where I had been for so long.  Usual Creek was 
silently flowing past just twenty yards away.  It hosted crawdads.  'T'was' a guarantee of 
raccoons.  Knowing that I was so tired that I'd be dead to the world once asleep, I was 
very glad that I had finished-off the bacon.  In a matter of minutes it was morning.  The 
sun was already up.  I laid in bed a while before rising.  I expected my right ankle and 
heel to be so trashed from the slog in that I'd have to hop around but was very 
pleasantly surprised that my foot qualified as just being tender.  After a breakfast of 
oatmeal, jerky and bagels I decided to walk to my neighbor's camp, about fifty yards off, 
for introductions.  My near arrival was announced by "Bogey," an off-leash hundred plus 
pound Rottweiler/Black Lab mix.  His bark had that "O.K. Buster, what's your business," 
essence to it.  I slowly reached into my pocket for a 'doggie treat' (which, I've learned, is 
universal dog-bribe for touring cyclists and have, always, on my person in such 
pursuits), and in a low, comforting voice, told the palace guard that I came in peace.  
Standing still, I waited.  The dog's owner soon appeared and I was invited to visit.  
Bogey was given permission to accept my offering.  Two, grey haired, pony-tailed old 
guys (my contemporaries), in wet suits, had just cleaned four abalones.  Steve and 
Chuck were two retired loggers from Garberville who had come over for several days to 
"get away from it all."  They traveled in separate pick ups and had brought a large load 
of oak and madrone firewood.  The fire was still going and there were days worth piled 
'next-to'.  "We've been coming here since high school," Steve said.  "Not as many abs 
as the old days."  "But we can still usually eat our fill," added Chuck.  Bogey's job was 
minding camp while the guys were away harvesting.  If loggers live to be old men their 
bodies betray their past.  Having spent long stretches in the woods collecting wounds 
myself, a first glimpse hinted at their histories.  Within minutes of chewing the fat we 
settled into a comfort zone that even Bogey could brook.  "We're pulling out of here this 
afternoon,"  Chuck said.  "You're welcome to the firewood."  "Oh Gentlemen!  That is 
most appreciated!"  

Standing in their sun-bathed camp which was well into open space, out from the 
shadowy grove of low, leafy green that spread over most of the camping areas, but still 
within what I would describe as 'the commons', demarcated by the northward curving 
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Usal Creek, I noticed a good, several hundred yards south, out in the wild, wind blown 
dune field, a white vehicle was parked.  I asked my new friends if they had noticed the 
far off rig.  They said that that person was there three days ago when they arrived, and 
they knew nothing of he or she, other than the vehicle had to be a 4x4 to get to where it 
was parked.  Leaving Steve and Chuck to their brunch preparations I decided to stretch 
my legs on this gorgeous morning and take a round about survey of the campground.  
The ab divers and Grandpa Pete, it turned out, were sharing the park with two other 
parties, one of which set off warning bells.  They were a group of car-camping, mixed-
gender, twenty-somethings, totally 'spaced-out', loud and vulgar; the half-dozen or so 
males had that "here's trouble" look about them, and they were giving me their full 
attention as I passed.  I could see the wheels turning.  'T'was' comforting to know that 
my new friend Bogey was within hail distance.  Doing a big circle of car-path which rings 
the camping areas I came back out almost to the ocean; and there, on the banks of the 
creek were the wide tire tracks left in the mud and gravel where the white vehicle had 
forded the creek.  If I had had a second pair of footwear to change into I would have 
waded the stream and hiked out to the parked vehicle.  Standing on the far bank where 
I was, I saw a person way off in the distance, standing behind an easel, within a short 
walk of what I could now recognize as a Jeep Cherokee Wagon.  The person was too 
far away to ascertain gender.  But just knowing 'they' were an artist, who made such an 
effort to reach such a wild, special place, really piqued my curiosity and admiration.  I 
stood there and watched the artist work.  He/she, dressed in a dark, bulky, below knee-
length coat and wide brimmed hat was busy and intent.  Pallet in one hand, brush in the 
other, it was lean forward and spread paint for a few seconds and then stop, straighten 
up, take one step backward, internalize, and then briskly re-attack the canvass.  This 
would go on for some time then the artist would walk away from the easel and return to 
the area of vehicle and disappear from view.  The day was so gorgeous and the special 
magic of Usal so permeating, I was at a bursting point of pure joy.  The crystal-clear 
creek waters cutting the drift-log strewn, tawny beach and dune, meeting the blue, blue 
ocean under a cloudless sunny sky, brilliant white waves announcing Her, gentle warm 
winds witness to it all.  I left the artist to their labors and headed back to camp (to brew 
a cup'a).

On that pivotal day, way back in Hay Fork, when litter pick'n Hyampom Road, 
when the thought of a ride to Berkeley first coalesced, I am pretty sure Usal somehow, 
subconsciously figured into the recipe.  Usal Creek, as clear and beautiful as it is to the 
eye, is toxic to drink.  Girardeau.  While waiting for Brad at Sport and Cycle in Fortuna 
to complete repairs to my bike, Grandpa Pete wandered around in the marvelously 
stocked camping/outdoor section and shopped.  I purchased a water purification kit 
along with a few other cycling incidentals.  My three day stay at Usal would not have 
been possible, now, without that two part H2 0 kit.  Was it my foreknowledge of this 
particular place and situation that influenced this purchase?  At the time I just thought 
having it along could prove handy, somewhere.  My big MSR water bladder was only 
half full upon arrival, and my food prep, tea, and coffee used up surprising amounts.  I 
was so enjoying the Usal magic and knowing Steve and Chuck were going to give me 
all that wonderful fire wood, the two tiny bottles of chemicals that would process 
hundreds of gallons of water were now worth their weight in gold.  Another providential 
purchase had been an aluminum water bottle that I bought at a Cabella's store in 
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Oregon, earlier, when I was up that way visiting my sister Lisa and brother in law, Jim.  
The stopper in that container had a finger hole to which I attached a length of nylon 
cord.  After emptying my purchases of cream and half & half into this vessel, I would 
float it in any convenient streams at camp.  Having Usal Creek so convenient, with 
good, deep, cold pools to float my nearly full bottle of treasure, made my decision to 
hang out there so much more satisfying.

Grandpa Pete each night listened to the fine little world band radio that old kayak 
buddy Robert Dorsey gave me years back when I was about to shove off for the 
Philippines.  At Usal I picked up my favorite Bay Area jazz station, KCSM, loud and 
clear.  In my shady camp that first day I enjoyed my tea while writing in one of the five 
note books while the music played, and I looked forward to the evenings, after dinner, 
sitting near the fire, hearing the breakers, watching the stars; what better place on earth 
could you be?  I took a little nap and then walked over to the ab divers to visit once 
more.  To my surprise they were gone.  On the camp table was a gallon of drinking 
water, a half-gallon of apple juice, a couple of big, russet bakers, a roll of aluminum foil, 
several apples and a couple of oranges and a note on a scrap of paper wishing me an 
enjoyable stay.  If they only knew how much they figured into that equation.  I started 
carrying arm loads of wood to my fire ring and had made a couple of trips before a 'light 
went on'.  Looking at my damp, overly shaded camp and then looking at their sunny (but 
plenty of shade available), site, with a fire going and days of wood already at the ready, 
the thought occurred to old Grandpa Pete that he should think more like an aborigine.  I 
moved my camp to theirs.  It wasn't long before I realized, especially after doing the on-
foot survey, that Steve and Chuck, because they had been coming there for about fifty 
years had picked the best campsite in the park.  I was now even more ecstatic.  I felt 
like the luckiest guy in the world.  All that sweat, and a little bit of blood spent getting in 
here, yes, it was definitely worth it.  I wished my good fishing buddies Tom Johnson and 
Chuck Miller could have shared this time with me.  They were both long time 'ocean-rec' 
aficionados, and also, themselves, knew this cove well.

In the afternoon of that first full day, feeling the urge to walk-a-bout, I headed 
back to the fording place of the white Jeep.  Yes, the artist was 'up and at it'.  After about 
twenty minutes, on one of their  'pause and thinks', they happened to look my way and I 
believed they saw me.  I waved my arm........they waved back.  I continued to stand and 
observe.  Then the artist, after a spell, set down their pallet and brush and started 
walking in my direction, eventually arriving at the far bank of the creek.  Across the 
approximately 'hundred-foot' distance, this big man yelled: "Good Morning!" I yelled, 
"Hello, it's a gorgeous day, isn't it."  On this foray I had the little digital camera my sister 
Lisa had given me on my recent trip to visit them.  She knew that I did not own a 
camera and that I could probably put one to good use on my big adventure. "My name 
is Peter.  I'm traveling  to San Francisco.  May I take your picture?"  "Oh sure, be my 
guest.  My name is Michael."  "Oh.  I'm the second of six boys and my older brother is 
named Michael," I told him.  "He's an artist too."  "With that number of siblings, there's 
bound to be a Michael in there," he replied.  "From how far away did you come?" I 
asked. "Santa Rosa.  I come here once a year, around this same time.  I might just 
leave this afternoon."  "I'm sorry to get you away from your work."  "Oh don't worry; the 
muse ran away."  We stood there smiling at at each other for several moments before 
we waved good bye to each other and trekked back to our respective camps.  "If I could 
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afford it," I remember thinking, it would be fun to put an ad in the Santa Rosa paper 
asking who was the artist named Michael with the white Jeep Cherokee that each May 
visits Usal and if they showed their work.  I was curious what his paintings might be.  
The following, brilliantly sunny day, all day, Michael was there at his easel bracing the 
salty breeze.  He himself would have been a good subject for a painting: his dark, 
bearskin coat, black-booted bare calves holding it up, a big, wide, stiff-brimmed black 
hat pulled low on his brow, standing at his easel with pallet and brush in hand, atop a 
big swell in a sea of tawny dunes crowned with running green, the glittering stream 
snaking off into multi-hued mountains shouldering the frothing blue-white meeting of 
land and sea.  

Grandpa Pete spent his day in camp, lounging, snacking, brewing, writing in his 
notebook, and generally rejoicing in his good fortune to have such sublime weather in 
this magical place.  When the sun was in it's last hour of free flight Grandpa Pete had 
his risotto cooking over the coals in the titanium pot that I was so happy to have.  With a 
twenty-four hour fire of oak and madrone which gives such wonderful coals for cooking 
there was no need to burn the precious 'blue gas'.  

The following day was a mirror of the first: heavenly mild weather, unbelievable 
contentment, limitless 'no mind', writing in my notebooks, cup'as of good bergamots, 
leisurely walk-a-bouts, a twenty-four hour beach fire smoldering throughout the day, with 
an almost inaudible popping, the occasional smoky whiff of a favored aroma.  In the 
early afternoon I was taking a nap and the noise of a vehicle broke the solitude.  I laid 
there listening to it, long too long before bolting up with a fear immediately realized.  On 
my feet, I could see the white Jeep Cherokee already well passed my camp, 
disappearing down the road to the park exit.  "Damn."  I missed my chance to flag down 
Michael.  I really had hoped for an up-close introduction, possibly even a peek at his art.  
Went about the rest of my day but missing Michael's leave would drift in and out of my 
consciousness, letting a little air out of my otherwise buoyed spirits.  By dinner hour 
though Grandpa Pete's thoughts began focusing on the morrow; albeit all the 
enjoyment, there was now a growing urge to get going, to continue on my course, this, 
mixed with a low level anxiety of trudging the six miles back to pavement.  My arthritic 
foot was feeling much better and I hoped after another good nights sleep it would be 
ready for the horrendous push out.

It was another promising sun rise--cup of coffee in hand.  Taking advantage of my 
unexcelled bed of coals I boiled and treated a couple quarts of the creek as I was 
preparing my breakfast of oatmeal, toasted bagels and jerky.  I assumed that I wasn't 
the only victim of nuisance level suffering, that mild sense of anxiety tinged with 
melancholy when having to drag oneself away from some pleasurable activity or habit 
when due to whatever cause, it was 'called for'.  'Twas' the case this early morn.  
Accompanying my motions for the evacuation, the nagging thoughts of the days 
impending toil mingled with the excitement of new adventures along with the sadness at 
leaving a dear, dear old friend.  I hid a small log of pure sap wood at the point.  When I 
returned next year, or in five, there would be fool proof fire makings.  I also made a 
generous stack of firewood for the next very lucky camper.  Putting kickstand up, I 
headed (riding), out of the park.  Grandpa Pete took one more tumble on ball-bearing 
dust on the way back.  Luckily it only freshened up the road rash and I was otherwise 
unscathed thanks to full fingered gloves.  Righting my fully loaded rig however proved a 
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real effort and awakened my concern for the compromised hitch.  The score stood at: 
Usal Road 3, yours truly--0.

Highway 1.,  At Last

From The Cave, onward, my weather luck had been unusually generous and the 
streak continued.  In spite of this latest toil on dirt, the sun was a much appreciated 
mental crutch.  Near the coast it just as easily could have been wind and fog or worse.  
Now, seeing the end of the old Usal track at the highway, and once more being back on 
pavement (for which my tires were designed), how grand it felt to roll on-the-smooth.   
Angling southwest I was still in modest, pleasantly serpentine descents executed in fine 
Spring conditions with a fresh sense of adventure, the mixture a comfortable yet heady 
one.   A wish that I could have shared the experience with my cycling children was a 
strong one.  Unlike most tourers who start in the north and travel south and then board 
plane or train to return home (in deference to winds and time in that order), I was not 
concerned about how equitably these pleasurable descents were divided between  
compass points.  I wouldn't miss a one because I would experience the route in both 

directions.  From Muir Woods (just north of 
San Francisco), to Ferndale, and from 
Trinidad to Orick, the 'Spirits' are very 
strong.  They're even detectable traveling 
in a car. The coast right around the little 
town of Westport, when touring by bike, 
had a tremendous effect upon yours truly.  
There, this Spirit magic is so palpable, so 
clinging that it slows you, as if you were 
breaking through an invisible current of 
strange but friendly energy.  It wants to 
retain you, and hold you and enjoy you, 
before sadly letting you travel on.  I 

succumbed immediately.  The town has a 
little community store right on the road.  A 
wonderfully funky little place.  Couldn't 
resist.  I purchased an ice cream sandwich.  
The clerk looked me in the eye, with that 
silent assessing: "You know, don't you."  
No words.  We each nod.  I took my 
purchase outside, unwrapped it, breathing 
and basking in the magic.  Three other 
Jeds, two traveling north, one south, slowly 
rolled into town.  As if a magnet was at 
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work, they let the force pull them up to the hitching post.  We all four, me standing, they 
straddling their motionless machines, just looked at each other in silence, no words 
necessary.  With smiles all, and kickstands down they entered the store and I wandered 
on.  This little town, on my second big cycling adventure, months later, held a wonderful 

surprise which I will share later on, in the 
chronological sequence of things. 
The Westport Post Office is worth a trip 
there all by itself.  I sensed a reflex to 
duck as I entered.  There are no plumb 
or level surfaces in the whole.  I studied 
the full-height west wall of post boxes.  
The low shed roof slopes like a chicken 
coup; maybe one day it was, or possibly 
the early town's liquor-hole.  I could 
visualize the bar-keep at the clerk's 
counter and had the knowing feeling that 
if I looked long enough, one of those 
little letter boxes would have my name 
on it.  There was a book case, on the 
left, as one entered: 'leave one, take 

one'.  I perused and was tempted but my bursting duffel would hold not one more 
ounce.

The back half of the day was pure marvel.  So rare was this highway sunlit.  
Clinging to the very edge of the high cliffs, pedaling was effortless, the surf piercing 

arches, ocean blue to the horizon, 
hawks, falcons and buzzards swooping 
close.  Cables, cogs and chain all 
behaving, it couldn't get any better than 
this.  At several intervals where cliff 
gave way to flood plain the highway 
abruptly turned inland, diving, 
launching me into long, steep, uber 
enjoyable high speed runs of shady 
leaf tunnel, ending in tight turns at 
creek bridge, then to crank back out 
and up to sun and cliff once more.  In 
the late afternoon Grandpa Pete had 
left the high rock and was pedaling 
passed the entrance to Mac Kerricher 

State Park in grass ranch land, just north of the town of Fort Bragg, and after an 
internal discussion with me other, believing that I had already had so much fun for the 
day that perhaps it was best not to gamble, I did a u-turn and headed into the park.  

The very pleasant park ranger at the kiosk took my five bucks and handed me a 
map to the present Hike & Bike campsite.  (They move these sites according to the 
amount of traffic and its impact.)  "You almost have the camp to yourself."  "Oh, really?"  
"You're like quail though," she said. "Just about dusk I can expect a little covey 
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winging-in."  A parting tip the ranger gave me as I prepared to ride away from her kiosk 
was: "In the morning when you leave, you can stay off the highway and take the old 
lumber company right-of-way along the ocean all the way into Fort Brag. "  "Thank you 
much," I said.   At our campsite one cyclist was already set up, a young man from 
Holland on his way to Yellowstone.  Pers was the grown-up version of the little, blond, 
blue-overalled Dutch boy, now in dark blue knee-length shorts, between-the-toe flip-
flops, and a light blue long-sleeve form fitting garment of some synthetic type.  He was 
tall, well muscled and handsome, down to color in his cheeks, bright, crystal blue eyes 
and thick, curly blond hair.  Grandpa Pete pegged him in his mid-thirties.  "Goot 
showers!" were the first words out his mouth.  Showers?  Oh boy!  It did not take me 
long to pick a spot and then reach for some quarters in my handlebar bag.  As was the 
case in Richardson's Grove, Mac Kerricher also had clean, fully tiled, individual private 
toilets, with the addition here of private hot showers also.  These facts reminded me of 
how long it had been since I had camped in state parks, maybe twenty-some years?  
My memories only held visions of cobb-webby, dimly lit, barracks style painted wood 
stalls with broken latches, mostly pit toilets with just an occasional flusher, and showers 
only a figment.  From the touring book I now knew to expect these improved facilities 
but it was the first time yours truly had experienced them.  Bueno!  After luxuriating 
Grandpa Pete walked back to find two more Jeds had rolled in.  Tents were still going 
up.  I wondered if they'd be more Claus's.  Will any arrive under head lamp?  After 
laying out my tarp and bed, at one end of two picnic tables, I started setting up my 
kitchen.  Pers and our two others, young college kids from Vancouver, Canada, 
heading to L.A., were setting up on the other table.  The thought occurred to me that 
'birds of a feather' was at play: the one old guy roosting on his own.  But after meals 
and a fire started in the ring, we gathered around and in moments were reveling in the 
day's highlights, feeling no divisions, on the contrary, a new inclusiveness.  That's it!  
That's it!  Anyone, regardless of age, gender or nationality, who feels friendless, 
neglected, or abandoned, simply buy a bike, join us Jeds, and at the campfire you'll 
find the inclusion you dream of.

Beginning here at Mac Kerricher, Grandpa Pete discovered the automatic first 
question among tourers is/was: "Which direction?" (meaning are you traveling north or 
south).  I can only speak for the West Coast, the limit of my experience to date, but I 
assume it might also hold for travel between coasts.  The follow up query is: "Where 
was camp this morning?"  A shared wisdom which I found to be custom right from the 
start in my big adventure was: 'early to bed--early to rise'.  It wasn't just this old fart that 
felt the droopy eye lids much earlier than he did when at home.  We all retired within an 
hour after blackness, and there were no difficulties meeting up with the Sandman.  My 
deluxe sleeping pad greased the skids.

Morning showed bright and clear.  The others were already up; 'the kids' were 
cooking mush and rice and their stove was making an annoyingly loud, jet engine 
noise.  I noticed they were employing a liquid fuel.  The red bottle was lying flat and a 
hose ran to the burner.  Way too much noise.  I preferred my almost silent, canister 
little forge.  But an important lesson learned, some time ago : In lieu of petrol and 
pistons, muscle, tendon and bone were the engine that drove me down the road.  If I 
wanted it firing on all 'cylinders' I had to put the right 'fuel' in the tank.  By live-and-
learn: breakfast was critical.  'Twas' good stuff down the gullet or the legs just didn't 
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have the power when needed.  I could effect this in peaceful silence.  Those young 
bloods....what a racket!  It might'a been a reflection of their vocal and animated 
youthful exuberance, the same spirit and noise level of Jason and Dan and Paul and 
Kelly standing around their 'jet engines', in camp, at Paul's graduation from Chico. 
Their laughter, their loud laughter, the Hemp trademark, it echoes in my mind yet; I 
could never hear enough of that.  Old man, back-off; think, open your heart.  In a very 
short spell you'll have all the solitude you're used to; so much so that maybe you'll 
even miss the now noisy company of those 'young'uns'.

This coast was no stranger.  I knew this weather was most unusual.  Was 
Mother Nature toying with us?  When do we get the big swat?  Earth quake?  Three 
hundred year tsunami?  Day after day after day after day of clear, warm, sunny 
weather? Here?  "Just take it and shut up and enjoy.......don't question," was the other 
voice I was hearing in my head.  "The show's moving on.  Go with it."  Lending to that 
credence was the fact that somewhere around Richardson's Grove, it was, Grandpa 
Pete started feeling more relaxed about this touring endeavor.  Like fending off the 
playground bully for the first time when you're in fifth grade, a new casual strength 
seemed to pervade my thinking.  "I had my legs!  I had my legs."  What worries were 
there?  "I can make this rig go anywhere I want.  I can go anywhere in the country I 
want.  Everything I need is on my bike and in my trailer."  If I had been a success, I 
could now be pedaling anywhere in the world.  Oh well.  Hell with Exon-Mobile, Shell, 
and Arco, in a couple days time I will be at Sea Ranch, sharing a glass of fine wine with 
Chuck and Jeanetta, sitting in their spa, the cabazon on the grill.  Scotia Scott, I wish I 
could tell you: "I made the grade.  I'm going to make it!  I'm going to make it."  Now, in 
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civilization again, and a Master Card, what could go wrong?  The one concern at the 
moment was following right behind me: the hitch.  I was keeping my eyes open for a 
bike shop.  So far it was a scratch.  

Grandpa Pete was the last to leave camp; I couldn't resist another shower and a 
shave with hot water.  The morning had broken with the unbelievable, again: sun.  I 
retraced my 'steps' back out to the highway and did no more than several hundred 
yards with traffic before remembering the alternative.  It was a u-turn and thread my 

way back through the park, which was a very big one.  Before finding my ocean route I 
made a few wrong turns but the setting was so pleasant I didn't mind; I cruised the 
place realizing that this park had everything : gorgeous beaches, a lush, fresh water 
lake for swimming and fishing and the the most expansive, inviting dunes imaginable.  I 
remember thinking that if I was to pick a place for a camping family's reunion, Mac 
Kerricher would be it!  After finding the path up and onto the old tote road, it was head 
for Fort Bragg on a scenic, but extremely patched and lumpy old narrow 'road', with 
nothing between it and the sand and sea.  It was slow going dodging the worst of the 
dolloped asphalt repairs with an occasional get off and push through some drift sand 
but still far more inviting than the highway.  Once in and rolling through Fort Bragg it 
was the opposite of up up-lifting.  Forty-nine years earlier Grandma Kay and I had 
spent our honeymoon near by, in the year of The Summer Of Love.  A whole lot had 
changed in the interim, both us, the town, the nation, the world, and as I cruised the 
main drag I can say that the present realities here were unpalatable.  The place 
seemed to have a film of despair draped over it and pedaling slowly in a long loop 
through the business district keeping my eyes peeled for an open bike shop and not 
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finding one I stopped and asked a pedestrian.  "It's closed often.  Had another but it's 
out of business."  The prosperous food market that I remember shopping in all those 
years ago was a dingy shadow of its former self and the swank little restaurant perched 
on sheer cliff (Sol's), nearby, where I was introduced to Eggs Benedict (still my favorite 
breakfast, especially at the Homemade Cafe in Berkeley), was now a closed down 
realty office.  The whole place looked like it could have used a pressure-wash and 
fresh paint.  Heading out of town, I could only hope that future years would find my 
recollections a new reality.

Mendocino

Now the little gingerbread village, Mendocino, was just a lazy hours pedal but 
before attaining it I passed another source of fond memories: Noyo Harbor, which 
tugged at my heartstrings so much so that once over the Noyo River on the 
dramatically high highway bridge I did a u-turn and backtracked so I could peer over 
the eastern rail, with unobstructed views of the little community below.  "Back in the 
day" (honeymoon) it was a bustling, raucous hub of boat building, logging, fishing and 
marine industry, a place that didn't sleep, a place with paths and ways like a maze 
threading mountains of fish net, stacked units of lumber, Pick-Up-Sticks piles of pipe, 
and decayed little trailers served by a couple of ancient moss-covered chowder 
houses, whiskey shacks, and the venerable two story Harbor House, the center of 
social life where a grand bar slacked roaring tsunami thirsts and the steak and lobster 
plate was all but the biggest lumber jack could put away.  The noise level well into the 
night was a din.  The view, now, was an old, smokey, glass negative, the place at its 
Zenith, overlaid with the gray bare bone contours of its present sleep.  Hopefully, it too 
will someday re-invent itself, possibly an entrepôt of cutting edge, marine based clean 
energy and sustainable ocean harvesting and social hub once more of colorful, 
industrious humanity.  

Entering Mendocino my spirits recovered, like seeing a long lost friend who 
barely showed the passage of time.  It was so heartening that Grandpa Pete even did a 
little meandering on the back streets, all wishing the visitor well.  Before having to say 
adieu a 'happening' little market beckoned and I re-provisioned.  While I was bent to 
the task of stashing my purchases in the trailer I heard a woman's voice behind me 
say: "Where are you going?"  "San Francisco," I replied before turning around and 
rising to meet the owner of the voice.  "Actually Berkeley is my final destination," I 
added.  "My name is Judy.  I'm the Warm Showers host for Elk."  (Just a short time 
prior, maybe a few months, I had gotten wind of the organization via conversation with 
customers of/at Ellison's Bike Shop in Weaverville.  It's a reciprocal international outfit 
of cyclists offering support to fellow tourers ranging from a warm shower to a couch or 
a place to pitch a tent.)  "How far you going today?" was Judy's next question.  I told 
her that I had not pegged a definite target.  "Well, if you're passing Elk between three 
and six P.M. stop at our community center; our town is having a pizza bake and the 
public is invited.  And, I have no tourers scheduled."  "Whoa!  If I make that window I'll 
definitely do that, thank you, Judy."  My soon to be benefactor, full grocery bag in arms, 
walked off to her car and I finished packing.  It was then up kickstand and back out 
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onto the highway, leaving this gem of a town behind, my only disappointment: the Sea 
Gull Cafe had to remain a distant memory.

Of all the prior excursions Grandpa Pete had made along this section of coast 
only one other had the effect I was experiencing now, witnessing this extravagantly 
scenic shore under such utterly sublime atmospheric conditions felt ever so more 
intimately thanks to my mode of travel.  Outside of the self-propelled steel and glass, 
one's person communicates with nature via senses he/she is remotely aware: 
unchallenged visibility, aromas of land/near environs, the humidity, the winds upon your 
face, temperature of zone, these constantly in flux, these conditions being inescapable 
to your consciousness; in the sealed carriage, mostly unawares.  Now Grandpa Pete 
vividly remembers how much fun it was in his youth, in the early 60's, to drive his 
convertible '57 Chevy top-down along this route, be it fog or the rare sunny day, merely 
exposing my face to the wind.  But, then, my progress was measured in readings of 
temp and oil pressure and efficiency of wiper blades, inventions separating me from 
the real.  Also, paddling on the near ocean was/is definitely an exhilarating endeavor, a 
pure connection to nature's wild state, and it's an activity that lays sole claim to it's 
intensity and perception of being, but the risks that paddlers all, are aware, though it 
contributes to the experience, is a constant reminder of time.  How long will the ocean 
behave and allow me to traverse before changing her mind and forcing me to a 
convenient shore.  On my bicycle, only my endurance governed my time--mist, sun, 
and rain enhancing the experience, dealt with by protective layers and headlamp.  Yes, 
the road does show change: flat, steep, twisting, wet, dry, but it's surface remains 
relatively constant: smooth.  My cycling concern is only where will I sleep tonight, and 
terrestrially, without the give-a-way presence of motor vehicle, along this coast 
observed minutely, creative options abound.  

A Free Pizza

Between Grandpa Pete and pizza (Elk), the coast had many a treat in store.  A 
dozen water courses meeting the sea, each with its influence of greater change, quaint 
coast-hugging small bridges, out of the way, deep, serpentine inland free falls, granny 
low ascents back into warmth and sun, nose drilling aroma of verdant pastures, lofty 
views of blue upon blue, lazy stretches of sunlit no-mind, sudden, close encounters 
with raptors.  I rolled into Elk at five in the afternoon and began searching for a 
Community Center.  It's not a big burg and after a back track, was successful.  It was 
down a gravel alley on the east side of the highway near the southern end of town.  
Judy, my contact, it turned out, had gone home due to an "overly tired" visiting young 
niece, but thankfully Judy had mentioned to others the possibility of my arrival and I 
was graciously welcomed to the group, and informed that she had left her phone 
number for me in the office if I cared to visit; but upon learning she lived five miles back 
up the highway, it was a deal breaker.  A visiting delegation from the little town's 
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Japanese sister-city mostly comprised of young english speakers, artists all, was 
joyously celebrating with a plentiful host crowd, unquestionably Elk's biggest social 
function of the year.  My bike and trailer were of particular interest to one of the foreign 
guests and wasting no time he asked me if he could ride it.  I'll admit I was not too 
enthusiastic about the idea for this person was probably close to the same weight as 
that of of my rig and I could visualize him crashing, but in deference to international 
relations I attempted a brave face when offering him the handlebars.  True to folklore 
about Japanese visitors, cameras fell out of the sky to record the event of my flyweight 
friend in a very wobbly turn as he rounded a building and headed down the gravel 
driveway.  "A Sapporo?" one of his associates asked.  I felt like I needed more than 
one as we walked over to the big wood-fired masonry bread oven (under its own 
cabana), where numerous ice chests lined the perimeter among the sea of milling legs.  
Thankfully bike and trailer reappeared about ten minutes later and it and rider looked 
no worse for wear.  The squall of cameras quickly passed again and the gathering 
resumed its festive feast of artisan pizzas, beer/wine/saki and good conversation.  After 
a significant span of revelry the sun told me I had better mozey on so I started saying 
my good byes.  A darling, petite, foreign delegate with a few more wrinkles than 
Grandpa Pete, was still at work creating culinary gems, and placed a stack of them in a 
paper sack and with shining eyes and a big smile, without words, held them out to me.  
I bowed deeply, graciously accepting her gift with my own big smile, and took my leave.

Stealth-It

It appeared that this evenings undecided, 'know-it-when-I see-it' camping site 
was what it's gonna be.  I was down out of the close, easy to hide in timber and the 
next state or county park was farther off than sun light could chaperone.  It was looking 
like my headlamp would find good duty tonight.  As long as it wasn't raining my spirits 
would stay afloat.  In a golden near-dusk, the macadam passing through neglected 
fields of thigh high grass, Grandpa Pete's eye caught a far off glint of reflected old gold.  
Way in the distance, at the crease of mountain and field, were the bleached gray 
boards of a standing old manse, some intact window a beacon to its now ghost 
founders.  Within seconds I passed an old gate set back from the road hosting For Sale 
and No Trespassing signs barely visible under the drooping limbs of a giant old 
cypress.  The light bulb went on.  After a slow u-turn and a check for nosey traffic 
Grandpa Pete slowly walked his rig into the deep shadows to see what he could see.  
Wa la!  A perfect camping spot.  Level, dry and hidden.  Beyond the gate a drive 
overgrown with bush and grass made it's way to the east, surely to the once proud 
homestead.  In my youth this was probably still a working sheep station.  I was strongly 
tempted to ignore the signs and go explore the old place but dark was almost complete 
and my camp was more important.  Occasional traffic whizzed by a hundred feet away 
totally and happily 'unawares' of me as long as I employed no lights in building my 
nest.  I was soon on my bag, watching the pot boil, grateful for hauling a liter of water.  
After a Chamomile cup'a I drifted off with a tickling sense of good fortune punctuated 
by the now and then hum of a passing motor.
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Dawn broke clear with hopes for Sea Ranch and long since seen bosom friends, 
good coffee, fine wine, hot tub and a repaired hitch.  With a sense of impending 
triumph it was a happy breakfast of four soft boiled eggs, English muffins with lots of 
butter and jam, and Peet's Dark French Roast with the last of the half & half.  Once on 
the road Point Arena town hove into view before I expected it.  It was a pleasant 
surprise.  There was a 'strong heart' feeling to the place; it was still a workman's town, 
punching away at life, far from ready to despair and sell its soul to developers, and the 
promise of earning big bucks in the far away city.  Instead, there was a very palpable 
sense of active, surviving neighborhood, and several attractive restaurants and coffee 

stops beckoned so I pulled over to indulge in a latte and croissant, choosing a purveyor 
which had ample parking for my extended rig.  Along the street, smiling faces and my 
server's genuine hello reaffirmed my convictions.  A convenient, next door deli reeled 
me in before I could escape to my ride (a treat and sugar-bomb for later in the day).  
Leg over and it was a slow, enjoyable, down hill main street coast to outskirts and then 
country, good country, once more.  While putting on my riding gloves and glasses, back 
in town, I wondered about my old chum Paul Greco, who had been a 'boarder' at St. 
Mary's High School, and whose home town I was in.  His people were sheep ranchers 
and in those days the industry defined this coast.  I remember him telling me about and 
inviting me up during 'lambing' season for the cutting off of tails and the castration of 
other more unfortunates, and the festive gatherings enjoyed by the whole community at 
this time in their annual cycle.  However, now, it hadn't been that many months since I 
read his mother's obituary in one of the coast newspapers that Tom Johnson forwards 
me.  I guess that's why his (Paul's), name was circling so close in my memory.  In the 
obit I learned that his mom was the same age as mine and Mrs. Greco had been born 
a Stornetta, a very prominent local clan whose name I still see often in the papers, on 
billboards, and in the dairy case.  
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Leaving the commercial hub of Point Arena, insulated by almost a mile from the 
surf, the sun was still warming but as I angled further south closing that distance, it 
began a disappearing act.  Soon I was pedaling along the very edge of land and sea in 
light mists, the usual dress for this meeting place, and I stopped to add a layer for 
warmth.  Now I was experiencing the coast Mother most often presented; and I 
remember thinking that I couldn't really complain, having just enjoyed (in my history), 
the longest stretch of the finest meteorology the geography ever hosted.  And it still 
measured mild by possibilities.  There were many moments later in the day when I was 
awestruck with the majesty of natures wildness, but often these were now interspersed 
with a growing number of man's handi-works, some wedged into the best that Mother 
created, which while enjoying the melding, I could only envision the grandeur once 
seen through aboriginal eyes.  

Foo-Foo

Like mariners of old who knew they were approaching landfall by burgeoning 
numbers of sea birds, Grandpa Pete knew he was closing in on the metropolis by 
increasing numbers of flamboyantly feathered, unburdened cyclists (not to mention 
motor traffic).  Now for every fellow Jed Clampett encountered, fifty, sleek, two-wheeled 
dandy day-trippers whizzed by in audacious colors, on more and more exotic 
mechanics and engineering.  Something about contemporary cycling society.  It's not 
enough to have a florescent safety vest like highway workers, something simple and 
practical and go down the road with somewhat relative ease on sound, proven 
technology.  A very small number of joy riders still do; but for the vast majority the 
contest is to 'lead the pack' with the 'latest-mostest'.  This goes not only for the bike 
itself, but every and all facets of the cycling endeavor.  It's not that Grandpa Pete was/
is anti-progress.  I had worked R&D in a couple of disciplines and very much 
appreciate the incremental progress made in materials advances and the sharp minds 
who then take and run with these latest fruits and translate them into never before seen 
products.  The tame garb of synthetics that I wear while touring makes the experience 
worlds more enjoyable than the oiled flax, wool and cotton of my youthful adventures.  
My present nine speed bike, of aluminum, rolling along on shocks and big balloon tires 
is real Flash Gordon to the old, steel, single-speed 'tank' of my adolescence.  It's not 
lost on me that that at my present age (68) I would not be enjoying the joys I do if my 
attire and ride were those of my youth.  But todays cycling world reminds me of the 
evolution of athletic shoes.  Before Daniel was born (1974), in San Diego, Kay and I 
jogged the beach (right out our door) between 5130 D, Brighton Street and the Ocean 
Beach pier.  (An old bumper sticker of the time : "Happiness Is Within Your Reach, 
When You Live In Ocean Beach.")  When we went to a shoe store to purchase running 
shoes, there was only one option, the standard crepe rubber-soled black and white 
canvass, and they sufficed wonderfully.  But in the late 70's we started to see shoes 
marketed solely for their combination of shapes and colors.  (Fishing lures?  I saw a 
parallel to that industry.)  Through the years the footwear became more and more foo-
foo, the sole purpose, to attract attention.  At this writing cycling attire has followed suit.  
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And materials for bike frames, forks and wheels have space/defense industry genes.  
That part's cool.  For those professional athletes that aspire for national/world standing, 
the technical advances are surely appreciated.  Out on the road, the Jed Clampetts 
crave dependability and utility: get me to my next camp, the next state, the next 
country, and the one after that, and the one after that and......  The local, sprinting day-
trippers compete like mating Birds of Paradise, the more ostentatious and gaudy the 
better, both garb and gear.  And it's not an age restricted behavior; older farts than 
yours truly are among the adherents.  Now and then it was/is sad to see an occasional 
older guy (40's to 50's) and in fewer cases older gals, with flab, sags and rolls 
detracting from their such flamboyant outfits.  (Somehow it's incongruous.)  The 
majority of the audaciously displayed, close-in locals, pedal with their noses in the air; 
the more outrageous the foo-foo, the less likely they are to acknowledge the likes of us 
Jed Clampetts.  On the contrary, the powered off-road capable two-wheeled version of 
Jeds are surprisingly friendly and most all nod or hand signal a greeting.  Perhaps the 
connection between disciplines is the self-contained touring-camping element that we 
share.  (These motorized bikers also don't suffer size-envy; their machines are 
equipped with efficient, quiet exhaust systems.)  If I did no upgrading to the end of my 
riding days I would still feel fortunate, not that I couldn't see myself someday pedaling 
larger diameter wheels under a flexible steel road frame like one of those 3-10 Surly 
Orgre's such as Scott's and Ken's.  But I feel fortunate enough just to have my health 
and present state of ride technology, and especially the time to indulge.  Time is 
something that Grandpa Pete often dwells upon when he's out on the road; not time 
between camps, but how many more times will time allow me to search out others.

Gerstel Cove

Not far south of Point Arena Grandpa Pete made a rest/snack stop in the sweet 
little crossroads village of Gualala and I telephoned my friends Chuck and Jeanetta, for 
I was now just a short pedal to Sea Ranch.  My hoped for reunion with the Millers 
however didn't pan-out; they were away.  No fine wines, no cabazon on the grill, no 
'hearty laugh Chuck' the blacksmith repairing my hitch in his shop.  There was a local 
park with Hike and Bike but with my friends away the urge to get farther down the road 
was too great, so off I went.  My target, another hour and a half to two hours down 
coast was Salt Point, which hosted a small park with only modest facilities (no 
showers), situated on the east side of the highway in a shady grove of wind fought 
evergreen a short climb above.  A second, close by choice were the perennially mist- 
soaked camp sites across the highway at Gerstel Cove, 
with showers, a charming choice for those with tents and 
serious foul weather attire.  The usual curtain of morning 
fog had melted off giving way to windless high overcast, 
gray to the horizon, with false promises of of a burn-off 
waxing and waning (throughout the day).  At least the wind 
stayed a no show.  

A short ride past Sea Ranch Grandpa Pete stopped 
at the knoll topped Stewart's Point store, a most attractive 
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and inviting setting and structure, this day it's warming, welcoming lamp glow standing 
up to the all encompassing grayness.  There I met two south bound Jeds, Greg and 
Jason, college buddies out of Seattle heading for Los Angeles, 'baggers' they were 
(panniers).  We gossiped while and after packing our purchases away, they setting off 
before I was ready to.  As I watched them ride off I realized that I had not met a fellow 
Jed yet who was not upbeat and enthusiastic about life.  I began to theorize.  Was 
there something to exploring by bicycle, making way without wind or motor, having all 
your needs with you, your own, internal, spiritual engine turning the pedals round?  
Were those willing to do that cut from the same cosmic cloth?  Is that why when we 
meet up there is this effusion of unguarded commonality, an effortless, silent 
communication of joined, joyous purpose?  
         Reaching Salt Point I was craving a campfire, adamant that I would spend no 

money to have one; the chances of finding 'left over' wood at vacant campsites favored 
this larger park, for most camp hosts are allowed to sell wood and keep all or most of 
the proceeds since they are allowed to stay there for free but are paid no salary for 
their services.  The Hiker/Biker campsite I had to myself and I scrounged ample wood 
for a fire from the deserted car sites which I kindled with small sticks and shavings of 
sap wood harvested at Usal.  A small hatchet is just too heavy to pack for a cyclist.  
Most parks are bereft of gather able fire starter, thus many attempts by inexperienced 
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campers to kindle their purchased, usually unseasoned bundles are failures, resulting 
in charred, partially consumed but usable fuel.  Sap wood shavings and split, small 
sticks of it are worth their weight.  This stuff ignites with one match, it's hot, long 
burning and won't blow out even in a hurricane.  Discovering the partially successful 
campfires always raises a Eureka response, but when it represents someone else's 
total failure I always feel a little sadness for those whose hopes were squashed when a 
fire, on a cold damp night means so much for the spirits.  By the time dinner was over 
the mists had returned and the park remained empty, just me and the hosts.  At Point 
Arena I had purchased two new AA's for my radio and here at Salt Point  KCSM came 
in crystal clear.  I didn't sit up too long with the dancing flames and woke up later in the 
night to the earnest patter of precipitation on the tarpaulin, all the more cozy in my silks 
and goose down.
         Morning broke gray and still, no more drops loudly announcing themselves.  If 
there had been, Grandpa Pete would have stayed right where he was in that warm 
comfortable nest.  Most of my bike and all of my trailer spent the night under black 
plastic drum-liner bags held in place with wooden clothes pins.  If removed carefully, 
one of the bags could be folded such as to provide a dry spot for my butt at the camp 
table.  It was coffee time!  Gotta have it, the half & half being 'off' just by a hint, not so 
bad to merit tossing.  For this ritual, sipping this first brew (I'd make one more before 
putting the kitchen away), whether alone or sharing space, I would close my eyes and 
try to concentrate only on how good this moment was, a celebration of yesterdays 
efforts to place me here and now, a time to have 'all by myself' before physical states 
and thought saboteurs could scale the ramparts.  Not until near bottom of the mug 
would I slowly perform a roll-call; starting with my toes then my ankles next my knees, 
hips etc. all the way to my neck, I'd have a short discussion and pep-talk with each,  
assuring them that I still had their best interests at heart and to get ready for another 
fun day.  

          Cautions

         The cycling tour guide was 'up front' in it's caution: California's Highway 1 was 
only recommended for seasoned, expert cyclists.  In no measure could yours truly 
make claim to that designation.  Alarm bells had been sounded by numerous friends 
and casual acquaintances both, warning me of the dangers, the big Numero Uno--
vehicular traffic.  I heard many gruesome references to cyclists being reduced to 
greasy spots on the shoulder or joining the bug collections on bumpers of asleep at the 
wheel Peterbilts.  This internal argument was one that I wrestled with right up to the 
day of departure, especially after the sobering experience of the 'shake down' cruise 
out to Sheil Gulch.  In hind sight, while "learning the ropes," panniers would have been  
safer than towing a trailer.  One feature of the tour guide was a reference to the width 
of highway shoulder along the route.  On Highway 1 at it's best this space might be 
several feet, and the norm is more like a foot to six inches or zero.  For much of its 
length there is a white stripe designating the outside edge of the lane also, in both 
directions.  The remaining space outside of this line is often reduced to mere inches.   
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          Along guard rails and cliff face, sharing the lane can be most tensive.  If it were 
not for my familiarity of California's Route 1, Grandpa Pete would probably, and wisely, 
not have undertaken this risky adventure.  Knowing the route from a motorist's 
perspective however was not a substitute for years of experience touring on a bicycle.  
A good deal of my good fortune (I am alive, writing this), could be ascribed to steely 
nerves and naiveté.  A lesson learned many years ago, drummed into me by my kayak 
instructor (Alex Oppediyk, San Rafael): "If you constantly worry about capsizing, you 
will."  The stress of worry reduces and/or restricts your ability to perform those (mostly 
muscular), functions necessary to maintain control of your boat.  There is a parallel 
with cycling.  When close proximity to moving vehicles and immovable objects impairs 
your reaction time, and/or choice of maneuver, you stand a greater chance for loss of 
control, and due to varying circumstances, possible calamity.   A large portion of the 
safety factor for operating a bicycle while sharing a lane on Highway 1 in zero 
tolerance situations is the ability to control your fear factor and keep your wheels right 
on the white edge-line (or imaginary one), with almost no variance.  When you hear an 
eighteen-wheeler on your rear tire downshift and the deafening roar is totally 
enveloping, it can be an unsettling sensation; however, that is actually a much safer 
situation than a near silent, rental motor home with its wide mirrors and un-retracted 
steps, being operated by a novice.  Like the professional big-rig drivers, locals going to 
and fro are also accustomed to touring cyclists sharing the road and though they pass 
by more quickly and sometimes at what seems like frightening closeness, as a result, 
they too are less of a threat than the motoring tourist, regardless of vehicle type.  Prior 
to Grandpa Pete's completion of his big adventures, when on Highway 1, on 
weekends, I was staying in camp to avoid these two worst days.

         Just A Taste

         A good example of Grandpa Pete's cycling naiveté, a virtual crowd pleaser, 
occurred not many miles south of Salt Point.  It was almost mid-morning and I was 
cranking along, the road deserted, my mind fields away on falcon wings; I inched up a 
steep hill through rolling pasture fringed with eucalyptus and pine, old, old, weathered 
barn leaning into the wind, grey skies keeping their secrets.  Attaining the summit my 
spirits were salivating, anticipating gravity's rewards.  Crossing the crest took less than 
a minute before the macadam plunged, launching me into a steep, long, straight 
descent 'stretching-out' for a good quarter mile with a huge crowd of people lining the 
road at the bottom on both sides!  What the hell?  As I picked up speed I could hear 
yelling and screaming and the ringing of cow bells, this huge mass now waving, 
dancing and jumping in place.......what's going on!?  Then, seconds later, as I started 
closing the gap the ruckus started turning to laugher, then roars and roars of laughter, 
all of them laughing as I got closer and closer, men, women and even children.  What 
was so funny?  The cow bells multiplied.  I didn't know they could make so much noise.  
As I rolled along between the spectators many stepped out into the road behind me, 
forming a wall haranguing me with good natured laughter.  It was contagious.  I began 
chuckling at first, then breaking into a dimple stretching complement.  I knew that I was 
the butt of some joke, but wasn't sure what.  Felt like I should'a checked my back for a 
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'kick me' note.  Grandpa Pete didn't wan't to stop and inquire out of pure 
embarrassment.  It was obvious they had an appointment with someone, and it wasn't 
me.  I just kept pedaling, listening to the dimming, uber jovial assemblage.  I think I 
must have been red as a beet, from my own laughter as well as my embarrassment. 
           After several more low hills I came around a corner and headed down another 
slope.  To my great amazement here again was another waiting crowd, a smaller group 
and it too erupted into cow bells and then roars of more laughter.  I was already 
laughing as I approached the head of this crowd and as I slowed down and glided by, I 
started yelling, over and over: "Hemp from Hay Fork!  Hemp from Hay Fork!"  A few 
faces blossomed with recognition at my efforts.  Now Grandpa Pete was really curious.  
I new it had to be a contest of some stripe, my first thought: sports car rally.  No more 
than ten minutes later, on a twisting uphill climb a car suddenly slowed right on my rear 
wheel.  At this point in the great adventure I had not yet gained an appreciation for a 
helmet mirror, so out of concern for the tasks at hand, I just kept my attention on my 
front wheel.  Within seconds I heard that loud 'click', warning of an impending bull-horn 
greeting, and then the mega-loud words: "You have to get off the road; there's a bike 
race almost upon you; you have to get off the road at the very first opportunity!"  I 
nodded my head and while quickly looking aside, saw that it was a black-and-white.  I 
kept cranking up the challenging ascent, flush with twisting walls of tree and heavy 
brush.  The Smokey Bear cruiser stayed on my tail only a few moments longer before 
rocketing up the highway.
           Any minute I expected/hoped to find enough room beyond the pavement to dive 
into and leave all the lane free.  But none was materializing so I just kept cranking, 
fearful of being in the lane should Smokey come back the other way.  There was 
nothing I could do but keep pedaling and hope to be off the road at the next turn.  My 
forward rate of progress was such that you could have walked along beside.  Around a 
bend, another hill, good and steep with only a little twist, but at the top a clearing (both 
sides I was to learn), was filled with vans and trucks, milling crowds and a helicopter 
hovering near.  "Oh Boy!  Almost outta trouble."  Nearing the crest there appeared to 
be more than a half-dozen Smokey Bear cruisers parked at the ready, many, many
people with high-tech photo gear present.  I sneaked-
off the road right at the lower edge of this madness.  
There were a few ladies in velo-attire but no sign of 
them on any bikes.  It turned out that Grandpa Pete 
came very close to getting in the way of the AMGEN, 
this the largest bicycle race in North America.
        The day had remained grey, windless, with low 
'cushions' of cloud cover.  There we all stood, looking 
around, waiting for the excitement.  Grandpa Pete 
now kicks himself in the butt for doing what he didn't 
do, next.  He forgot to have his camera out of his 
pocket is what he did.  Among the race contestants 
were the top riders from all over the world, the likes of I surely wouldn't see again.  
Dummy me just stood around and 'kicked my tires'.  Then in no time, with the crowd's 
giant inhale announcing the end to entropy, both hands were still in pockets.  Shooting 
up out of the leaf tunnel they came.  It was as if choreographed; almost silently, this 
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hive of furious energy launched into view, led by just a few blurred individuals.  I was 
amazed how tightly packed and fast moving was this apparition of super athletes, their 
passage reminding me of a close swimming school of hungry, brightly colored dorado.  
It went without saying that just like a bad mistake in a tightly packed car race, one 
driver screws up and many can be taken out.  Now, one cyclist losing control would 
result in much pain and suffering and possibly even death. 
        After 'coming-to' following this visual lightning-punch, I managed to get my camera 
at the ready by the time the the majority of that mass of world class cyclists (peloton) 
was already down the road.  There continued to be strivers, some in groups, some 
single, passing every few seconds for maybe ten minutes before a slow motorcade 
appeared, bringing up the rear; many team vans, limousines, moving-trucks, Smokey 
Bears everywhere, in one long, long, long line following the spectacle.  Never in my life 
had I seen so many CHP at one function.  Later it dawned on me: overtime $$$ and 
"official banquets."  The whole pecking-order was unabashedly represented, even 
desk-fliers in official State vehicles one after the other, interspersed in segments of bike 
trailers and commuter vans, the last vehicle a Smokey who stopped in the road and 
prevented anyone else (we pee-ons), from breaking rank for twenty-five minutes.  After 
the observer crowd emptied out, I sat in the shade for a good ten minutes longer, 
waiting for the circus to get 'way down the road' before I once more commenced.  It 
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wasn't until just recently that Grandpa Pete read the book : "It Isn't About The Bike."  I 
now surely wish I had, before then.  What I witnessed, and would have witnessed, 
would have meant so much more.  
          This "stage race" spectacle served a good finish to the day.  By the time I was 
nearing the intersecting county road which led over to the finish line in Santa Rosa, it 
was just me, and now and then a car.  In the intersection, surrounded by a wall of 
bright orange parking cones, sat a large delivery van.  As I closed the distance I 
noticed that beside said vehicle were standing two, most charming ladies, clothed in 
bright advertising spandex, holding large bowls in their arms.  On the side of the truck 
in big letters was spelled: 'Cliff Bar' (a brand of energy bars).  In the bowls the ladies 
held were bars and packets of power-shots, the latter, a multi-flavored, jellied version of 
athletic booster.  I guessed the gals, who watched me progress, were all but finished 
with their official task of disseminating as much product as was possible into the hands 
of the race officials and 'wannabes'.  When I slowly rolled up to greet them, we were all 
'all smiles'.  "Would you ladies have any samples for poor ole Grandpa Pete?  He's 
going all the way to San Francisco and Berkeley, not just down the road there, to the 
finish."  "Oh my!  Who have we here?"   "Pete's my name, Grandpa Pete."  "Wellllllllllll 
Grandpa, weeee might just have something for you in that case."  "Oh Boy!  Is this 
fun," me's 'think'n'.  Two babes handing-over the goodies.  "These, and those and 
these......they'll put real  pizzaz in you pedal."  "Oh! Thank you ladies, you are most, 
most kind."  "Open your bag........."  ("Oh my God.")  After taking the tarp, sleeping pad 
and sleeping bag off and unzipping the duffel, I pulled out the center bag of clothes and 
held the duffels sides up and open.  "There!"  They both emptied their bowls into my 
wide open duffel.   "That ought to get you all the way there....."  "I'm going both 
directions; but oh!, you've been so generous to this old man."  "Hmmmm," now one 
said to the other: "We could give him new product.  The box just behind the seat."  
Brightening eyes and huge smiles, all, blessed me when they upended that box into my 
bursting B.O.B. Bag.  "Oh my gosh! Ladies!  I will never ever, ever, ever forget you!  
Ever!  This is so unreal.  This is soooooo cool!"  My newest benefactors knew their 
business and were having a fun time to boot.  Then, with sincere wishes for my health 
and safety they hopped into their big van and were soon gone.  On to the finish line.  I 
just knelt there on one knee staring at my glittering new fortune like a pirate beaming 
over an opened treasure trunk. "What luck!  What fabulous good luck!" me's 'think'n'. 
        

          Gordon and Bodega Dunes St. Park

         Just before dusk I found myself approaching the ranger's kiosk at Bodega Dunes 
State Park.  Approaching any park there's a special good feeling, to a Jed, the road 
surface to the kiosk from the highway entrance.  If you're lucky and it's good gravel or 
remains paved, and meanders, one has the chance to leave the highway spirits there 
and mesh the people gears.  While Grandpa Pete was transacting with the ranger, I 
noticed a fellow Jed, stopped and straddling, some twenty yards distant, who must 
have arrived just prior.  Under an arboreal umbrella, a bagger he was, observing.  
When the ranger handed me my receipt and laid the map flat and pointed to the Hiker/
Biker site, this stranger yelled out to the ranger: "I'll show him......I'll show him."  The 
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ranger and I locked eyes, then we both nodded, and she said: "O.K., for two nights, 
Peter, have a good stay; check-out is noon."  
        My new biker friend I guessed to be about my own age.  He had a salt and 
pepper, well trimmed goatee and mustache and wore tapered black riding slacks and a 
dark brown wool sweater, and on his back was a lightweight pack full of what I could 
discern were groceries.  On his head was the latest in helmets, with a mirror.  "Where 
from this morning," was his first question as I almost had come aside.  "Salt Point," was 
my reply.  "Have you camped here?" was his second.  "Many years ago, kayak 
camping."  "We're here late," he said, "But I think traffic is still light."  (He meant the 
number of bicycle campers.)  "It's not far," he said.  "Twenty-five years ago they put us 
wayyyyyy out.  But now with the homeless problem, they nest us right under their 
noses (Camp Host). There has been some talk of robberies down south.  So now 
things have tightened-up, up here, in the Central and North."  I followed my chaperone 
for no more than three minutes before we wheeled up to the Hiker/Biker site.  It was 
empty and/but it wasn't much of a spot either.  The site was triangular, the apex at the 
top of a steep sandy slope.  We were standing at almost the center of the base.  The 
entire camp was a deep, loose sandy hillside with two tables and fire rings near the 
top.  Two big pine trees grew near the bottom, center, with the only near level ground 
just in front of them.  My companion had dismounted quickly and walked/pushed his 
bike through the deep sand to lean it against the trunk of the larger and thus claimed 
that site.  He had camped here many, many times he said and always chose the same 
spot when it was available.  I struggled, and I mean struggled up the hill past him and 
reached one the the tables.  It was no fun pushing your weighted rig through the deep 
sand, on a hillside yet.  I wondered if it was a not so subtle hint, like: This is what we 
think of bikers."  I said to my new friend: "They really must like us, huh?" "They really 
do.  We for years and years had a different site, flat and shady and large.  They're 
refurbishing and improving it and we will be reassigned there.  It'll be worth it."  "I hope 
I live to see the day and feel the same way," said Grandpa Pete.
         Finding the second best possible spot for my bed placed me closer to a camp 
table than I would have preferred.  I was concerned about being in the way of any 
further arrivals when dinner time arrived.  As I situated my tarpaulin/bag/pad taco, I 
observed my fellow Jed erect his tent.  "What a cool tent," I remember thinking.  He 
had it up in seconds.  I had to check this out.  "Hey Man, what a cool tent."  "Oh, yeah, 
it's a trip.  I've tried everything, and this one's 'the one' right now." The 
'footprint' (ground tarp), had four grommets of two colors that accepted the 
appropriately colored two tent poles.  The tent also had matching colored grommets 
and was hung by clips from the poles.  "Cannot do it wrong.  Put it up by head-lamp, 
easily."  He said that he had got it a year ago in Seattle, at R.E.I., and put it up and took 
it down almost everyday or every other day.  It' was holding up very well.  "I'd buy 
another one, the two man version."  "Yeah?"  "Yeah, I can get myself but not all my 
bags in to this one.  The two person is just ounces heavier, and I could get all my stuff 
inside."  "What's the name of that tent?"  "Quarter Dome, single, double, triple."  "Good.  
Thanks.  Hey, my name is Pete."  "Gordon" were his next words as we shook hands.  
"Glad to meet you Gordon.  I'd still be looking for this place if we hadn't met at the 
kiosk."  Short laughs.  "I passed you early this morning.  You didn't see me.  You were 
taking a piss.  Your rig was there, no one around.  B.O.B.  That caught my eye.  Some 
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years ago I traveled with a B.O.B."   "Oh well, I didn't embarrass anyone then."  Shorter 
laughs.  "How many nights you pay for?" he asked me next.  "Two.  I'm in no hurry and 
I just love this coast, regardless of season."  "Washington was just too wet for too long.  
I'm on my way back from Seattle."  "Where's home base?" I asked him.  Grandpa Pete 
noticed an obvious second or two of discombobulation to my last question whence he 
replied: "These hereabouts."  "Oh. It must feel good to be back then."  "The parks are 
best in Oregon but this weather is milder.  Did the ranger mention that the hot showers 
here are free?"  "Free?  No she didn't mention that."  "The only park in California that I 
know of."  (It turned out Gordon didn't know about Veteran's Memorial Park, Monterey, 
CA.)
        Gordon and I were the only bikers in camp and we both wanted showers.  We had 
a number of car campers near us and the comfort station was conveniently situated 
just around a hedge bend, less than a minute away, but out of line of sight.  Neither of 
us mentioned it and I didn't inquire of Gordon, but the showers ended up staggered.  I 
was "busy" when he had his camp laid out and headed for the station.  'Ironically' I was 
all ready to walk over for my well earned reward just as Gordon returned all refreshed 
and with a little laundry in hand.  I hadn't heard of any (at the time), problems with 
bicycle related thefts in the Park System but I was still more comfortable in my birthday 
suit in that grand, free hot shower without having to worry about my ride and gear, well 
out of sight with no one there.  Grandpa Pete did travel with a bike U-lock and a small 
cable-lock and made an attempt at each camp to best utilize the combination using 
picnic tables and fire ring grates, but if someone really wants your stuff, it's very hard to 
keep them "just looking."  My handle bar bag hosted camera, must-have prescriptions, 
and in their own zippered soft-pack on a belt, checks, credit cards and ID's.  If I couldn't 
maintain line-of-sight with my bike and trailer, my little zippered pouch swung from it's 
strap on my shoulder.  That free hot shower in Bodega Dunes State Park, after a day of 
pedaling spectacular vistas and near endangerment of world class athletes was a 
fabulous and much appreciated compliment from the County Government of Sonoma, 
California.  I realized that Sonoma County is probably one of the wealthier counties of 
the state, but Bodega Dunes makes even us pee-ons feel welcome.  
        Gordon asked me what I had planned for dinner.  I told him I had heat and serve.  
He said: "I've got a big steak that I won't be able to eat all of, and a full head of 
broccoli; I'd be happy to share with you."  "Wow Man!  That sounds good to old 
Grandpa Pete.  Better than his vacuum pack."  "What kind of spices if any you got?" he 
next asked.  "Well, I've soy sauce, garlic-salt, beef and chicken bullion, black pepper, 
sea salt, cumin, chipotle peppers and horse radish sauce," I answered.  "Hummmm.  I 
could use some garlic salt and horse radish if you wanted to contribute."  "Hey man, 
anything in my chow bag is yours."  Gordon made a nice meal on a wood fire, the fuel 
scrounged from the surrounding vacant campsites.  He was over-joyed to discover in 
one camp a pantry full of dry firewood.  With such a huge haul comes this sweet feeling 
of providence, a reward for being you, on this day, in this place.  I had restocked with 
blue gas at Stewart's Point Store (two cans), and was comfortable with 'on-hand', but 
being able to do all cooking needed, with wood, kindled its own glow.  Each day that I 
had a wood fire the very pricey blue cans stayed in my kit, one day closer to my 
meeting the ferry.
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         The impending ferry ride hadn't completely departed my thoughts.  I had been 
keeping my eyes peeled for any type of business enterprise that might be able to help 
me solve my hitch problem.  In my pea brain I could envision getting the flat-stock 
chrome-molly steel trailer hooks glowing dull red with a gas welding rig, and then 
pounded or better, squeezed flat in the jaws of a big vice, and then stuck in a keg of 
lime to cool off slow like.  That level of technology would be found behind many, many 
shop and garage doors between me and San Francisco.  A bike shop was choice 
number one, but the odds of finding one were looking slimmer.  Surely, some farm 
equipment repair or Ford Dealership should be able to fix me up. Those many, old, 
closed-down independent gas stations of my parents generation and of my youth, 
where the community took all manner of things to try and get repaired would have been 
my salvation.  Their still standing, rusted or dried-out skeletons encountered here and 
there tug at the strings.  Heat and hammer, or heat and squeeze.  That's all I needed.  
Pretty basic.  
        Over dinner I mentioned my problem to Gordon.  "No sweat."  "Oh?"  "Yeah, I had 
that trouble occasionally when I dragged my B.O.B.  I figured it out."  "Really?"  "I got 
the tool in my kit, I'll fix it tomorrow.  Take twenty minutes."  "Wow, that'd be nice," I 
said, feeling some immediate relief.  He did say he pulled a B.O.B. and had learned 
how to repair the hooks when they got bent.  He was, now, riding a custom built, 
expensive rig.  Top drawer bike, racks, bags, tires, wheels, brakes, crank and cassette, 
etc. etc.  He sure is the real thing.  That nagging fear that had ridden my shoulders so 
far down this coast was now checked.  He had the tool with him.  Grandpa Pete had 
worked for years with exotic sheet metals in R&D, and when I looked at the 4130 
twisted hooks, I could not foresee a repair without a torch or forge.  Gordon had the 
tool.  He has fixed this problem before.  The bike and trailer are still rolling along fine; 
I've yet to get another rear flat.  That's my next worry before I get the hitch repaired.  I'll 
have to empty the trailer and prop it up, and the bike, on their sides, before removing 
the rear wheel.  Well, when it happens, it will only be time required to fix it.  Gordon 
said that there was a bike shop in Pt. Reys Station.  Probably open late morning to 
early afternoon, before Memorial Day.  I'd have to "Time it just right," he told me.  It 
wasn't that I doubted Gordon's veracity when he told me that he could fix my trailer with 
a tool that he had with him, no fire required.  But (I was thinking), if there's a chance to 
conveniently roll up to an "Open" bike shop, I'd prefer to deal with it that way.
        Grandpa Pete produced the mint tea and Gordon, some dark chocolates for the 
days finale.  Thus indulged, but before we managed to crawl completely into our sacks, 
headlamps approached, bicycle headlamps.  "Might as well stay up and meet them, 
what do you think?"  "Yeah Gordon, I read ya.  I'm putting my boots on."  It turned out 
that both Gordon and I traveled with a plumber's candle.  The short, stout little devils 
are very utilitarian.  We each lighted one and set them on the camp tables up on my 
level.   I was prepared to drag my tarpaulin away to a new location, but decided to first 
just wait and see.  The headlights were struggling in the deep sand below and we were 
almost standing, preparing to help out.  But before making that final commitment, while 
we were still waffling, the Jeds had bested the sand traps and soon appeared in camp 
across from me, nearer the other lighted table.  It was Don and Marty.
        Don, I guessed was in his mid to late forties; a manic personality right out of some 
comedy routine.  He was talking a mile a minute, perspiring profusely, and dressed in 
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vanilla corduroy pants (rolled up), blue Van's 'tennies' (sans socks), and loud Hawaiian 
shirt.  He had removed his helmet quickly upon arrival and his thinning blonde hair was 
sticking to his temples.  His sweaty features glistened in the candle light.  I was at first 
concerned with his breathing, it appeared so labored.  My alarm was underscored 
when he lit up a cigarette quickly followed with a hollow apology for any inconvenience.  
When he addressed me, and with such candor it was obvious we had a performer in 
our midst.  He repeated over and over that some wilderness area was closed; he had 
stayed in some particular forest, this time of year, every year for decades and "this was 
the first time it's ever been closed; no warning either."  He was highly animated and I 
found him quite entertaining.  I watched Gordon for any facial clues; what did he think 
of this new arrival?  Gordon was stingy with hints.  Don's bike was half-hidden under 
white plastic shopping bags, filled.  His rear wheel, the little bit you could see of it, was 
showing some sad spokes.  He proceeded to unburden his bike and go about trying to 
set up his brand new tent all the while doing his monologue.  To the man's credit he, in 
a timely fashion, offered all of us an ale and I accepted.  "Are the showers still free?" 
he asked.  He had been here several times over the years and remembered the Hiker/
Biker site as on flat terrain but that was.......when.....well....he couldn't remember.  And 
it wasn't long before we were back again to "those damned Feds shutting me out of my 
forest," and on and on.  
          Don's load was an impressive one: grocery, bakery, deli, beer, and a new tent, 
sleeping bag and pad.  He even bought a hurricane lantern and a quart of kerosene.  
This funny, self-deprecating personality had just gotten fired from his tax preparation 
job, given a severance deal, and (what was now practice), would be rehired the next 
winter.  He was one of four people who worked for "the firm."  The "old lady" (his boss 
and the owner), would fire him every year and then re-hire him the following tax 
season.  Don said she was a "Dickens."  Until mere days ago Don's latest home, for 
almost three years, had been a small creekside communal gathering in the woods near 
Santa Rosa.  He had no qualms divulging his life as a 365 day a year bicycle camper.  
"Done it now for twenty-some years."  "What?  No way."  " Yep."  "That's amazing."  
"The expense is the health club."  "Health Club why?"  "Office, showers, locker, 
laundry, e-mail, a number of things."  "Man you're right.  I can see the logic."  "Things 
were good at the commune.  I had a twenty five minute commute to the club, and less 
than ten minutes to work.  Had clean water and a swimming hole."  Every summer 
when he was laid-off he pedaled to a close-by wilderness area (the one closed), and 
enjoyed the woods for the duration.  Returning home after work just the other day he 
found the commune had been raided and demolished by the county. 'T'was' hidden in 
municipal park lands and now he was more than a little frazzled because upon arrival 
at his accustomed summer hide out in Federal Forest, that too was off limits.  He had 
little choice but to pedal to the closest park with facilities; so here he was, happy to 
have no work, but bummed-out about his loss of abodes.  Marty had met Don on the 
road from Santa Rosa to the coast.
        Marty was a tall, tanned explorer, an experienced Jed.  He'd been all over and 
was younger than Don by twenty years, and his bike and gear were proven stuff.  In 
confidence he told me that he was on his way to Los Angeles and for a day had hung 
with Don due to worries for Don's welfare.  At first I suspected Don was under the 
influence of a behavioral medication, but as the night wore on I was a lot less sure.  It 
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was good of Marty to Shepard Don all that way out of concern for his well being.  Marty 
too was headed for Bodega Dunes.  Don was at that level of outrageousness that I 
would have thought twice about traveling with him any distance.  I looked over at 
Gordon during one of Don's more animated moments and both were rolling their eyes.  
Marty, who would be gone first light, was quick to set up his tent, kitchen, and be done 
with his meal while Don was still fumbling with tent poles.  Don was a constant, 
unending routine.  Thankfully he did have a marvelous sense of humor and command 
of English and I could tell that he enjoyed having an audience.  Well as long as he rode 
a bike, and so far, with such equipment handicaps, and he could laugh about it, sort of 
vetted the guy.  He kept us all laughing, and we were drinking his beer.
        At that campfire Grandpa Pete learned a whole bunch about an underground 
society off the radar to most Americans.  Don, during an everyday 9 to 5, was, to all of 
his co-workers, his employer and his clients, a normal member of their neighborhood.  
"Man, what do you do all winter to cope with tents in the rain?"  "Winters can be brutal.  
I read a lot of books, spend a lot of time at the club.  At this latitude its a do-able.  Go 
north very far and you're cured."  "Cured? What do you mea......?"  "You don't do 
it.....again....after your first time."  "Oh."  "I'll be somewhere near here soon.  Lots of 
places to hide without a tell-tale vehicle.  Would be nice this summer to be able to 
come back here, 'legit' now and then too.  I think I can make this area work."  "Don, 
how many people do you know about who share your work-camp-bicycle life style?"   
"A whole shitload!  You'd be surprised.  There's even been a guy on television that 
spend's his nights in a tent.  The hobo of old did not die out with the railroad, he just 
got on a ten speed."  The campfire that night was especially enjoyable.  Marty (with 
some coaxing), entertained with some of the most vile menu experiences crossing east 
to west at high latitudes.  It was a little embarrassing being the 'infant' tourer, but I 
learned a great deal listening to the three discuss hub makers, spoke counts, 
derailleurs, chain lubricant, brake pads, good stealth sites and the such.  Marty would 
be rolling on early in the A.M.; me, Gordon and Don would hold the fort, one more day.  
Then (and after another fun fire), we three would find ourselves on the move.  Fire.  I 
remember the glint in Marty's eyes when he toasted the group, and the last of our 
benefactor's brews.

The Bells and Nicholas Green

        Oh it was a sober, following morning.  Sort of cottony mouth.  "Where's my water 
bottle?  It should be right here."  Some dew on our gear this morning.  Marty's 'done 
already' evacuated.  Oh!  Wait. There he is!  Waving, but soon around the bend.  It is 
overcast, with an almost discernible pixie dust promise of sun, soon enough.  
Mornings, on a morning that I need to be on the move, I don't have time to rekindle the 
previous nights camp fire to wait for coffee water!  The little forge comes out.  Such is 
addiction.  "Gordon, I see your tent moving.  Wanna a real cup of coffee?"  "No Pete 
thank you.  I prefer to go on living."  "O.K. Gordon, it's your loss.  Peet's Xtra Dark 
French Roast.  In town worth two 'dollas' a cup.  Here?  Worth twenty-five."  "You'll burn 
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in hell.  Pete, do you know about the bells?"  "I know bike bells, ships bells, school 
bells, pub bells, belles of the ball, which ya speak'n?"  "I'm speaking about a monument 
close by."  I sensed some seriousness in Gordon's voice so I paid more attention.  He 
went on : "It's only a short way from here.  What do you say we invite Don to go for a 
walk and after I'll buy you guys coffee.  There's a good little hang-out near by.  We pass 
'the bells' on the way to the cafe."  "What about our camp, our bikes and gear?"  "I've 
yet to lose any gear to thieves while away from camp in the North State."  (Another 
good reason to be bunking across the road from the camp hosts?)   I wasn't real 
comfortable with the idea yet I deferred  
to my comrade since I was in his 
everyday world.  Don felt/was too 
whumped and begged off politely.  "O.K., 
I'm for a stretch," I said.

Gordon was an interesting person.  
He had a soft, strained-sounding voice, 
like it was catching down in his chest.  At 
first I wondered whether engaging him 
cost him any discomfort.  It didn't appear 
to.  But that's not a question I wanted to 
ask a stranger, or a new acquaintance.  
Gordon was the real article though.  He 
was a many year Jed.  Owned no car, 
no home, traveled from Mexico to 
Washington, to Utah and points east.  
Was fully self-supported, everything he needed, on his bike.  Every piece of gear 
that he carried was the seventh or eighth generation in a constant quest for uber 
utility.  A cutting board/dinner plate that folded into a bowl, which folded away to a 
compact several ounces.  The bottle cap from one kind of container of popular 
beverages, found along the road, was the only one to fit the bottom of the kick 
stand for use in sand and loose soils.  For convenience he used cigarette lighters, 
but had stick matches caked in wax and a 'fire flint' to back those up.  Sewing kits 
and gold coffee filter.  Titanium pots and tent pegs.  He was constantly on the 
lookout for a better cooking burner but kept his low-tech Coleman 1970's single 
burner/spin-on camp stove.  "You can always buy the big green fuel canisters, 
anywhere, and real cheap in a lot of places.  I had a stove like yours once.  Great 
stove but try to find the fuel out on the road.  Pain in the ass.  Too expensive for 
long term."  He proved correct.  Gordon had just given away a note book 
computer because it didn't really make his life easier, as he had hoped.  And the 
space and weight aspects could now be reutilized.  He actually found some 
enjoyment in cooking, and over dinner we discovered we were the same age, and 
he had long ago learned to successfully live life on a bicycle.  "It's so good for 
you." he said.  "The human body was made to exercise.  Ride a 
bike....everywhere, for good health."

It wasn't very far to the monument and the dedication plaque for Nicholas Green.  
The trail to, matter of fact, left our very camp site.  It was not obvious to me, one who 
lived in the woods, with and on trails.  I followed Gordon through the Eucalyptus grove, 
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the ground heavily burdened with cast off bark and limbs.  Just the faintest of a trail, 
like "I wanna believe this is the trail," led off to the south east.  Coming out of a thinning 
grove into green fields the trail definitely announced itself and it wasn't long before it, 
the shrine, was "off in the distance."  The sun was just starting to make shadows as we 
walked up to 'the bells'.  Reading the plaque it came back to me.  I remembered when 
the news broke.   A hideous, sad crime.  A seven year old American boy on vacation in 
Europe with his American family was fatally stabbed in a robbery attempt.  His parents 
donated Nicholas's organs.   His death would mean life for others, and this would be 
celebrated with a deserving monument, a bell tower, for bells of remembrance, from 
around the world, for Nicholas Green.  It was a beautiful experience.  Continuing on, 
the trail meandered through pasture to enter the old town.  There Gordon treated to 
pastries and lattes.  The shop had a wonderful, laid back ambience.  I could have sat in 
those comfortable, upholstered wing-backs all day; what a great place to spend a long 
time over a Sunday Paper me was 'think'n'. 
        "Do you know much about boats, Pete?"  "A fair bit.  How big and what kind?"  
"Sail.  Wood.  L.O.A. up to twenty-five."  "I crewed on a 'wood': John Alden, 90 foot 
L.O.A.  Big at the dock, infinitesimal at sea.  If you can't put it on your car roof and drive 
away, it's a suction hose connected to your wallet."  "Maybe we both married the same 
woman," Gordon quipped.  Adding:  "I went looking, up in Puget Sound.  I thought 
they'd be a dime a dozen, up there.  Not so.  I spent a year looking.  Decided to head 
over to the Delta.  I'm going take a look at Marshal while I'm down here; I heard that's a 
possibility."  "What's it about wood and that size?"  "I'm a handy fellow.  I've been on 
the water.  I can make a nice, floating home out of the right hull that length.  I have lots 
of experience with marine wood.  And I know I can find her, if I just keep looking.  In a 
years time I could make a real comfortable one-person's lair and I don't need exotic 
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tools to accomplish it.  Most of the project I could do with hands only.  I would like to 
stay one, two years in the Delta, before sailing her up to Puget.  Up there you can get 
lost on a boat real easy...live carefree, use a bike to get around when need be.  
Seasons are so short up there......no time to find her and do the work.  I've got a 
thousand for the hull and seven to finish her out.  Down here I could still be painting in 
November.  I could live on her for the year she's in the yard."  "Well Gordon, I wish you 
all the luck in the world.  I love the town of Marshal; I hope you find her there."  "Oh, I 
don't expect to get lucky but on my map that's as far south as I go; it's the Delta from 
there."  "In the early seventies I had a friend in San Diego who spent a lot of time in 
Marshal, visiting Roger, his friend, who was sculpting an ocean canoe out of a single 
cedar log, sixty-some feet in length," I said.  "The guy finished it too after something 
like seven years in the carving, and I was unable to accompany my friend Dr. Burton to 
the launch and celebration.  Family responsibilities."  Well, it was getting along time to 
let some others have the comfortable chairs and us to get back to our bikes and our 
camp; what the hell was Don up to?  Don was sitting at the table eating pancakes 
reading a book.  His camp was a disaster in its messiness.  Cause for a yellow jacket 
invasion.  Lucky there are only a few of us here.  I had my epi-pen.  This would be the 
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last night at camp fire to enjoy whacky Don.  In a funny way it was a relief, knowing that 
it was just one more evening. 
        Tomorrow late morning Gordon and I should be looking over the bone pile in 
Marshal for his future floating bachelor pad.  I'll cross my fingers for the old boy.  Have 
many happy memories of Marshal.  As fortune can sometimes happen, it was only 
recently that I had the pleasure of visiting once more.  'Perfesser' McGee assembled 
his latest "fishing party" in the parking slots at the Marshall Store, two years ago.  Our 
dear Perfesser, for a long time, had wanted to introduce me to his fellow educators and 
staff at SFSU because they had been the subject of our dinner conversations (among 
others), so many years that old Grandpa Pete felt he knew them, and vice-versa.  So 
the day before the Dungeness crab season opened, the party came together at the 
store and then progressed over to Dillon Beach Pier, to toss our nets.  Did I tell you 
right?  It was one more day yet until the Dungeness crab season opened, and we were 
there with crab nets to go fishing?  The first goal of the outing was social contact, 
fishing was incidental.  In both we were successful.  The date had been chosen for 
meshing schedules not season and tide.  Everyone had a grand time and we were able 
to keep the red crabs (Cancer productus), we netted.  The Dungenness (Metacarcinus 
magister), we had to release.  It was O.K.  Our gathering was vetted by just 
catching.....anything!  We then proceeded back to Berkeley to the Vance Manse for a 
grand dinner party.  Chris had been cooking for days and we added our fresh crab to 
the delights.  When I read about Marshal in the media, or hear the name in 
conversation, it has another twist to it too.  It was where as a very young lad my 
parents had driven me to release Quacker, my pet duck, when he had grown up and 
became a little too bossy.  I was maybe all of four or five years old but there's still 
violins when I remember.  And on a much happier note Marshall forever will tie me to 
some of the grandest recollections in the collection: my and Robert's (Dorsey), many 
kayaking trips out to the paddle-in only camping spots on the majestic Point Reys.  
Memories can't get any sweeter.  We'd leave the car (usually his but sometimes mine), 
parked at Marshal.
        We took a long walk on the beach of Bodega Bay that afternoon.  I'm glad Gordon 
had not stopped with only one suggestion to do so.  He had spent so much time in the 
last several decades in these parts, constantly but leisurely on the move, that he was a 
wealth of knowledge on the areas geomorphology.  In preparation for our walk, Gordon 
treated to a fine sea food lunch at a great little restaurant he knew.  Before heading 
back to camp he stopped-in at a fish market and got a big piece of halibut and I picked 
up some greens, bread and wine.  (Whoa. I could see myself hanging out for some 
spell hereabouts.)  He whipped out of his jacket pocket this green ball and proceeded 
in seconds to unfold it into the same light weight backpack he had on when we met.  It 
was the perfect answer to a Jed's shopping needs.  I asked him where he purchased it.  
He told me at a Big-5 Sports outlet.  I've looked in several since without luck and will 
continue to keep my eyes peeled for one like it.  Throughout the day the sun had never 
bested the gray convincingly.  In the late afternoon the western horizon finally showed, 
hazy blue, and the low cloud edge, gilt in gold.  I crossed my fingers for a starry night.  
Gordon took to his tent for a nap and I tried to do the same on my bag, without total 
success.  Rest I did but no shut-eye.  I then heard Don say hello to someone and I got 
up to meet a newly arrived Jed, Brody was his name, from Vancouver, Canada.  He 
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had traveled a hundred miles for the day, with four full panniers.  A fine young lad in his 
late twenties.  Oh to be able to 'go around again', what with such great bicycle and 
materials technologies out there now.  Brody was headed to San Francisco.  There the 
end of his journey was the connection point for a train ride home and back to reality for 
the young and employed.  How many times I could remember those feelings of sad 
compromise, when responsibilities of the real world vetoed or spelled a termination to 
an elective hooky.  Now as an old man I did not let that irony go unappreciated.  I 
realized that in this board game of cycling life my funny money was looking a bit thin.
         Supper was a big success.  Gordon used my eight-inch omelet pan and braised 
the halibut and the grill-roasted asparagus was a good complement.  Don had his 
burgers, potato chips and potato salad and Brody showed us up with brown rice, 
quinoa, artichokes and some "secret" sauce that tasted delicious.  I have always 
enjoyed my solo camp fires.  And these of late, those crossing on Highway 36, at Usal, 
and the few on the upper coast, were much enjoyed but there is something special 
about sharing a fire.  Before I had completed my first 'big cycling adventure', Grandpa 
Pete realized that this sharing of the evening fire was probably the greatest 
recommendation for the Jed pastime, aside from health benefits.  There's also a 
special joy to cooking breakfast on last nights fires.  
        Brody was gone when I rolled out of the sack, around seven.  Gordon was making 
his breakfast.  He was bent over his stove, his back to me, and while looking at his 
wrist watch said: "About fifteen minutes ago."   "Good kid," I added.  Gordon bobbed 
his head in agreement.  First things first though.  My old camping buddy J.W. is just like 
me: "nada, cafe pronto."  (No we're not and coffee, hurry).  The world makes more 
sense after a leisure cup of java.  Before I finished my breakfast Don was up.  Legally, 
he had to leave today also, but was going to wait for the ranger to come ask him to.  If 
the camp remained unburdened, and he wasn't a slob, there was a good chance he'd 
get to stay another night, or even two.  I hope he got rested because there'd be nights 
next when he might have to choose between 'terribles'.  What little I knew of Don, I 
knew he was a survivor, and I was confident of that assessment.  He would do some 
regional scouting and find a new 'home camp' somewhere.  

Gordon, like me, was an oat burner at breakfast: "Quaker's Instant, with 
Chocolate Chip."  I might also eat four eggs and two bagels but I always put the oats 
down first.  Gordon and I were ready to roll by nine A.M.  The Marshal bone yard was 
the big target of the day and he had come a long way for this "looks-see."  I was 
anguishing whether to bring up the subject of bicycle trailer hitch or take a chance on 
timing it right with the bike shop in Pt. Rey's Station.  The skies looked promising as we 
edged out onto Highway 1.  I knew that I could get a cafe latte in Marshal, so 
regardless of hull searching success, there was a treat in store for Grandpa Pete, a 
reason to keep making those pedals go round.

Gordon and I hadn't ridden two miles when he pulled over; he had been in the 
lead,  between thirty to fifty yards ahead.   Off his saddle, straddling and keeping me in 
his rear view helmet mirror,  I coasted up slowly to his outside, the shoulder 
cooperating, (width), and coming abreast I heard him say: "You don't feel good, do you.  
You're off your legs."  "How do you know?"  "It's as plain as day; I've been watching 
you since we left.  Fess up."  (A little silence). "Feel like lead today."  "The next off 
ramp, we take.  We'll go down to Dorn Camp and rest you a day."  "If that's what you 
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think I should do."  It wasn't but another fifteen minutes and we were flying off the hill 
down to the campground.  There was no one around.  We paid our fee to the Iron 
Ranger, pocketing our receipts.  Grandpa Pete was relieved to have another day and 
night to rest.  We had our choice of sites.  Gordon's tent went right up, in the lee, ten or 
twelve feet off a line of wind break cypress.  I found a natural bowl amongst the trunks 
of the same trees that left me well below the wind, lying down.  The sun had been out 
for our short days progress, but by the time our camp was made and we returned from 
a quick walk of the sea wall, the wind picked up and the the swirling gray mists 
morphed into charging cavalry.  Gordon retired to his tent, for the duration.  Wouldn't 
see him again until tomorrow morning.  He was going to cook his dinner in the 
vestibule of his tent, which he had done many, many times.  My stove was set up 
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ahead of my bed, in the log hollow.  It was well protected and operated wonderfully and 
I had two helpings of vacuum-pack Thai, half a package of Original Fig Newtons, and 
Moroccan Mint tea.
        This night was the determining factor in my decision to, when I reached Berkeley,  
purchase a tent for the trip back north and the hopeful, plural years I could be pursuing 
this finest, funnest of amusements.  Anticipating the possibility of brusque winds, I 
collected two, heavy, 'loaf-bread' stones and wired them to the corner grommets of the 
green tarp.  If I hadn't the tarp would have self-destructed in the winds we experienced 
that night.   "Oh My Lord."  Those were some dandy winds.  Close seconds: me and 
my son Paul out in my Jocasse double kayak on San Francisco Bay, caught in a squall.  
Or, Lake Meade, after tumbling out of the Colorado River and waiting for a power boat 
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tug, some tents were blown airborne, off the beach, never to be found.  In my tarpaulin 
burrito, I could only lay there, flat.  The plastic just above my face was lifting and falling 
and making rhythmic, loud crackling noises.  If I wanted both arms inside my bag, 
inside my bivy there was nothing to do but let the tarp flap in the wind.  At some point, I 
managed to fall asleep.  I was so jealous of Gordon.  He had cooked a leisurely dinner 
and slept perfectly well after a little reading inside his cozy tent.  The winds howled.  He 
slept.  Grandpa Pete?  Tarp sleeping never again.  It's gonna be a tent for me.

Gloria J

        Once more Gordon was up first.  It was absolutely still when I wiggled out of my 
bivy.  I could hear his camp stove.  Mine was soon boiling coffee water.  I felt more like 
my old self.  At a respectable hour we were back out on Highway 1.  It stayed a high 
gray, all morning.  We were doing some steep, inland cranking.  Here and there, a 
significant distance from the surf, allowed for some burn-off, then to give way to the 
gray once more as we approached the shore.  We started slowing down about a mile 
outside of Marshal, to see if there were any trailered bleached bones with For Sale 
signs on 'em.  There was one; it was a shining jewel so we hauled on by.  Finally at 
Marshal Boat-Works, it felt good to get off our rides and walk about a bit, especially 
now that we had such an interesting maze of hulks in the yard.  I can never escape this 
strange allure/pity emotion which overcomes when wandering 'the yards'.  I know it 
goes back to "The Gloria J Years."   

The Gloria J was an unfinished, 45 foot, wooden, salmon jig-boat that my father, 
Kenneth P., became involved with when Gloria was still "shy planks on her ribs."  A new 
friend of father's, Congdon Sidwell, was building her.  Dad and Congdon had met at the 
Alta Bates Maternity Ward waiting room.  My mom was 'having' younger brother 
Jonathan and Alice, Mrs. Sidwell, was giving birth to her third daughter, Christy.  The 
moms shared a room.  The friendship blossomed.  My father volunteered his carpentry 
skills and helped Congdon finish Gloria, and Congdon reciprocated and helped Dad 
build a two story addition onto our family's house and so began their long, close 
relationship.  I accompanied my father many times to the barn in Richmond where 
Gloria was being built.  The smell of shaved oak, teak and fir, tar and varnish, linseed 
oil and kerosene; these are cherished aromas.  In the darkened barn, through the the 
hulls open lites (port holes), I can remember spying Dad and his good artist buddy 
Judd Lockhart at work inside the hull; muffled booms and knocks, voices and whirring 
noises, the brightly illuminated interior shared her monopoly: slanted gold rays out her 
ports, alive with swimming, floating, gilded dust.  And all those good smells.  I'd keep 
busy walking around the towering hull, picking up scraps of wood and playing with 
them on a lawn aside the barn.  This (for me), was usually on Saturdays and Sundays.  
At lunch time I was allowed to scale a ladder and sit down amongst the workmen deep 
in the hull and eat the lunch mom sent with us.  It was a special compliment to join the 
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adults on board.  Over many years I enjoyed wonderful voyages with Congdon and my 
father, putting many stripers and chinook in the ice hold.

Whenever observing a planked hull out of water, propped up on her keel, I can't 
help but let a little bit of Gloria into my consciousness.  My only memories of her in this 
compromising pose were of a golden grained, fresh, virginal work of love.  All these 
years later it's a pity to see her kind, abandoned in the many boat yards and marinas, 
their once proud, painted sides neglected to dull, silver gray bones, the dreams of how 
many, the wreck of how many?  One of the hulls of interest at Marshal was a twenty-
some foot class racer, once popular on San Francisco Bay.  (Then, it was Pacific 
Sloop.)  Though the hull volume was less than that of a cruiser, Gordon liked the 
condition, and her design sea worthy ness.  What he winced at was the deep depth of 
her keel.  He admitted that he entertained interest exploring in the delta.  A drop-keel 
sloop would be a hell of a lot more practical.  Pointing into the wind, all the way to 
Seattle, a racer would have more going for it.  Uno problemo now: it was Sunday, and 
no official about.  That fact allowed us unrestricted access which only created more 
questions Gordon would have liked to have asked.  Now the question for him was: 
hang around here the rest of the day and all night (pub, store, toilets), so he could seek 
answers in the morning; or, go further south, now, with Pete, to Samuel P. Taylor Park 
and come back during the week, before heading north and east.  

"Pete, I haven't been to Samuel P. Taylor in several years; since I'm so close, 
now's a good time for another visit."  We stood there, now in full sun, in the yard, 
sipping the last of our lattes.  Grandpa Pete was very happy to hear the news.  We'd 
roll past the Pt. Rey's Station bike shop and if it was closed I could still ask Gordon to 
fix my hitch at SP Taylor.  "Well old man, sorry for your time loss, but yours truly is 
happy to have your company one more day."   "Thanks Pete.  One good thing about 
this life, days like these still happen."

It had indeed developed into a very pleasant day: powder blue with a high, thin, 
light haze and blossom perfumed breezes.  As we slowly rolled through Pt. Rey's 
Station, trying to savor every yard of the wonderful ambience, we cruised passed the 
bike shop.  A 'closed' sign hung in the window.  That was that.  My friend wanted to 
make a quick stop and buy something "special" for dinner 'fix'ns'.  There are some 
classy food purveyors in this little village.  It's a slow crank into town from the south but 
a feel good breezy down hill exit from the north.  It wouldn't be long before we'd arrive 
at the last pearl on the string of coastal gems: Olema.  The closer to San Francisco I 
got, the stronger a bitter-sweet tension was building.  For days, visions of my bike up 
against the rail on the ferry, under way, had floated in and 'outta' my thoughts; now as it 
was nearing a reality; I was a bit saddened to give up the gorgeous coast.  We couldn't 
leave Olema without dismounting and enjoying the spirit.  We purchased cones and sat 
on redwood benches shaded by bougainvillea.  Looking across the highway at the old, 
historic Olema Hotel, I remembered the grand meals my good artist buddy Dick 
Wagner introduced me to, there, some twenty years back.  Dick had since left the 
planet.  He fired his own rocket.   Wished I still could look forward to sharing time with 
him there, just like I wish I could still go to lunch with Everett at the Junket, in El Cerrito. 
("Me And Everett").
 Our sherbets were artisan and the price reflected that but old Grandpa Pete never 
objected to rewarding good work.   All the while we tonged our treats we could look 
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across the highway and up the forever steep grade of Sir Francis Drake boulevard as it 
clawed its way up and out of Olema, headed inland and on to our target of Samuel P. 
Taylor State Park.  "Ooooooooh," the end of denial, that hill's not going anywhere.  "He, 
Goliath, awaits my move."  Planning this adventure (what little there was), this hill 
before me could never be conveniently forgotten.  I had marveled, driving my vehicles 
over the years, at the steepness of this hill and how much pedal (gas), it required to 
haul my bones to the top.  (And what a job it was for the brakes to stop, at the bottom).  
Now, I was about to attempt  moving me, my self and I, my bike and trailer and all of 
the gear to the top of the mountain with only my two skinny legs?  

"Why don't you go first Pete.  I take this one very slowly; I'll meet you at the top."  I 
know I mentioned early on that Grandpa Pete concentrated on my front tire when going 
slow in granny low up steep grades.  Here was a good example of one of those grades.  
Whew!  What made this hill tougher than others of the same slope, or maybe even 
less, was the extraordinary distance-of-field.  In steep, forested, twisty ascents/
descents, views are dictated by foliage and tree cover.  Climbing up this hill a Jed is 
presented, right up front, with a bald steepness that sucks the air right out of one.   
However, the best thing about going both directions is the consolation prize: coming 
back.  What now is a bit of "drudge," returning, will be purest, blissful g's.  I just love 
hills.  It is a religious edit going up, and a pagan celebration descending.  I shoved off 
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first and Gordon was right behind me but forty minutes later when I had reached the 
first place that wasn't so steep that I wouldn't be able to start again, I stopped and 
looked back.  No sign of him.  I dismounted, reached into my frame bag for several 
Lady Spandex gifts and sat down on the ground to wait.  This was one hell of a hill but I 
knew I was more than half way to the top.  After resting for about ten minutes I spotted 
Gordon way down the mountain, feet barely going around, but still making way.  Rather 
than push on, I was tired enough to just sit there and enjoy the view, dwell on my good 
fortunes, wave back to the people in cars, passing, and savor the delicious goodies 
while waiting as long as it took for Gordon to catch up.  When exploring on gorgeous 
days in such awesome surroundings Grandpa Pete often encounters motorists who 
wished they too were tagging or leading along on their  bikes, but who in spite of their 
contrary circumstances cannot contain themselves and emphatically wave their 
simpatico.  It's spontaneous.  That's what underwrites their sterling good will.

"Hey!  What, you..... waiting for me?  I told you I'd meet you at the top."  "I got 
hungry and thirsty and this darn hill is kicking my butt, in reverse order.   Now that 
you're stopped why not break here too.  Don't you know but I could still use a little more 
R & R."  "O.K.  I told you" (again), "I'd meet you at the top; but this will do.  It's not too 
much more to the ridge, now.  I can see how your mountain bike low gear is right at 
home on this hill."  "Yeah, I asked Dave at Ellison's, in Weaverville, if he built me a 
twenty-niner if he could match this lowest gear.  He said no but pretty darn close.  
Highway 36, Leggett Hill, and this 'puffer' are about all this old man can do without 
even a lower gear, which aren't."   "This is the reason I decided to tag along to Samuel 
P. Taylor.  It's been a good three years since I've cranked this hill.  I'd like to know that 
I'm still good to go here; hopefully I'll find myself passing through San Fran once more 
at some point."  "Yeah, that Puget Peat is remedied with a Cayucos Chelada."  "Oh.  
Yeah.  I also had some awesome summers at Taylor, back in the eighties, early 
nineties.  Have you ever hung out at the Grotto?"  "Those deep shady pools in big, rock 
bowls near the south exit?"  "No, I haven't."  "Before the rangers got so paranoid 
people gathered there in large numbers to hang-out.  It was a pretty cool place to pass 
on a hot sunny afternoon, in the shade, the stream flowing through there, birds of all 
kinds, butterflies, turtles."  "My last visit to Taylor was on a family Boy Scout weekend 
when my son Jason was involved.  That's twenty some years ago," I said.  "It's too 
early in the year to think about immersion in that crick," Gordon added, "But it will be 
good to see it again."

"Wow! Just one more night and I've made it!  San Francisco here I almost iz."  
Even if Grandpa Pete took a limo home from here I'd be saved from official folly.  We 
were just cresting the ridge when Gordon retook his lead duties and a wonderful, warm 
inland breeze, heavily perfumed with bay laurel and eucalyptus, tickled, like a teasing 
carney.  "Yeah!  Open that tent flap, here we come."  Gordon let go the brakes and shot 
down a straight, long descent, leaving me behind.  He was heavier and more heavily 
invested in high-tech hubs than yours truly.  He had an eleven speed set-up, worked-
out through years of evolution.  Eventually, when he lost me in his rear view after 
rounding a bend near the bottom, he slowed and I made an effort to catch up, and just 
seconds from doing so I threw a chain loudly enough for him to hear and he twisted his 
head to investigate.  We both coasted to a stop.  He parked his and I held mine up so 
he could check things out and tinker with chain and shifter.  The first thing Gordon did 
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was look at the handle bar shift-indicators (day-glow hash marks in divided windows).  
"Man you cheat a lot," was his first comment.  "Whatch you mean?" was mine.  
Laughter, his.  "Jeeze Pete, look at this spread.  It's one thing to fudge by one gear, up 
or down, but you were jumping four.  That will wear out your rear derailleur prematurely 
(lightbulb [silent one] just went on).  Not just that, but chain rings, cassette and your 
chain will wear much faster."  Yours truly was a bit embarrassed but grateful that 
Gordon so deftly repositioned everything.  "You can purchase special chains and 
special shifters that are better suited to do that, but mega bucks."  There was my out:  
"Yeah, when I win the lottery I'll get me the megas.  Thanks for the tip."  It was then leg 
over and hit it once more, with less fudging.

From the top of the mountain the rest of the ride to SPTSP seemed to me almost 
slow motion.  I was beside myself with joy and relief.  Grandpa Pete could already taste 
Eggs Benedict and mimosas at the Homemade Cafe, not to mention all the goodies in 
Larry's Deli (inside Young's Market); and, my rooms at the Vance Manse awaited.  (Sun 
setting behind the Golden Gate, huge tub running for a soak, sublime aroma's from 
downstairs, aperitif in an hour, first course less than two and a fine cigar in the court 
yard.)  "Them's some reward for pedaling your butt off for days on end and eating 
vacuum pack."  Also, I had much anticipated joking with Javier at Larry's counter, 
visualizing his reactions when he first noticed me.  He'd do a double take (eyes only), a 
slow smirk will form and he'll start shaking his head side to side.  I'll get up to the 
counter after waiting my turn: "Gimme a whole bunch of the roasted beets and lots of 
calamari salad, oh, and German tater salad, and, and, and........"  His laughing bright 
eyes will be telling me: "You loco gringo."  'Perfesser' Chris in his erudite, mocking 
sense of humor, while standing next to me, opening his wallet to pay Larry, with one 
eye on me, will say something laconically to make Larry laugh and I'll be lucky to 'catch 
it' in time for a timely rejoinder.  Small price to pay.  As Chris and I walk past 
Kensington's wine shop and 'spirits' purveyor, blue canvass awnings shading the side 
walk, the top of the welcoming Dutch door open, Perfesser will ask me: "Hey Pete, how 
about a cigar?  Let's step in and see Roger.  I also want to see Mr. Bowmore."  As we 
walk back to the manse with our groceries in arms, between conversation I'll be 
wondering how many of my school chums will show up for the fiftieth.  I was pretty 
certain I'd be the only one arriving by bicycle, and sure to hear: "Crazy Pete hasn't 
changed a bit."  Vic Jacuzzi and Jack Curry will be there for sure; I'll be there; poor 
Jack McCarthy is already gone; our crew coach Ed Lickiss is gone; the four strokers 
are down to three.  How many more years 'till' my oar is pulling air?  Coach Pisenti, will 
he be....?

Samuel P. Taylor State Park
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From our morning start it was a short, forty-miler to tonights camp.  Entering 
SPTSP from the north (and south), there is a dedicated trail for Hiker/Bikers only and it 
was a pleasure to get off Sir Francis Drake Boulevard which in stretches is very narrow 
and dangerous due to the speeding motor heads and the then terrible surface 
conditions.  (I just recently read on my iPad that SFD Boulevard, through the park, has 
been re-surfaced, just in time for my next pedal, in three weeks.)  Arriving on the trail 
one does not pass the main entrance and ranger's kiosk.  We would set up our camp 
and I would then ride off to make payment.  There were already six Jeds from Eastern 
Canada set up.  A young group, they were in a very celebratory mood.  Tomorrow 
would find them pedaling their target, the Golden Gate Bridge and after a big, SF party 
it would be airplane home.  All of them had helmet mounted video ready for the event.  
One, Jeremy, pulled a two wheel trailer and even traveled with a guitar, which he 
started to play around their campfire.  The dude was good!  He even had a great voice.  
The Hiker/Biker site there is two, large, contiguous campsites.  I walked over to say 
hello to the gathering and was presented with a cold ale.  Gordon is the quiet type for 
the most part and he stayed put, puttering with his kitchen.  After finishing my 
refreshment one of my new introductions tapped me on the arm and pointed towards 
my camp.  Gordon was motioning me to come back so I bid them adieu.  "Lets tackle 
your hitch while the light is still good; I've got my tools out."  He was right, I should've 
been concentrating on important matters.  "Well...here goes," I remember saying to 
myself.  It wasn't that I didn't believe Gordon could fix my trailer, but his tools amounted 
to a pair of pliers and a file.  I hunted around camp and found a salami sized piece of 
broken branch.  My perfect disconnection tool.  "Sure hope I ain't Costello and he 
Abbott," me was 'think'n'.  With some controlled upward blows the trailer hooks let go of 
the skewer (axle).  It was now up to Gordon.

He stood on the plank bench of the camp table and I hoisted the trailer up 
vertically, and I chucked the rear wheel with my foot.  "Grab the sides and steady it," 
were his next instructions.  He looked carefully at each hook, bobbing down and 
viewing them from various angles and heights and then with "magic" pliers in hand, 
started tweaking.  After ten minutes of of wrestling and some light filing he said: "That 
should do it.  Give it a try."  Wa la!  The hooks dropped into place effortlessly.  "It was 
never that easy even new!" I told him.  Fantastic.  It was fixed.  All fixed.  What a weight 
off my shoulders!  The day now even felt sweeter.  "Gordon, with just a pair of pliers?"  
"Yeah, well these are special pliers.  I saw them in a Sears store years ago.  Haven't 
seen any like them since."  "Lemme see those,"  I said reaching for them.  I could see 
why he liked them.  The precision ground jaws moved in parallel, plus they had a 
ratcheting action.  They were strong (heavier), where they needed to be and 
ergonomically well formed.  (Grandpa Pete has looked for them since but they're still a 
no-show.)  Gordon's good work meant that I would not have to ride the Golden Gate 
Bridge tomorrow.  I had  been preparing myself mentally.  I would have pedaled to 
Jason and Vicky's apartment somewhere near the Presidio (700 block of 5th Avenue, 
never been there), and burdened Jason to drive me across the Bay Bridge with bike 
and trailer in his pick-up to drop me at Perfesser Chris's San Luis Manse.  Would be 
'sorta' belittling though, having to depend upon a driver to get me and my bike to target.  
With the hitch fixed, I could now save face and do something I had never done: ride the 
ferry from Larkspur Landing to the SF Ferry Building to Jack London Square.  From 
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there it would be an hour plus victory climb to the Manse.  Wow.  How such a simple 
activity (Jeding), could produce such an exotic mix of good vibes.  That night our 
guitarist was joined by another late arriving Jed, a flutist.  Whoa.  Wonderful.  After 
dinner I hit the sack and listened to the good music happening in the neighboring camp 
which now contained some sweet, female vocal additions.   In the early gray Grandpa 
Pete went to the showers with his shaving soap, badger and razor.  The park facilities 
had improved since my last visit and the hot showers in the modern buildings were well 
appreciated.  

What had worsened at the park, and which I already knew in advance, was the 
raccoon "problem."  That first night, as soon as it got dark the furry masked raiders 
(Procyon lotor), got busy.  Gordon was soon yelling "Get a way!  Get a way," from 
inside his tent.  I had tied a huge knot on the end of a thick, four foot long soft rope, 
with which, I soon 'bonged' the first thief.  They were a group of six or seven.  Their 
dark grey and black fur is good camouflage for their nighttime shenanigans.  You spot 
them by their light reflecting eyes.  Lying in bed I had to constantly smack them to keep 
them from rummaging my stuff.  They have front paws that look a lot like hands and 
they are known to be very mischievous, and (I learned), they can cause a lot of 
damage to camping gear.  They were very determined and cunning and I did not get a 
lot of sleep.  I could hear people throughout the park that night yelling at raccoons.  
They were there when as a child I camped with my family, but never reached the level 
of inconvenience that they now have.  I had heard learned years earlier, on a kayak 
adventure, that raccoons in the San Juan Islands of Washington State learned to just 
rip open tents as a tactic and it had made tent camping there now almost impossible.  
Before my Big Adventure was over Grandpa Pete sadly learned that that skill had been 
learned by the southern cousins.  Returning from the showers, the Canadians were 
already long gone.  Gordon had his DOP kit underarm, headed that way.  When he 
returned, we shared a big breakfast of scrambled eggs, sausages and English muffins, 
and I packed up and prepared to shove (earlier than what we had been averaging).  

Skulls and Crossed Bones

On this first Big Adventure, from SPTSP, I didn't know how long it would take to 
wend my way to Larkspur, on a bike, and then persevere through two ferry trips, with 
the accompanying terminal waits.  Yesterday's Sir Francis Drake Boulevard car traffic 
leading to SPTSP was worse than any I had encountered on Highway 1 and I had 
found myself pretty spooked on several occasions.  SFD Blvd., through the park, I 
would not recommend to anyone, even experts.   At this writing there is zero shoulder 
on an already too narrow lane.  The road surface was so broken on the edges and 
patched upon patch that it forced the cyclist to move even deeper into the lane to avoid 
damage to their bikes.   And, there is a high ratio off asshole drivers.   After breakfast 
Gordon told me that he had decided to stay another day, maybe even two if he could 
get away with it.  The stay limit in Hiker/Biker sites is customarily two nights with check 
out times.  But occasionally the rangers are busy doing something else and they don't 
make it down to do a head count, so your stay could be extended by a day.  Grandpa 
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Pete takes issue with that visit limit.  On my first and second Big Adventures I found 
myself on a couple of occasions tired out to the point that I wondered if I was risking 
serious consequences if I did put in another day on the road without resting more.  I 
feel seniors should be allowed three days, even four if they wish.  The reason park staff 
behave so arbitrarily is an innate fear the park will be taken over by homeless.  Maybe 
Gordon would get lucky.  I followed the Hiker/Biker path out of the park and got back 
onto the the boulevard well passed the main entrance kiosk and not very far away the 
road improved tremendously.  I had had a serious conversation with myself this 
morning about how important remaining alert was going to be.  The ride with ample 
shoulder through Lagunitas, Forest Knolls, and San Geronimo Valley to Woodacre is 
an exceptionally pleasant one that I look forward to, each direction.  Before Fairfax the 
ride gets very dangerous again, and from there to Larkspur it is either heads-up 
navigation or the morgue.  It is crucially important to keep a sharp eye out for storm 
grates on the shoulder that will gobble your wheel and probably do you much physical 
harm.  Most areas are smarter about such conditions but to do the repairs cause 
nightmarish traffic jams, I believe, and so the delay.  

In downtown Fairfax Grandpa Pete almost got creamed by a bus who did not see 
him.  However, the last mile or so to the ferry is actually enjoyable because bikes have 
been routed onto a restricted, pedestrian/bike only lane (elevated in some places), 
which is very well engineered and delivers one to the massive and at times very busy 
parking areas for the ferry travelers.  This confluence is another 'be alert' zone, for 
sure.  What little planning I did for this first trip, it included acquiring a ferry schedule by 
mail, which proved reassuring.  What was a bit perplexing to yours truly was the 
automated ticket vendors with so many options.  I stood there for a bit until I spied a 
terminal employee and then unabashedly asked for assistance.  To my great surprise, I 
have since found everyone in the ferry operations to be of the best natured and most 
helpful, even to old Jed me with a bike trailer.  I am given assistance navigating my rig 
onboard, given a cordoned space just my own (because of trailer), and helped ashore.  
Commuters hang their bikes on racks across the stern cabin and stern deck and Jed 
baggers usually sit with their bikes on the long stern benches or prop them up to 
abandoned rail space and go inside for a coffee and sandwich.  I must say the ferry is 
a very humane and pleasurable method of transportation.  One can even order a cock-
tail on evening-home voyages if so inclined.

Safe Harbor

At the Ferry Building in SF Grandpa Pete got off the Marin County vessel and 
meandered maybe a hundred yards to The City's Wharf.  The plaza in front I found 
very pleasant to 'sun' in, and people-watch.  I had an hour and a half to wait.  I'd catch 
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the three o'clock boat to Jack London Square, in Oakland.  Where I sat, there, are 
many benches and plenty of personal space.  I was thinking about digging a book out 
of my duffel when I noticed a man approaching who I knew wanted to say sometime to 
me.  He was plainly dressed.  I suspected he might be a city worker.  No, his name was 
Martin and he was just interested in my bike/trailer combination.  He was soft spoken, 
very polite.  We talked about the kick-stand improvements that could be done on the 
B.O.B.  Martin had a full head of thick, brush-straight, salt-and-pepper hair.  He was 
Asian but I failed at guessing his 'geography'.  Martin was also waiting for the Alameda/
Jack London boat.  Talking to Martin was very easy and enjoyable.  'After a bit' he 
asked me if I wanted a cup of coffee.  "Sure.  Oh, very much," I said.  I also told him 
that I couldn't leave my bike, to go into any of the shops.  "Oh no," he said; he'd go to 
the restaurant and get something to eat and bring me back a coffee.  Off Martin went 
across the plaza and disappeared into the shopping crowd.   Sooner than I expected I 
spied Martin coming back with much more than a coffee.  He had purchased two 
orders of some Spanish deli pastries that were 'killer', some tasty deep fried vegetables 
plus the large coffee with a cup of half-and-half to boot.  Martin was a tourist from New 
York City and he told me that he was on mandatory vacation.  His boss was making 
him take time off because he, Martin, never "thinks about it."  Martin was a scientist.  
He said that he visited five years earlier and had a very good time so he chose to come 
again.  He especially enjoys China Town.  I asked Martin how long he'd be off work.  
He said his boss did not want to see his face for twenty-one more days.  Martin was 
going over to Oakland (Yoshi's) for some live jazz.  I told Martin I'd be in Berkeley for a 
spell and gave him contact information and told him that if he got bored there's always 
'a lot going on' at the University.
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Grandpa Pete in the Nordkapp almost got run over once, near The Brothers 
(Islands), by a Marin ferry on its way to SF from Benicia; could have been this one.  
Their catamaran hulls really haul ass.  My kayak, by design, rode very deep, leaving 
little to snag wind or officiating eyeballs.  Down in the trough a kayaker, in heavy 
weather, can be hard to spot by fast moving skippers.  

Because of the ferries and Bart, and bikes, at some point I might try employing a 
front rack and four good panniers; it would simplify travel.  With panniers, if I wanted to, 
when heading down coast to Southern Cal I could take BART from Berkeley to Daly 
City and eliminate Market Street in SF.  I just love taking the ferries.  Before I knew it 
our Oakland boat had arrived.  Un burdened passengers board first on the City's fleet 
too so Martin went trudging on near the head of the line and yours truly brought up the 
rear.  Grandpa Pete did not see Martin thereafter.  

On the first leg of the trip from Larkspur to SF, the Bay was very windy and thus 
quite rough.  (She often is.)  The boat performed beautifully but the rear lower deck, 
where all of the bikes are stowed, was awash, and there was no option but to abandon 
the deck for the main salon.  Above-decks were also inhospitable.  When we tied up at 
the Ferry Building I overheard a deck-hand mention to someone on the dock: "Really 
blowing out there!"  However, on the second leg, to Jack London, it was a running-
course, almost due east, and the pilot must of had fun surfing.  The skies at Larkspur 
were: "timid sun, mixed with cloud, some low, some high," but by the time we arrived in 
the stream (Oakland Estuary), Apollo persevered and then 'ran with it'.  There was a 
quick stop at Alameda whence I remembered sunny summer weekends spent there at 
the Officer's Club and Cabana with my girl friend Diane and her family.  Her dad, 
Lieutenant Commander Norman Deans, Naval Reserve, had flown a Hell Cat in the 
Battle of Midway.  I Liked Norman.  He was a straight shooter.  In minutes our vessel 
then performed a wonderfully clean docking finale at Jack London; bright sky, warm, 
some friendly faces in the reverse current of passengers waiting to board.  Grandpa 
Pete (with his trailer), is last to board and the last to go ashore.  No big deal.  Wouldn't 
have been traveling by bike, if I were a slave to time.

Stripes and Lights

All of my  life the ports and Jack London Square were places of fun and escape.  I 
know that wouldn't have held for all, especially those who remembered the war or who 
slaved in the Vegetable District.  So I am grateful to have only fond memories.  I know 
that my parents, Kenneth and Betty, had some very fun evenings with friends in the 
Last Chance Saloon, Jack London's hang out.  (Me and siblings were probably baby-
sat by Caroline Mota, a college girl who lived across the street).

If I hadn't been pulling a trailer or hefting 'bags' I would have enjoyed riding 
around my old artist haunts there, to the sunny court where I'd sit Sundays and draw 
while Babette L., who would hang out with me, would show my prints to tourists.  I had 
originals hanging in a gallery right close and the personnel were supportive.  My old 
crew coach, who I miss so much, had his electrical warehouse near by in which I had 
some wonderfully good times with fellow Lake Merritt Rowing Club (Charter) members 
Victor Jacuzzi, Jack Curry and Ron Enos, who replaced Jack Mc Carthy.  In author Leo 
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Walmsey's wonderful, slender little book, "British Ports And Harbours," he describes his 
childhood introduction to the ports of Whitby and then Liverpool.  His descriptions of 
both are most charming but especially those of Liverpool, where, when he was ten 
years old, at the turn of the century, ran away from his aunt and uncle to hooky for a 
day.  I had the same fascination In SF and Oakland.  The Jack London Square area on 
this visit seemed almost timeless, but with much improved streets, new parks and 
parking facilities.  California Canoe and Kayak, there in the square, figured deeply in 
my physical and mental good health for many years.  Talk about a place not to take 
your wallet.  But worth every penny.  They had kayaks suspended by bows, dangling 
tantalizingly, just above your head, and racks here and there hosting others, not to 
mention gear and kit. A very fun place to spend time.  And, my dear old good buddy Bill 
Foley, in high school, bussed dishes in a restaurant on an old paddle wheeler that was 
moored there, now both long lost.

Leaving JL Square, rolling north to Berkeley, right down Broadway through 
downtown Oakland, all the way onto College Avenue was direct but jeeze it was 
crammed and busy with traffic, including bikes.  On my two ferry rides Grandpa Pete 
thought about the coming global sea level rise and wondered what changes to 
infrastructure I would see if I could live another forty years.  Maybe, somehow, 
Oakland's fortunes could rise along with the water.  As I cranked along north I couldn't 
help but remember all of the years I spent traveling those blocks, in the different 
vehicles I owned, and sitting at those many, many stop lights, with all the things on my 
mind, then.  On urban streets cyclists always need to be keeping an eye out for early 
and late left-turners and occupied parked cars, the ones that will open a door without 
looking first, which will really spoil your day.  Be careful when approaching and close to 
right turning busses, and big trucks, and if an Asian woman, anywhere, looks directly at 
you that does not mean that she sees you so it's O.K. for you to proceed; it means 
she's going where you are and if you get/stay in her way, tough luck."  But, passing the 
College of Arts and Crafts, right at the light, was a real tickle: fun, long ago memories.  
On College, north to Bancroft, you might feel like you're in a big tube, a high-pressure 
sometimes fun but dangerous tube.  ("Please, no one do anything stupid and screw 
things up before I exit.")  Finally, near Sather Gate, it was a turn west, slowly threading 
j-walking pedestrians and down Bancroft past the University to Oxford Street and a 
right turn.  Grandpa Pete cranked north up Oxford to Hearst, and there made a right 
turn.  Up hill one block was Spruce.  Made a left (north), onto Spruce and then quite a 
long ways (real pumper even for naked bikes), up, almost to the reservoir, it was then a 
short drop down several streets to the manse.  Grandpa Pete remembered these lanes 
as a child when it was "few on the road" and only here and there a parked, clunky car 
of the time (1940's).  By comparison, today, it's a linear accelerator.  Cyclists, now, it's 
good to see so many of you, but the news of late is also full of velo grief.  It really hurts 
to read about the number of mostly young people but some oldies too being killed on 
their bikes.  Urban cycling can be like surfing shark water, the odds are in your 
favor......but.......

With Grandpa Pete huffing and puffing up all the hills to the Vance Manse, once 
he arrived it gave him great pleasure to use the knocker.  The Perfesser was happy but 
surprised to see me; the reunion was still a week away.  But feasting, friendly ghosts, a 
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tub, my rooms with bath and nice bed, welcomed.  Stepped on the scales.  195 
pounds.  Left Hay Fork at 225.

At Berkeley, The Big 5-0

The excuse to pedal there, to Berkeley, for this HS reunion, was special; it was 
the big Five-0.  In the 'way-long-ago' I remember numerous references to it by several 
teachers, all warning us of great disappointment at arriving at this date if we didn't 
"buckle down, now," and redouble our efforts at maths and science.  We'd be "laggards 
sure" and see the "other fellow" contented and successful.  Here it was, that defining 
day.  To my chagrin, they were right.  Grandpa Pete turned out the laggard, I did.  All 
my fellow mates were rich fat bankers and attorneys and judges, economists, record 
executives, and even a successful bank robber, Teddy.  Hey Ted.  They found lingerie, 
diamond rings, artwork, fancy cars, yachts but they never found you.  You did better 
than this Jed.  Congrats.  Then there was also the St. Mary's "Short List".  The SM 
Panthers that no longer were on the prowl.  Hard to believe, big, strong, healthy visions 
are now nothing but.  That's what's good about attending your 50th.  If nothing else 
you'll feel more privileged when you still count yourself among the breathing.  Unlike 
what my teachers had prognosticated, I had a wonderful time.  I never felt as close to 
the way I did back then, as a teenager, as I did after that four hundred mile bike ride.  
But, you couldn't have convinced me beforehand.  Near the end of the ceremony my 
physics teacher, Mr. Louderbach, retired from the school after forty plus years, 
addressed the class, his favorite one.  He looked great; he looked happy; and, I think 
he was proud of what all of our faces brought back to him.  Colbert Davis, from my 
class, started his teaching career at SMHS and he was still there, another dedicated 
soul.  The guys,  Amantite, Arriaga, Bettencourt, Boyle, Caporicci, Cravalho, Curry, 
Jacuzzi, Lang, me, O'Connell, O'Hare, Pacini, Parodi and the bronze god Simondi, we 
wuz d' boyz, on the water, on the turf, on the rink and in the lab.  If we hadn't our year 
book picture and name on our lapel we would have surly suffered cognition failure; we 
grey beards could now only dream of our former thunder.  Curtis Boyle, Don Muzio and 
I had been the naturalists.  I sadly say that I have not seen Muzio since our original 
graduation celebrations.  I always wanted to know what happened to his cherry, stock 
1940 Chevrolet Coupe with rumble seat.  Curt and I would slide my friend Lucky 
Laverty's seven and-a-half horse Mercury outboard (borrowed for the weekend) 
wrapped in towels, along with our fishing poles and tackle, into the rumble and then 
Don would drive, all of us wedged into that little cab, out to Byron where we'd rent a 
skiff for the day ($7.00), and go out fishing.  Of all my best 'early' good times, those 
would be finalists.  

After the graduation celebrations Grandpa Pete had time to hang out with old 
Berkeley friends and to have dinner with Larry and Michael at the Bay Wolf Restaurant 
in Oakland which I remodeled over and over and maintained 'things plumbing' for many 
years.  The B. Wolf has been top drawer from the get-go, and I could see the physical 
taxes of age and hard work in their eyes.  I was "not to know," beforehand, that it was 
for sale to the 'right folks'.  I kept my secret through all eleven courses.  It's sad.  When 
it sells I'll be too financially challenged to eat there anymore.  I pay Larry and Michael 
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with a smile and the staff as generously as I can, in green.  I know how hard they work 
making my visits so special; once a year would be a good reason to live that long.  
Norm and Janet are selling, over time, the Homemade Cafe to Colin, a long-time 
employee, so my free meal there will be but only a memory sometime late this year.  I'll 
miss ole Doctor Fred's [Conrad] company at the counter, at 7:12 A.M.  Oh well, it was 
great while it lasted (34 yrs.).  I also had some time to hang out with my friends Michael 
and Cathy Dennison at their BMW garage down on 7th Street.  It was fun to go into the 
parts room and inhale deeply.  Exotic aromas but probably not recommended.  

Meanwhile, Perfesser Chris was feeding me like a Christmas Goose.  (No 
complaints!)  When you live alone it is hard to muster the ambition to create great 
meals.  Chris (another bachelor), loved to cook and he knew Grandpa Pete was always 
a good fork, so home from Young's Market came the real best stuff.  Even though I 
probably shook out near the bottom of my class by earnings, I felt like head of the class 
in Good Will and good friends, enjoyed.  

Coming and going, while ensconced in 'my rooms,' Indian Rock was constantly 
beckoning: "Hey, what's this?!  How long are you gonna ignore me?"  The Rock was 
about equidistant from my old home at 1090 and The Manse.  I kept saying: 
"Tomorrow."  North Berkeley has many pleasant public paths, several of which run near 
and past the manse.  For my good fortune, one was Indian Rock Path.  It is located on 
the north side of the tiny park and a ten minute walk from the Perfesser's front door.  In 
the early A.M. I'd walk down to Indian Rock and Path, to Solano Avenue and on down 
several blocks into Peet's Coffee where I'd get a tumbler and a pastry and sit on a stool 
at the big window and people watch.  One fine morning on the way home passing The 
Rock I succumbed and entering the park, climbed up to the chiseled rock bench on the 
top, and sat there, gazed and thought.  The view is spectacular.  After many lump-in-
the-throat reminisces I got up and climbed down.  I was surprised, or should say 
shocked at how much slower I ascended and was descending.  Drastically less sure of 
myself than in my youth.  Memories......those damned memories always spoiling 
things.  I was put in my place.  Once on level ground I walked over to the boulder 
where my friend Lucky and I once discovered some Indian stone beads, when we were 
in 7th Grade.  The park now is extremely busy, more than it's been in decades, due to 
rock-climbing clubs and enthusiasts.  Good to see young people so active and besting 
the challenge.  Brother-in-law, Jim Hess, has told me that when he and Lisa come 
down from Eugene (Oregon), and stay at the manse (I introduced them to Chris), that 
he (Jim) too takes the path early A.M. down to Peet's.  On this visit I did little bike riding 
in Berkeley because of the theft-risk.   One ride I did make was down to 1050 Mariposa 
and have a grand visit with Don and Kathryn Foley, former neighbors and the parents 
of my deceased, best friend, Bill.  My visit went so well that they invited me back 
several days later and took me to dinner at Fat Apple's.  It was providence to be able to 
spend time with them, they so figured in my development, all those many years ago.  
The Berkeley weather proved phenomenal, like that for the vast majority of my trip 
down.  Spring, a pleasant one, in North Berkeley was so invigorating.  

Another significant contributor to Grandpa Pete's fun while staying with the 
Perfesser was "J.W."  (James Weyhmiller).  Call him up; get his voicemail:  "This is 
J.W. Landscape.....I'm out working hard....leave me a message.....I'll get back to ya."  
Yeah bullshit.  Never calls back.  Grandpa Pete introduced his childhood friend, J.W., 
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to the Perfesser and J.W. took over the landscaping maintenance.  Some pleasant 
Sunday mornings Chris and I would be having our second mimosas, front door open, 
fountain going in the front courtyard, and in would walk J.W.  "Has he been stealing my 
cans?" J.W. will ask the Perfesser.  "Well if you came around more often he might not 
steal so many," is Chris's answer.  J.W.'s eyes are dish plates.  Looking at me he'd 
(J.W.) say: "O.K. Asshole, how many you steal?"  I'll  look at the Perfesser and say: 
"What, we got enough for those cans to buy this suitcase we're working on and another 
Speyside."  J.W. would vibrate for a second, look me in the eye and say to Chris: "No. 
Really Chris, how many this bum rob me of?"  The Perfesser and yours truly are now 
laughing, really laughing.  Jim (J.W.) having grown up in the middle of a large family 
(13), one like straight out of Dickens, and having ended up holding the bag so many 
times for scheming older siblings, still carried an innate sense of distrust.  "Naw, Naw.  
This bum.  I know this bum!"  To which I'll reply: "Oh. J.W. I'm hurt.  I'm mortified."   
Hearty laughs.  Jim (both Chris and I see), now, needs to be calmed down for his own 
good.  "You're too excited Jim, calm down or I'll have to throw you out," the Perfesser 
announces, sarcastically.  Now it's throttle the laughter.  "Pete didn't take any 
cans......at least I didn't see him take any."  More laughs.  J.W. knew that Grandpa Pete 
collected cans in Hay Fork with my bike and trailer.  He certainly also knew that the 
Perfesser and I were getting our 'pound of flesh'.  But, just a teensy-weensy bit of 
doubt remained in J.W.'s bright blue eyes.  When Jim and Chris negotiated Jim's 
contract to maintain the grounds, Jim put in writing that he got all off the Perfesser's 
empty aluminum cans.  J.W. had the contract for four years and the Perfesser's 
empties garnered him five thousand dollars.  Yours truly couldn't have put a dent in that 
trade during a little stay.   

Coffee and Donuts 

One day after a long walk from the manse to R.E.I. Grandpa Pete (Pete the 
Plumber) kept going and went down below University and visited with my dear old 
friend Ragnar, founder of The Sink Factory, a Berkeley institution.  All these many 
years and he's still in business purveying the very best porcelain and valves.  Saying 
good bye I continued on to Ohmega Salvage on the opposite side of the boulevard, 
several long blocks farther down, and inquired after Vito.  "Vito doesn't have anything 
to do with Ohmega Salvage any more," was their answer.  Vito and a partner had 
started the business way back when and then Vito bought out his partner and not too 
much later took on another, Steve, who in time bought Vito out but kept him on as an 
employee.  Steve eventually sold too.  Vito was there so long and I so associated him 
with the yard, that it was a definite, silent, "Oh that's too bad!"   Unbelievably, a week 
later Norm and Janet took me to dinner and whom should I spy in the room but Vito.  I 
got his card but we never re-connected.  Another day I rode my bike to Rubenstein's 
Supply at 27th and San Pablo, and sat at the counter and ate their doughnuts and 
drank all of Big Matt's expensive coffee drinks while hanging-out at the Will-Call 
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counter talking to still-working old plumber friends as they came by to re-supply.  It 
made me wonder what ever happened to old Jimmy Kane and old Ray Chandler.  

Jimmy had been the plumber's union senior plumber at the Tribune Building in 
down town Oakland and was a wonderful source of information.  I met him after he 
retired and worked the Will Call counter at old Suenderman's Plumbing, down on lower 
University (at Seventh, north side).  Old Ray C. was a 'hella' benefactor-fellow-plumber 
who fed me his overflow customers when I was building my own client list.  Wonderful 
old gentleman; always had time for my questions and very generous with materials I 
could use.  Both he and Jimmy K. had been steady smokers; I was certain those 
sailors were long o'er the horizon.  From Rube's, on the way home I stopped off at 
Moran Supply on upper 40th, near Piedmont Lumber, and availed myself of the 
plumber's free, Friday 'brat' grill and jawed with old colleagues stopping by to shop.  
Over many years I had traded there so Kyle, Matt and Andrew didn't mind my now idle 
"sponging."  If Meyer's Plumbing had still been in business down on 2nd and Harrison I 
would'a pedaled down to say hello to Steve, Jimmy, Bobby, and Megan and got all the 
plumber-nostalgia out of the way.  

Once, on a parts run to Meyer's when Grandpa Pete was still plumbing, I had 
pushed their shopping basket with the newly purchased cast iron drainage fittings up a 
half-block on Harrison to my waiting truck.  It was meter-parked on the west side.   
Standing in the street, near my hood, looking up and across, was a gent I recognized.  
He was scrutinizing the warehouse that was for sale across the street.  The American 
Bag Company, probably a hundred years old or older, was going out of business.  One 
of their specialties had been burlap, in bulk and bags.  "Hi Guv," I said.  The gentleman 
looked at me and replied: "What do you know about that building?" nodding and 
pointing to the For Sale sign.  I told him that I knew the family and bought burlap there, 
and I was sad they were quitting.  I also mentioned that it was an un-reinforced 
masonry building, but a pleasant old red brick edifice that I suggested he go talk to the 
owners about.  In time, Governor G. Brown purchased and re-modeled the building into 
his headquarters.

Also while in Berkeley I had my friend 'Big Tyler' at Solano Avenue Cyclery make 
me some new wheels: beefy, Salsa Gordo rims incorporating a Schmidt dynamo and 
disk brake, Sram 350 rear hub and Schwalbe Fat Apple balloon tires.  Needing a much 
larger handlebar bag, Tyler hung his favorite: an Arkel's 'Ark' (jumbo) and a jumbo top 
frame pack with water 'camel' (water bladder).  On a roll, having been very displeased 
with the rain gear that I started with, Tyler steered me to a Shower's Pass parka and 
pant combo.  Best stuff I've ever owned.

A little nervously Grandpa Pete had left behind (donated), my self-inflating 
sleeping pad to any following Jeds or hikers at Samuel P. Taylor.  It proved very 
comfortable to sleep on but was a real drag to drag around; and, my back was 
improving by the day.  It was just too bulky.  SPTSP being so close to San Francisco 
and the north bay metro area, with so many hikers, I figured it would be a big 
improvement to someone's kit.  At R.E.I. in Berkeley I bought the quarter dome tent 
and gambled by purchasing a super lightweight air-mattress made from hight-tech 
fabrics that packs as easily as a medium zucchini but feather weight and I added one 
more titanium pot.  Because I had all the extra room, without the big pad, I even 
purchased a very comfortable, collapsible balance chair, ultra-light and potato sized in 
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its carry pouch.  When Jed camping, having a comfortable place to sit, in camp, is so 
valued.  Hard picnic benches or lie on sleeping pad are the only options.  

Perfesser Chris had a fine workshop with excellent tools and during my stay I 
managed to add a kick stand to the trailer and fashion a much desired cinch-belt 
packing system for it.  Ditched the bungies!  YEAY! YEAY!  GOOD BYE BUNGIES!"  All 
my gear, sans sleeping bag, now fitted in the factory zipper-duffel, although it's fraying 
corners are showing its age, like its owner.  One of these years I might try the new 
B.O.B. river-bag designed replacement for my original black duffel.  The factory faded 
white lettering (B.O.B.) on the duffel is almost unreadable.  And, totally waterproof 
would be a good thing too.  The company also makes a rear-shocked version of the 
trailer which I think would be just fine for not  off-road Jeds.

                                                   

Returning North

Grandpa Pete had reached his max, self-allowance of others' good will.  Hard to 
believe, eh?  It had been a great time in Berkeley but I now needed to leave all my 
friends so they could recover.  Wow.  To be this old and still getting around like I was 
over fifty years ago.  Too bad I didn't have a fat portfolio to really take advantage of it.  
No, I had spent my nickel and it was time to go home and pinch pennies for a long, 
long spell, possibly for ever.

Within three days Lisa and Jim would have arrived at the manse, from Eugene.  
Lisa also had a school reunion in Berkeley to attend.  I was torn between waiting for 
them because we had had so much fun before, together, there, but I also knew that 
Chris should really have several days to unwind from all the cooking and entertaining 
he'd been doing.  Thankfully he had already finished grading papers and posting final 
marks.  I'm sure he was relieved when he waved me off that bright and early morn, last 
of my Day-Glo jersey and flashing tail light going around the bend, under the dark 
shade of the camphor tree umbrella, the promise of a good day.  Gordon told me more 
than once that "every trip is a different one," advising me not to take too much for 
granted.  It was with that thought in mind that I embarked on returning north.  Hay Fork, 
here we come.
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It's a lot more fun to pedal to the harbor than away from.  Maybe it should be that 
way.  All down hill, it gives the body time to warm up and loosen up before demanding 
some in return.  Another very pretty day.  The ferries run a much expanded schedule 
during the work week.  I arrived at Jack London early enough on Tuesday, June 12th to 
find a good number of commuters still crossing.  As per bike and trailer etiquette I was 
'holding the door', allowing all boarding passengers to pass through the narrow, 
glassed-in boarding-ramp first, when I was still awaiting one straggler to close a thirty 
yard distance.  As he approached I said to myself: "Where do I know this person from?"  
His name was not immediately forthcoming so he passed with me only being able to 
nod and smile.  Then there was a slight bottleneck in the boarding which gave me time 
to catch up.  "Bob Beggs, isn't it?"  "Yes Mr. Hemp.  I thought that was you.  How's 
Kathryn?" (Porter).  "I haven't seen Kathryn in a long time," I said.  "It's even been 
years since I've talked to her on the phone."  I knew she spent most of her time in 
Booneville and only rarely came back to her Clawson compound.  Clawson was a two-
story grand old concrete elementary school on Peralta Street in Oakland that she once 
taught at before buying it from the school district and developing it into some grand 
artist studio/lofts.  My friend Wagner (Dick) was the first to put money down on a unit, 
and got first choice as early-bird and bought unit #17.  Fantastic bachelor pad/artist 
studio (your's truly emphasizes fantastic), two floors of floor-to-ceiling opening 
windows, kitchen and lighting to die for.  Kathryn told me her homework rules were still 
posted on her old bulletin boards when she took possession.  She already had 
developed a fabulous place of her own, just a block away, so it was convenient while 
checking on the new redevelopment.  

Years and years before, Grandpa Pete had met Bob Beggs at Wagner's then 
Dartmouth Street 'fixer-upper', several blocks from my house on Talbot in Albany.  Bob 
and Dick were gym mates.  Wagner and his wife Jackie had just divorced and Dick 
purchased his own little house, and Grandpa Pete had the contract to remodel his 
kitchen and a bathroom and add an outdoor spa.  Later, with a large addition it became 
a unique bachelor/artist pad.  However, if any woman had a right and or reason to 
divorce her husband it was Jackie.  I grew to like Wagner very much, but I recognized 
certain traits.  He was one of the art teachers when I was going to school in Oakland.  I 
met his friend Beggs at Wag's Dartmouth house and got to really know him when Wag 
moved from Dartmouth to Clawson and we all enjoyed many fun evenings/dinners at 
Kathryn's.  Dick and Jackie's daughter, Karen, and her husband Ken remodeled 
(tamed), Dick's notorious #17 and now make it home.  I had hoped to visit them sooner 
than later, and see the changes.

The ferries were just as much fun going the opposite course with calmer weather 
to boot.  A fellow ferry passenger who employed an electric bike for part of his 
commute, whom I had met when I had taken the ferry to Oakland, this morning was on 
his way to work in SF and he smiled and waved from the upper deck.  Once in 
Larkspur, in Marin County, leaving the ferry it was definitely a different flavor.  I was, in 
an important way, more sure of myself but I sensed a definite loss of the heightened 
anticipation I enjoyed coming down.  Yeah Gordon.  Each trip is different.  I was 
somewhat surprised but very happy to find climbing the big hill between Fairfax and 
Woodacre was easier than anticipated.  That hill marks the spot.  From it's top, the ride 
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north and west is magical.  (Going in the opposite direction, south and east, it's where 
you leave meditation behind and concentrate on surviving.)  

I made Samuel P. Taylor by a little after two that afternoon.  No other Jeds.  
'T'was' a pretty day all day.  I looked down over the bridge rail when I passed the 
Grotto; there were some swimsuits amongst the small gathering.  I waved and some 
waved back.  At the Hiker/Biker I had my choice of tent sites.  (Opposed to tarpaulin 
sites. Yea!)  Tonight I'd sleep my first night in the park in my new tent.  Also tonight I'd 
perform an experiment.  Erin, a doctoral student in archeology at Berkeley who for a 
time was sharing dinners with the Perfesser and me at the manse, had told me that 
colleagues of hers claimed to have found relief from marauding raccoons: 'Bounce' 
brand fabric-softener sheets.  "Put a few on your tent and anything you cannot get 
inside your tent with you."  Even though it had been a short-ride day, I was pretty 
bushed by the previous two days to departure.  I placed the Bounce at each tent corner 
and pinned one to the frame bag.  At the far end of dusk it wasn't long before the furry 
Bandidos were running amuck.  I sat up and through the rain-fly vents, observed them 
running around the camp.  They sniffed along the edge of the tent for just a short while.  
When nearing the Bounce they shook their snouts and thought better about it.  I could 
smell them (Bounce) inside the tent.  Sure enough, I laid back down and in the next 
second it was morning.  Gaining the ground outside, in the gray, I found everything in 
order.  "Hummmh, we'll see."

Now, it could prove a long day, if things went right.  By not tempting fate and 
deciding right off where I'd be camping tonight, I decided to have a big breakfast and 
just try and maintain steady, unhurried progress and stop where I had too, even 
stealth-it if need be.  To fuel this challenge, for breakfast I had my ususal double pack 
of Quaker Instant Chocolate Chip Oatmeal, three fried eggs and eight breakfast 
sausages and two cups of great coffee.  (Pedaling to Berkeley, though I had given 
myself plenty of time to compensate for any contingency [given enough money spent], 
no way was I going to be a still-alive no-show at the reunion.  However, there was still a 
nagging, little ball of doubt, or what if I don't make it.......in spite of.)   Much to my 
satisfaction there had been, in this day's passing, a very appreciated, much enjoyed, 
palpable sense of serenity, with no pressing itinerary to meet.  I'd get home when I got 
home, powered by my own two legs and I promised myself to stick to such policy.  Until 
you give it a go, there are no words to adequately describe the sense of being "fully 
alive" and connected to (no fee), a rope-tow of Mother's energy.  There were many 'day 
trippers' in their foo-foo finest, both directions, and a noticeable, surely seasonable up-
tic in Jeds coming south.  Something extraordinary turns over in your innards on 
gorgeous days like this, seeing and meeting other velophiles sharing nature at her 
best.  These pleasurable encounters can be seen as to vetting your good judgement.  
And as for the snobbery of the foo foo sprinters, knowing most of them would have to 
be home in a short while called-up a grin.

Reaching Marshal the weather was a mix of high, grey cloud with diffused sunlight 
enough to cast shadows, but temps cooler than anticipated so I pulled over to don my 
long sleeve bright.  Back on the road in seconds I settled into an Eckhart that carried 
me to Nick's Cove and I remembered twenty-two years earlier taking son Paul to lunch 
there after we had purchased a male Ebden goose (Haggar), from a near by goose 
farm.  Haggar was in a big burlap coffee sack in the family Suburban cooling his webs 
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while we dined.  Just maybe a mile north and the road bent inland along the mouth of 
Walker Creek, at the 'no-place' of Hamlet.  Here the estuary fed by Chileno and Keyes 
Creeks, is marsh for another mile or so inland.  It was level pedaling, and in the 
absence of winds, a mighty temptation to cast a bait or lure.  The road is pleasantly 
snaky and this day was absent of wind, and I was next looking forward to the edible 
jewels in Tomales, the next town of mention.

Tomales

Grandpa Pete cannot visit this little town without visiting stirring feelings, origins 
planted prior to speech.  Our family had friends who lived there and who we reunited 
with a couple of times a year, there, most pleasantly, and now as I walk, drive or pedal 
the place I'm reviewing memories so old that they are merely snippets of silent video 
begging explanations.  Lo and behold about a dozen bicycles were parked close 
together in front of the bakery and their riders were sitting at outside tables indulging.   
A big chocolate filled bear claw and another cup of java would prove my afterburner for 
some local steep slopes.  I was the only Jed Clampett in the bunch when I rolled in but 

by the time I was telling 
myself 't'was' time to 
remount, another Jed 
rolled up to the group 
from the south.  A 
'bagger' he was 
(panniers).  And heavily 
loaded.  His name was 
Greg, a young fella 
from Los Angeles on 
his way to Seattle and 
then east to Montana 
and then back to L.A.  
He also was a 'full 
circle' guy, going to and 
from by bike, having the 
whole summer to spend 
at it.  I admitted that I 
was very jealous, and 
told him so.  "Hey!  

Come along!" was his response.  "Yeah, after I rob a bank first," was my reply.  We had 
a pleasant conversation requiring another pastry and cup of coffee before we rose to 
leave and then I noticed that the building directly across the street from the bakery was 
a bank!  That's what was spelled out on the facia: "1893-THE-DAIRYMANS-
BANK-1914".  I was a little late.  In its present reincarnation it was an oyster bar and art 
gallery, still asleep awaiting business hours.
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Grandpa Pete buzzed into Bodega Dunes SP at 6:30 P.M. feeling contented with 
the days effort, though he was tired.  The weeks off of the saddle were going to require 
a few days to remedy.  That night I simply brewed a cup of bergamot and ate a double-
pack of whole-wheat Fig Newtons and a big chocolate bar.  Loved my new tent.  I 
learned right quickly they are very valuable if for only keeping ants, rattlers and other 
crawlies off and outta one's bed.

Awoke to early sun.  Good omen.  I had fallen asleep so quickly and slept so well 
that I heard not five Jeds arrive after I had gone to bed.  Two brothers had ridden 120 
miles.  Another gentleman, not much my junior, had arrived with a 'back-rack-driver' (a 
pleasant little dog that reminded me of Toto, who rode in a little box strapped to the 
rear rack).  He (they) were on their way from Colorado to Sant Barbara.  And, a father 
and son on their way from Anchorage to Southern California who had managed to put 
126 miles behind them for the day, completed the assembled.  The son had just 
graduated from high school and he and his dad were doing a 'hell'a' father/son 
adventure.  I liked both of them right off; the dad was a college professor who had 
dreamed of repeating for his son what his father had done for him at the same age, for 
the same occasion.  I remember thinking how fortunate they both were to actually be 
living this.  I also remember thinking about what a great, father/near-adult progeny 
experience rowing the whole of the Grand Canyon would be, when I experienced it.  
Both pursuits however proved well beyond my financial capacity to offer my children.  I 
sensed I'd especially miss this group when we broke for the highway.

Grandpa Pete decided to take an extra day and enjoy the dunes and I walked to 
the little village of Bodega Bay to buy some sausages, olive oil, napkins and cookies.  I 
had discovered that simple paper napkins were a good thing.  They were crushable, 
made  'passable' coffee filters, sufficed as handkerchiefs and disposable towels, 
helped light fires and were cheap.  But I wished I had ridden my bike to the store when 
my right ankle started talking to me.  The southbound riders were telling of fierce head 
winds for us northies.  Opposing winds are remarkable for blowing camp arrival 
estimates and/or even attainment.  Before I was to finish this adventure I found myself 
aimed down several, big, steep hills, hard fought for, and found that I was deprived of 
the earned reward: I had to pedal to go down hill, the wind was so strong.  Bummer.  
"Perhaps it'l be stealth more than I expected," me's 'think'n'.  Oh well, it will be what it 
will be, and you, Jed Pete, can only compromise, so let-it-go.  "Aren't you glad that 
you'z you're own man?"  I'll get home when I get home.  So long as that's before it 
snows, who cares.  Thinking of snow reminded me of Ken.  I wondered where he was 
right then, headed east somewhere in Alberta?   Wanting to be home in front of the fire 
in Maryland, before the snows.  I saw snow tires on bike sites but have no experience 
with them.  On the Honda Civic wagon they were fantastic.  If the experience translates 
for bicycles too, I'd not be driven away from a purchase.  Whoa, the cost though.  I love 
Schwalbe tires.  Have to start another piggybank!  

Two new Jeds arrived; I was just back from the showers after my walk.  A man 
and a woman.  They said the head winds were ferocious; they'd have gone farther if 
they felt up to it and then the park entrance cast its veto.  Oh My!  A third Jed just rolled 
in.  Middle-aged guy, said the winds were bad in Mexico, and all the way up, and 
reaching San Francisco he put his wife on the plane with her bike and he was going to 
ride home to Seattle.  Winds or no winds he wanted to pedal California.  He could hang 
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out here and there to recoup.  That's the kind of flexibility a Jed needs.  At a recent 
physical exam Doc Maureen said that I had good genes, and I'd maybe be like her 
father was to seventy-nine.  (He could ride a hundred miles in a day at that age.)

  It was a month ago, today, that I met Gordon, at this campsite.  I e-mailed him 
when at the manse.  I wanted to alert him to notices my friend Tom Johnson saw in the 
coast press: harbor masters giving away abandoned boats.  I did not receive a reply.  I 
have to 'sorta' look at Gordon as an influence I needed and at the right time he was 
there, and now he's somewhere else helping some other greenhorn.  Grandpa Pete 
spent a very pleasurable back half of the day walking barefoot in sea foam.  Though it 
was a bit windy, the bright sun compensated.  After dinner it was time to brew some 
peppermint tea and get in the bag, listen to the radio and eat Mint Milano's.

Next morning.  Got a good early though dewey start for Stillwater Cove, and 
pedaled for ten miles before I decided to remove my long sleeve jersey.  I stopped at a 
rare pull-out to do this and also opened my tent and spread it over some brush in the 
sun to get drier.  At home Grandpa Pete likes to wear cotton briefs and short sleeves 
next to the skin.  When Jeding, cotton has drawbacks.  So on the road I wear 
synthetics, and on a cool day, over a base layer of "Smart Wool."  (They make a 
garment wonderfully matched for bicycle travel.)  I have both a short and long sleeve.  
You don't even know you have them on they're so comfortable.  It's amazing, these 
new, modern fibers and what smart people can make into fabrics.  I love my togs, 
jerseys, and my rain gear, products of petroleum.  But, it feels real good to go down the 
road knowing that you have, with you, on you, gear to match the weather even if there 
be a skeleton or two in the closet.  

Thankfully the big, bad winds today were a no-show, but I took a bad spill mid-
day.  Gravel.  I was pulling over to let a nervous motorhome driver go around and I 
went into a slide and was ejected.  Gravel!  I should have made the sucker wait as long 
as it took to find a proper turnout.  I was scratched on left elbow and on the right calf 
and two fingers on my left hand were bruised.  Handle bars were twisted but nothing 
was broken.  After tending to my bike I telephoned Chuck and Jeanetta.  No answer.  
I'd be passing their Sea Ranch neighborhood before dusk and I had a hunch I'd miss 
them on the way north, also.  I had planned a rest stop in the little sea side town of 
Jenner, at the mouth of the Russian River.  It was a gorgeous sunny day and I was so 
glad to be alive and able to experience this most amazing coast under such fine 
conditions.  On the outskirts of the little town I passed a Jed headed south, towing a 
B.O.B.  I'll bet he was as old as Grandpa Pete.  I could see some silver white hair 
peeking out from under his helmet.  He was of very pink complexion and was sporting 
a well trimmed, white mustache and goat-tee.  A very big man he was, somewhere 
'round' 350 lbs.  He pedaled a slow cadence, with his legs splayed a bit, while sitting 
straight up, just finger tips on the grip butts.  He effused confidence.  A Brit he was.  
Needed not guess.  The fellow was attired in an extraordinary outfit.  He wore a bright 
yellow helmet and a yellow-orange jersey with an embroidered chest piece, a map of 
the British Isles, in yellow and gold.  Edged in black, large, red and white letters above 
it spelled: England.  His britches were black baggies; his feet hosted black, over the 
ankle shoes with tassels, orange socks folded over.  As we came abreast he 
announced in an unmistakable accent: "Great coffee ahead."  "Thanks," I replied.  I 
pedaled on for several minutes before feeling that sinking feeling that I once more had 
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passed up an opportunity.  A photograph definitely had been in order.  "Should I circle 
round and go way-lay 'em?" were soon thoughts.  Why I didn't, I don't know.  I now 
have regrets.  I did stop at the wonderfully funky coffee/pastry purveyor and imbibed on 
their viewing deck, tossing a few crumbs to the gulls, while enjoying the 'laid-back' 
vibes.  The little place was doing a big business with fellow velophiles.  

Rolled into Stillwater Cove County Park after only about four hours of pedaling but 
probably due to a bruised ego (aside body parts), decided to call it an early day.  I took 
a very welcome shower, did some hand laundry and just relaxed, half-in the bright sun 
amid radiant greenery and pleasant breezes, contemplating my good fortunes.  
Although I have loved and enjoyed the northern coast since childhood, I now dwelled 
upon the fact that never had I this much time to revel in it; and, at pedaling speed a 
more complete understanding/appreciation was the new paradigm.  Forever after, any 
other mode of travel up and down would seem deficient.  Dinner that night was sparse 
but the spiritual satisfaction of living this effort more than made up for it.  At breakfast I 
had three oatmeal packets, six chicken sausages and two hard boiled eggs to fuel my 
new mornings efforts.  

The Little People

Saturday, June 16th, Grandpa Pete did a good long stretch and made Manchester 
Beach State Park.  Headwinds?  Oh Boy!  I had to dismount and push the rig up the 
hill, north, 'outta' Pt. Arena, the winds were so brisk.  But thankfully the sun remained 
my friend the whole day.  (Wouldn't be saying that in the cooking inland.)  Just south of 
the park a ways is the little village of Manchester.  I pulled over to shop there in a little 
country store.  Wow!  Talk about a great little store.  Any community, anywhere, no 
matter how large, would be grateful for such a gem.  Everything one could want/need 
to live well and comfortably.  Back on the saddle and almost to the park it was 
unmistakable. The magic had been present beginning the moment I had taken to the 
road this A.M.  But here, now, Grandpa Pete's nose started tingling and my vision 
brightened and I knew something special was going on.  I've learned to trust my 
intuition.  Now, what I'm going to tell you next is something I thought long and hard 
about the negatives for doing so.  I don't expect one of you to believe me but I wanted 
it out, "on paper."  

Many years ago, in 1979, mid-week, on a winter, grey, wind-stormy afternoon I 
was driving (new car) south on this highway a little bit north of here.  I was doing a 
career sampling of heavy equipment and warehouse sales.  I remember that day 
feeling the same sensations that I was now.  Back then I had pulled over, lowered the 
windows, turned off the engine and just sat, waiting to determine if anything could 
explain this strange but very real "state of things."  I remember, then, knowing the 
moment was extraordinary.  I also recall knowing that I was being watched.  Not just 
guessing it.  But knowing it.  Unequivocally.  The road was deserted.  After maybe ten 
minutes of almost motionlessness, all of a sudden I had my answer.  Across the 
highway, in a ten o'clock orientation, a creek was impounded, forming a sizable tule 
marsh.  Gazing at the undulating green walls of lush reed, maybe seventy yards away, 
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several feet from the surface, the green parted, and a face stared back at me.  It was a 
dark face contrasted by the living vivid green.  The hairs went up on the back of my 
neck.  Thankfully there was no rude manufactured noise, just winds blowing through 
the cab, gently buffeting my neck and ears.

Motionless I sat, observing.  Time 'took-off' for a bit.  Then, others appeared close 
to the first.  Thoughts from all were seeking a quorum.  In almost slow-motion the tules 
then parted and one observer stepped out.  It was a tiny 'person'.  A little (3 ft. tall) coal 
black replica of man.  From our distance 'tween', I could not see any genitalia or 
breasts.  This little person also appeared to me, bald.  I made no attempt to leave the 
car, in fear of causing fright.  He/she and Grandpa Pete were frozen in pose, and in 
time.  Fifteen, maybe twenty seconds later my little person took one step back and the 
curtain of green reed closed.  They had seen enough.  No more did they choose to 
share.  

This experience with its unworldly states was palpable enough for Grandpa Pete, 
now, sensing somethings-up, to flip the switch for: "All Crew Report Aboard."  'T'was' a 
strange feeling.  But, it also made pedaling to the park most rewarding.  I found myself 
paying a great deal more attention to the changing landscapes and flora and thankfully 
the road conditions did not take advantage of my inattention.  My cycler's guide book 
vetted Manchester and after paying the iron-ranger, pedaling a short distance I 
recognized the Hiker/Biker site from its pages.  For a large group, the site is practical 
for it is wide and flat, but to me it seemed too barren, and very open to Mother's 
muscular winds.  I rolled in and stopped. While straddling and ruminating, a small, Park 
utility vehicle cruised close by.  A very pleasant silver haired gentleman introduced 
himself as the Park Host and said:  "We never fill-up; you can have your pick of sites."  
Whoa.  "Thank you so much," I said as I got back on the saddle to go check-out the 
park.  The magic had a definite presence.  I felt it most on the north to northeast border 
and at two spots on the west and south west.  While cruising around I witnessed a real 
(almost), shiver of pleasure when spying the perfect spot to camp.  The cyprus trees 
almost formed a cave with lots of grassy flat out in front.  It was sunny at the table, 
providing a most calming, welcoming invitation; I knew without a doubt that I belonged 
right there!   New tent, newest adventure, it was a marriage in heaven.  While 
assembling my camp I felt almost weightless, marveling the sun gold halo encircling 
the park.  This place, there is something so unusually special about it.  I had all night 
and a morning to relish and dwell upon it.  It gave me a great feeling of wealth.  Not in 
coin of the realm but in belonging.  I belonged right there.  How many people can say 
they belong where they are.  Earlier in the day, passing Sea Ranch, I called the Miller's 
and got their recorded greeting.  I also listened to a Father's Day message from Kelly.  
Wonderful daughter.  No better spot on earth to give thanks.  'T'was' another glorious 
sunny day, breaking all records; how long can this bonanza last?

From the highway (fairly close by), there was a private campground on the road to 
Manchester Park.  This private enterprise was full of people, jammed much too tightly 
for my preferences.  My public park was practically and joyously deserted and the fact 
that there were no showers I am sure had something to do with it.  Grandpa Pete's 
eleven years out at Kelly's Pool Hall had well prepared him for these Spartan facilities.  
(Next visit I will bring a sun-shower and stay for as long as possible.)  Just before dusk 
the winds picked up and I put on a layer of Smart Wool and started making dinner.  At 
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the wonderful little store in Manchester, aside some bagels for breakfast I had 
purchased a couple of ramen packets and a can of chili con carne for tonight plus more 
cookies (some for dessert).  I had breakfast covered with the bagels, two left-over 
sausages, oatmeal, and two remaining eggs. The extra cookies were in lieu of Lady 
Spandex fare for the following challenge.  (I couldn't leave them alone, in Berkeley.)  
That night it cleared and the heavens, undiminished by manufactured light, dazzled.  

That following morning, after a good, early start, Mac Kerricher State Park was 
the attempted prize.  I had so appreciated it on my way down, I knew what a grand 
reward it would be on my return.  If the stay limits were longer, I could see living for half 
the year or more by pedaling between just these two camps, Manchester and Mac 
Kerricher, staying in one long enough to be granted re-admission in the other and vice 
versa.  (I came to considering such a strategy, also, on the second leg of the Big 
Adventure, between Kirk Creek SP and Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park, which I will tell you 
about when we get there.)  If the winds today were a no-show I was confident of 
success, and early that afternoon I rolled into Mac Kerricher.                                                                                     

The day was not without a 'gutter-ball' incident however.  Trying to make room so 
an anxious motorist could pass on a dangerous inside turn, my wheels dropped into 
the gutter (ditch), and my chain became badly wrapped behind the cassette low gear.  I 
thought I was doomed to await a good Samaritan with a pick-up but after fifteen 
minutes managed to free things and get back on the road.  This was a lesson learned.  
If it's dangerous for this Jed, he's going to ride directly in the center of the lane and stay 
there until it is safe once again to ride the shoulder.  (Said that before.)  Rolling up to 
the Hiker/Biker site I counted three pitched tents and their occupants.  Two guys and 
one gal group-traveling south out of Montana (Justin, Joe & Ms. Jamie).  They had 
come over Leggett Hill the day before and they were still 'licking their wounds' and 
decided to stay one more night. It was a handy visit Grandpa Pete had that night with 
these fellow guests.  I learned from them that Stanndish-Hickey SP which was 'chain-
linked' on my way south, was now open to only Hiker/Bikers, no motorists.  They said 
that there were no signs at the facility announcing the fact, but they had inquired when 
spotting a ranger about and were given the good news.  Standish-Hickey would be a 
very big, important prize.  It lies on the far side of Leggett Hill.  But before fretting over 
another day's battle, I wanted to enjoy this day's rewards.  The dunes and shore 
beckoned; showers under-writ.  Grandpa Pete too stayed the two day limit.

To Standish-Hickey

Morning arrived still and grey and upon returning to my tent from the men's room I 
saw Joe about to head to the showers, with a badger brush, block of shaving soap and 
a razor.  For one so young I thought it a bit odd.  Oh well, it was time to bite the bullet; 
Leggett Hill awaited.  But on the way the scenery is grand, and the little town of 
Westport is a treat to savor.  It's a "gotta stop" for both directions.  Magic is alive and 
well here, too.  Will never tire of passing through this beautiful little burg.  After slipping 
through the up-coast ghost town of Rockport it was a lot of head-down, Eckhart, and 
Fig Newtons until I was flying down the eastern slope.  Oh what a high.  Nothing in the 
world like it.  According to the great influx in riders since coming over in May, I'd say 
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others agreed.  Bested Leggett Hill again.  
Rolling into Standish-Hickey I was most 
pleasantly surprised to find no motorists and 
myself picking my way slowly through a sea of 
scattered, fresh cut, dried, oak (firewood).  The 
Park Department had performed an aggressive 
story-clean and lots of dead was removed from 

the parks many oaks and cut into stove-length and it was all over the ground awaiting 
collection.  Hummmmm.  "Duz I have fire-ribbon in the trailer?  I believe I duz."  Oh me.  
It's going to be a hot one tonight.  Very few people here.  Grandpa Pete was the only 
obvious Jed.  I could see three tents in hundreds of yards, no bikes.  There was no 
designated Hiker/Biker so I chose a site both within an easy stroll to the facilities and 
with an abundance of firewood.  'T'was': assemble camp and hit the showers.  After 
doing Leggett Hill I put more quarters in-the-slot than usual and when arriving back at 
my site I noticed two new additional tents some ways off, but no bikes.  More hikers 
than I had seen so far.  The near silence of the park was broken by nagging scrub jays 

and in short order the crackling of an oak fire.  I had used up the sap wood kindling 
from Usal and had purchased fire ribbon at Stewarts Point.  The ribbon (gel in a 
squeeze tube), though not so fierce burning as sap wood, suffices well enough if the 
fuel is dry and seasoned.  Grandpa Pete had a robust, memory-coaxing fire going all 
night, with plenty of coals to cook breakfast.  Was up and going in the early grey; sort 
of sad to leave behind such a good bed of coals and such abundant fire wood.  The big 
treat of the day would be the Avenue of the Giants, south to north.  This time I would 
have to share it with motorists and at places the lane gets pretty narrow.  This is a very 
good example where one should dress in brilliant colors and have one or more bright, 
flashing LED lamps on duty, both fore and aft.  Beginning the Avenue otG the sun co-
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operated and it was again a most enjoyable exploit.  Happily, motor traffic was light and 
many Jeds were headed south, not one going north aside Grandpa Pete.  As I passed 
through little hamlets that day I found myself piercing invisible fields of sadness, 
encountering the many closed-up mom-and-pop resorts, gift shops and restaurants, all 
dead dreams of happier days gone by, most, probably, victims of Wall Street greed and 
the 2008 Great Recession; a few were obvious earlier era casualties.   A glitzy 
operation here and there was still breathing but practically no visitors were about to 
feed them trade.  How long could they hang on?  'T'was' anybody's guess.  
Somewhere during the day I misplaced my sun glasses, probably at a pee or cookie 
stop.  Bummer.  Thankfully I was headed north not west, but aside from glare, eyewear 
is a must for kamikaze insects aiming for the eyeballs.  I would be a bit unnerved until I 
could replace them.  Rolling into Garberville later I kept eyes peeled for a sporting 
goods store and found one.  Sunglasses they had in spades.  The clerk (I sensed to be 
proprietor), was an extremely charming lady and did not rush me.  Never spent so 
much before for a pair of sun glasses.  This time I also added a cord retainer; couldn't 
afford to lose these.  Garberville is a laid back place and I cruised around for a while 
enjoying the flavor before pointing my front wheel out of town.

Not far north of Weott the weather turned decidedly unfriendly.  Yeah Gordon.  My 
beloved, sunny, calm redwoods changed personality.  It was like seeing a more human 
side of a new love interest.  Now, these beautiful woods, north, were host to boisterous 
winds, really testing my mettle.  They did their thing almost all the way to Rio Del 
before calling it a day.  In the little town I stopped at the same convenience store I had 
visited going south, and from there proceeded to the small park behind the police 
station.  To the opposite of my first visit, very few people were about.  In solitude I 
heated up and ate my dinner, made a cup of tea, put up my tent and crawled inside.  It 
was dusk when I closed my eyes.  Perhaps two or more hours later I was awakened by 
brilliant white and red light shinning into my tent accompanied by the sound of an idling 
V-8 engine.  "Oh Shit, it's the fuzz."  So much for ...."they won't bother you."  The gruff 
Ossifer asked a lot of questions, told me camping was illegal here, to be gone in the 
morning and next time do it in Scotia instead.  Yours truly packed-up and was on the 
road the next morning before eight o'clock.  So much for Rio Del.  On my second leg of 
the Big Adventure I did not stop there either direction.  

During my stay in Berkeley J.W. had called his sister, Marry Weyhmiller, in 
Fortuna, to tell her about Crazy Pete and his wild ride.  Mary told her brother J.W. to tell 
me to please call when I was nearing Alton.  After climbing Leggett and not waying-off 
for an additional day at Standish-Hickey, and then cranking out possibly the longest 
day's milage of the whole adventure, I found myself wondering if Mary had a bath tub 
and would she be home.  I called her while rolling past Belleview and got no answer.  
Then just on the outskirts of Alton I tried again.  Ditto.   I decided to push on to Fortuna 
to do some grocery shopping and try once more.  If she wasn't home, I'd press on.  
Ring, ring, ring.  At Sport and Cycle in Fortuna I got blue gas and food shopped at a big 
SW supermarket where at the latter I could not find the ubiquitous bike rack from 
generations ago.   A pleasant looking middle aged lady who was grilling meats at a 
huge mobile bar-b-cue right outside the store read my mind and said: "Hey Honey, you 
can park it right here.....I'll look after it for you."  Grandpa Pete was quite relieved.  She 
was very interested in my travels and I told her of some highlights before excusing 
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myself and entering the store.   After shopping and then just a little more conversation 
with my grill master, it was back down 101 to 36 East, the final leg home.

Hyde Season

Having reached Hydesville on 36, it had turned into a pleasant but quite warm day 
and I was pedaling through rolling, sleepy, laid back farm country, the kind of subjects 
of feed and grain company calendars.  'T'was' most pleasant.  Not but three farts 
before, I was down to my bright short sleeve jersey and thinking about topping off on 
water the first chance I got.  With almost zero motor traffic I was feeling quite secure.  
Grandpa Pete was about to discover a gem of a campground on the beautiful Van 
Duzen River, but not before being almost eaten by a big muscular canine--Yikes!   
Slowly cranking down the tree-lined street past modest but wholesome looking houses, 
I was lulled into a false peace.  Suddenly, passing a cottage whose tenant was outside 
and comfortably seated in the sun, on her lawn, picking weeds from a flower border, I 
was jolted to my senses by a woman's heart-stopping screams: "Killer!  Killer! Killer 
come back here!  Killer!"  Almost simultaneously I heard a deep loud growling and in 
peripheral, a dark blur was closing fast, on my right.  "Ohhhh No!"

Unfortunately, near Grandpa Pete's nifty Eskaton apartment in Hay Fork lies an 
un-incorporated area where marijuana is heavily cultivated (legally).   As a result there 
are many dogs guarding grow sites.  Long before moving to Hay Fork from Evan's Bar 
I had heard about and/or read in the Trinity Journal, morbid accounts of on-the-loose 
dog attacks, some near deadly.  Knowing that my route to the coast would take me 
right past the site of one of the most gruesome events, in preparation for my Great 
Adventure, Grandpa Pete had dwelled on possible defense strategies.  It so happened 
that my brother Tim (Two Gun Peaches), on his trips via float plane in Alaska to wrestle 
hundred pound salmon, understood the value of Bear MACE.  He had brought to the 
lower forty-eight a canister of the stuff for me at Evan's Bar where bears had been a 
problem.  When I moved to Hay Fork I brought the canister with me, more to protect 
subsequent EB visiting family and friends who were unfamiliar with the stuff.  While 
performing my litter-pick'n activities I had fashioned a holster for it and mounted it to 
the bike because I had a fair share of untrustworthy canines right along Hyampom 
Road.  Well, one night after litter-pick'n I forgot to bring the 'bear-juice' in the house and 
a thief walked off with it.  That juice I had settled on to be my choice of strategy.  With it 
gone, I had only less desirable options; one, much, much more effective but 
prohibitively heavy.  Now, faced with this most formidable assailant, I wished I had 
voted in favor of heavy.

Grandpa Pete sped up, not believing that he could get away, but out of gut 
reaction.  The animal was first glimpsed behind me on my right.  The next thing I saw, 
on my left, was his big head fast approaching at an eight o'clock.  I growled at him and 
of course it had no effect.  I could see his 'wheels' turning: he was trying to decide 
when to lunge so he'd get my calf or foot.  Anticipating his final move at the right 
second saved my pin-feathers.  Off the pedal at the top of its revolution my left boot 
flew.  Simultaneously the beast's jaws were closing on air, its front feet off the ground.  
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Well knowing that if my timing was wrong I would capsize myself, I brought my boot 
down with all my strength, successfully finding the top of my attackers skull, and head 
down he went, doing a somersault on the pavement mimicking an eighteen-wheeler's 
errant retread, while Grandpa Pete put the pedal to the 'mettle' and attempted infinity 
'tween'.  My heart was racing faster than my wheels for the next mile.  Almost lost my 
hide in Hydesville.  Whew! I did not stop to gloat.  'T'was' doing that and plenty more, 
rolling on down the road.  A grand feeling, I admit, it was.  It also was not lost on me 
that the animal was less at fault than its owner, but perhaps the abrupt and hopefully 
painful termination of motion would influence its future behavior towards cyclists.  

Van Duzen River SP

A short time east of the little village of Carlotta, up-hill of Hydesville, I was 
cranking along in the building heat of direct sun when Grandpa Pete 'spied' a sign on a 
bed sheet: "Swimmers' Delight," tied high off the ground to tree branch tips right near 
the entrance to Van Duzen River State Park.  "Hummmmmmm, this deserves some 
scrutiny."  Right after making the turn onto the entrance road I could see the far off 
ranger's kiosk: good vibes.  Rolling up to the window I was greeted by the young 
uniformed ranger's bright, big smile.  "Would you like to take a look around?" were his 
first words.  "Oh I sure would."  "Be my guest--take your time.  Go on down to the 
orange cone and turn left."  "Thank you so much," I said.  "Where's the Hiker/Biker?"  
"We don't have any, per se.  Go on and take a look around and if you're interested 
come back and we'll talk."  Almost immediately I knew I had hit a jack pot.  It was a 
small park but again I knew that that day I belonged there.  Cruising the pleasingly 
twisting, rolling, giant redwood shaded parkway, I did a couple of lazy fly-throughs, 
reversing direction, and with the second, knew the answer I'd give the ranger: "I'd love 
to stay here, what's the deal?"  I had passed my choice, twice, a sunlit camp and table, 
amidst a ring of the stately shade giants, a close-stretch to the emerald river and a 
lovely swimming beach.  The same surety felt at Manchester repeated itself, a strong 
desire to put up a tent and camp.  Back I went without dawdling to engage the ranger.   
"We don't get bicycle campers but I will give you the Hiker/Biker rate."  "Man, you got a 
deal!"  

Grandpa Pete was immediately impressed with Ranger Pat's sincere welcome 
and buoyant personality.  For the most part I have been very happy with the 
performance and sociability of County, Fed, and State park personnel everywhere
(I take my hat off to you all),  but I sensed that Ranger Pat was just as much a gem as 
was his Van Duzen River Park.  Happily I informed him that a two night stay was in 
order.  He agreed.  As it worked out, my chosen site was adjacent to the camp hosts' 
but the giant trees and profuse ferns completely hid them from view; and, my neighbors 
sold firewood.  Notorious story teller and co-host, Wendell Fontaine, and his wife, 
Victoria, were park 'gems.'  Among many stories of the area Wendell told me, one was  
about the times when he and his siblings were young children, and his grandmother 
would visit and bake cookies.  After pulling sheets of them hot from the oven, and 
arranging them on the table, she'd remove her glass eye and rest it next to the cookies, 
and say : "I'm keeping my eye on you kids.....don't you take a one."  
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Having been a pyro since birth ("Me And Bill"), I had a highly developed interest/
relationship with wood.  As a rule I disdained paying for campfire wood but I was in 
such a celebratory mood after having crossed the Leggett and discovering this camp 
that I splurged for a full wheelbarrow's worth.  Knowing that I'd require lots of potent 
fuel to best 36, my trailer was heavy with decadent grub: artisan sausages, canned 
smoked oysters, fig Newtons, fresh eggs, Philadelphia cream cheese, butter, vin, 
chocolate bars, jar of sun dried tomatoes, half & half,  French Roast, bagels, cumin, 
avocados, bananas and canned chili con carne.  Like having the proper under and 
outer wear to feel confident in all weather, having sufficient comfort foods at hand to 
salve the brutal granny cranks makes staying in camp extra pleasurable, especially at 
the camp fire.  

 Two days at Van Duzen SP were real medicine.  I didn't, but I was pretty sure that 
if I had asked Ranger Pat if I could have stayed longer he would have obliged.  Such a 
sweet ambiance the park had.  I knew that this lovely place would figure into any future 
back and forth so it was with just a little sadness that I stopped at the kiosk to thank 
and say good by to Ranger Pat and his wife, Debbie.  Not much farther east, maybe 
ten or so miles I pulled over to get at a note book and pen that I put in the zippered lid 
of my Arkel's Ark.  It was no more uncommon for Grandpa Pete to stop and make a 
note as it was to stop and take an exposure.  Opening the lid, my heart sank.  My little 
zippered pouch with my SS and medical and insurance cards and State and Federal 
Park Discount Eligibility Cards, was gone.  My note book was there.  It was my own 
fault.  The new handlebar pack was designed to be easily removed and transported, 
and which I had done except that one time, shopping in the SW market.  The little 
zippered pouch 'slept' next to my head at night, came with me to the showers, into the 
shops, etc.  My pleasant little out door grill cook had 'cooked' me.  This diminutive 
silver blonde, freckled grill master watched over my stuff alright.  At this point the trip 
changed markedly.  All of a sudden I had a bad taste in my mouth that didn't want to go 
away.  After pedaling some distance I spied a functioning pay-phone at a small grocery.  
To better my odds for good sound and reliability, the cell phone remained in my pocket 
and I used a credit card on hard wires to notify agencies.  As it worked out, after I got 
home I started getting phone calls from several foreign lands, women and men from 
esoteric organizations to merchants of one thing or another asking if I had requested 
this or that.  I knew my little cook had cooked up something.  'T'was' a couple months 
before the phone calls stopped. But thankfully there were some following good days.

Almost Home
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Friday, June 22nd.  Am tent bound in a secret little place that has to remain a 
secret, on Highway 36 somewhere west and not too far from the community of 
Dinsmore.  It started raining and intuition told me that it was going to be a good rain.  
Thank goodness my little Quarter Dome goes up so quickly, and I'm glad I bought blue-
gas in Fortuna; I brewed some tea in the vestibule.  Wow!  I thank my lucky stars I'm 
also so well provisioned too.  With my new, extra titanium pot positioned under the rain 
fly catching run-off, my other is on low boil for a cup' a.  I prefer mine with moo and I 
had a quart of it.  Radio reception was great and with four, extra, new batteries I had no 
time constraints.  That night it rained like hell but I was cozy as could be.  In the 
morning I stuck my head out and it was looking promising but my gear was all soaking 
wet.  My tent looked pretty sad with so many soggy leaves all over it.  I decided to wait 
until late morning to make a decision.  If Grandpa Pete had had more water I 'would'a' 
been tempted to lay over another day.  Ms. Osborn and Ms. Cameron could entertain 
me and fig Newtons and chocolate would sustain me.  The guy on the radio said it was 
only a "thirty-percent" chance of precipitation.  I thought that over.  I decided to boogie.  
Before packing up I used my bath towel to dry things off best I could after twirling and 
shaking.  Grandpa Pete left his little hide-out and got on down the road at about 9:15 
and at first, things started looking like they'd be going my way.  Yeah Gordon.  After 
about an hour on the road I had gotten to the top of a high hill and decided to stop and 
rest.  Off on my right was a large gravel flat that had four mailboxes on a post, next to a 
locked gate.  I was traveling through very pleasant scenery and I dwelled upon how 
fortunate the owners of those boxes were.

As Grandpa Pete was finishing a Cliff Bar a pick-up truck approached the gate 
from the far side.  I was well away from the action so I just stood there and watched.  A 
gentleman maybe in his late forties/early fifties got 'outta' his truck, opened the lock 
and swung the gate open.  He then got back in his truck and pulled forward a truck 
length plus, and re-secured the gate.   I thought he was next going to get back in his 
truck and drive away, we two just politely nodding our heads.  No.  He walked straight 
at me.  I took a quick survey of my position and thought it was still possible that I was 
on the highway right of way in case he was going to give me any trouble.  But no, he 
went straight to my trailer to find out why it wasn't tipping over.  From his angle he 
could not see my new addition.  "What have we got here?" were his first words.  Ted's 
big smile and "Howdy" immediately put me at ease.  We shook hands and both stood 
next' my rig and talked B.O.B. Trailers and bikes for a good half-hour.  Ted had just 
moved in.  Ted had just got married.  Ted met his wife while biking in Tibet.  Ted himself 
pulled a B.O.B.  His birth place, he said, was near by and for years he had been 
searching for good ranch land up in these altitudes and latitudes.  He was very happy 
to have had recent success in estate dealings and had found this spot.  He credited his 
success to water, the lack of it.  There was no water supply to his ranch but what 
Mother spared from the skies.  (Average 88" annually.)  His house, he said, was of 
recent construction and large cisterns were employed to serve the plumbing system.  
However, he was interested in increasing his margins.  I told Ted that I was a plumber 
who'd be happy to help design and build on to his system.  I told him I'd work for free, 
he just had to feed me.  I think that's what queered the deal.  He knew how much a Jed 
eats.  We had a very pleasant meeting and then Ted got down the road in his truck and 
I swung my leg.  
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Grandpa Pete once re-routed some plumbing in a mansion in Pacific Heights, 
years and years back.  The house was purchased by a Vanderbilt.  This new owner 
was concerned for her security, so a new, subterranean entrance to the home was 
effected.  Don Watanabe my friend the contractor on the job had me over to move 
under-house piping.  To my amazement, there was a gargantuan masonry cistern 
under the house.  I worked on scaffolding above a big, big dark cavity in the earth.  
When the home was built, there were no public utilities and rain water collection was all 
there was.

About a half-hour later I saw Ted's truck coming back, up hill, the opposite way.  
He pulled over when we neared abreast.  "Pete!  I got you something."  He got out of 
his truck and walked across the highway.  Ted was holding two coconut-water cartons 
and two cans of V-8 Juice and several Power Bars.  As I put these away in my duffel, 
Ted asked me: "Peter, have you eaten at the Burger Bar in Mad River?"  "No, I haven't 
Ted."  Ted then produced his wallet and said: "Pete, here, make sure to stop and have 
one of their hamburgers.  Next time you see me, tell if that wasn't the best hamburger 
you have ever eaten."  In his extended fingers was a twenty dollar bill.  "Oh Man Ted!  
You bet.  Hey, thanks a million."  Another two hours of cranking, about evenly split in 
ascent and descent and Grandpa Pete pulled over in that tiny hamlet, right by the road 
side: shady park, picnic benches and the Burger Bar.  I don't recall what the name of 
my morsel was but the young lady who took my order looked at me and said: "You look 
hungry."  I was.  Their hamburger was neck'n neck with those Bill and I shared in 
Oceanside in 1964.  ("Me And Bill").  I had to sit in the park for an hour and fifteen 
minutes before I could slowly get back on my rig and be gone.  Ted, I'll repay the favor 
if I ever run into you over that way.

Three miles east of Mad River, Mother's Sprinkling Can was trying to wet me 
down.  Ha! Ha! Mom!  This time I came to the party dressed!!  In my Shower's Pass.  
'T'was' quite rewarding, riding along in my new rain suit, the down-poor only hindering 
my speed, warm but not too warm.  Proper gear freed me to better experience the 
landscape while it was inclement.  And Dave, guess what I bought in Berkeley?  These 
two arched plastic things and hardware.  Wow they paid-off.  Big fat tires throw lot's 
more water than skinny ones do.  I even learned to love water-proof riding gloves; and, 
it is amazing how much more self-assurance you have with dry, comfortable hands.  
After a pleasurable ride of hours it felt like Mother was following me, trying her best to 
make me cry uncle; I did.  Up ahead I spied it.  The perfect place to camp.  Can't say 
where it is or the ruse would be up quick.  I was able to get bike, trailer and myself 
quickly hidden in a spot offering excellent panoramas.  Lying in my tent with both flys 
open, the tall golden grass blowing in the breeze, 'could'a' been somewhere in Africa.  
The occasional hum of an automobile, now and then the louder staccato of a far away 
working diesel, but mostly it was silence with soft winds and a grand vista.  By picking 
this camp Grandpa Pete could get off the road before having to spend money in a 
Lumber Service Campground and listen to generators and slamming doors/trunks.  By 
late afternoon of the next day I'd be in Hay Fork, but the effort on the west slopes 
would best even Leggett.  I passed a very enjoyable late afternoon, dusk and evening.  
A zillion stars out, empty highway, only two sources of manufactured light visible 
through far off timber.  
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Home

Monday, June 25, 2012

Arrived in Hay Fork around 1:00 o'clock yesterday, Sunday, with beautiful silver-
white puffy clouds in a brilliant blue sky.  It was something to be home.  Could Grandpa 
Pete ever pull-off a Gordon?  Don't think I'm that tough.   An every-so-often bare bones 
place with a mailing address, toilet, tub, and sleep platform, inside, might sufficiently 
make Gordon's lifestyle feasible though.
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GRANDPA PETE'S MEMOIRS contd.

                                                  Three Wheels To Bliss   
                                                  A Late-In-Life Awakening

                                                         Chapter Two

                                                     2nd Big Adventure

                                              

          Off Again--Wheels to Wonder Land

Yes, once back home it felt good to flip a light switch for a change and not have to 
stuff my mummy almost every morning.  No quarters required for a shower.  Half and 
half lasts a long time in a refrigerator.  My rose garden was 'big time'.  Lilies and 
poppies colored the very air.  And the couch beckoned.  Life was wanting to seek its 
old rhythms.  But Grandpa Pete was still savoring the 'high' of my first and successful 
velo adventure.  How many times did I watch my front wheel go around?  What if I had 
a penny for........   Sitting around now seemed unnatural.  Without being able to put my 
finger on it, something seemed missing from my 'on the couch' routine.  I had a craving 
but I didn't know for what.  The rowing machine came away from the wall and started 
getting some action which was a little help.  I'd ride the hybrid bike down to Wiley's 
Market and the Post Office and the Toyota was rarely started up.  Matter of fact, just 
now, before sitting down to tinker with this story, I was out in the parking lot starting up 
the truck.  It had been three full weeks.

Those last two days on 36, the long, long hours of besting the west side, by the 
time I rolled into Hay Fork Grandpa Pete wondered if he'd ever bite off such a ride 
again.  The unending crank to South Fork Mountain Summit Road, both directions, 
meant leaving and coming to Hay Fork wasn't to be taken lightly, or one's
spirit/mind had better be one-hundred percent with the endeavor.  I should probably 
admit that my Big Adventure was a miracle.  Grandpa Pete was just plain lucky that as 
green as he was and doing and going where and what he did that nothing worse than 
road rash begot him.  I cringe each time I read in media stories of terrible maiming and 
worse for bicyclists.  Tis a shame that our society became so automobile addled.  It has 
been proven that investments in bicycle infrastructure are well rewarded in numerous 
ways.  While with my sister Lisa up in Eugene, her home, I pedaled for mile after mile 
in fabulous outdoor scenery on bike/pedestrian pathways.  Nothing like it down here in 
California.  And Grandpa Pete heard the rumor that Canada has already finished a 
survey for a Trans Canada bike lane.  The money that would pour into Canada if they 
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completed such a project.  Whoa.  Sometimes Grandpa Pete thinks that extremely high 
gasoline prices in the U.S. would be a good thing for health reasons, just one being 
greater bicycle usage and following demand for better infrastructure.  But things velo 
are looking up.  I recently read that some metro in the U.S. just built a velodrome in an 
impoverished neighborhood.  It will be interesting to see what effects occur.  Jed 
cycling surely affected poor old Grandpa Pete, for the old fool was back on his bike 
headed south within weeks of arriving home.  Why?

Son Paul was marrying Saori in Sausalito.  They had already been married in a 
traditional ceremony in Japan and they were coming to California to perform a Western 
service for Paul's family.  Saori's parents, the Tanakas, would be present.  The 
festivities promised a regal indulgence.  How was Grandpa Pete going to get back 
down to the Bay Area?  The easiest way would have been by Toyota.  But when did 
Grandpa Pete ever do anything the easy way.   By not driving down, Grandpa Pete 
figured I would have the money not spent on gasoline which would pay for 
approximately twenty nights of camping in the state parks and if I stealth-ed it several 
times, the green would go even farther.  Any further exploration south would be 
conducted in the most bare bones style possible.  When things went 'right' I found that I 
could almost exist out on the road within my monthly net.   I did go into the red: clothing 
and component upgrades.  But once achieved (hopefully), with proper maintenance 
those expenses won't arise again soon.  However it's understood by all that there will 
always be the emergency need for something, sometime.  Murphy's Law.  

With the deftest rationalization Grandpa Pete used Paul's and Saori's wedding for 
his excuse to go on another Toad's Wild Ride.  All that sweat in the saddle had lost it's 
cure.  It only required a couple of weeks of being home and I was ready to remount.  
This time though, I would continue south and it would really be just the snows that 
called me home.  

Due to the experience gained and terrain scrutinized on the inaugural pedal, 
Grandpa Pete was going to enjoy this second romp with more than equal vigor.  Yes 
Gordon.  The little gems of stealth sites discovered lowered the concern for another 
crossing.  Once on 101 and Highway 1, again, I would choose some camps that I had 
passed over the first time.  I was very much interested in knowing what was 'there', 
what choices there were.  Of course the touring books have their say, which is very 
helpful, but we know the one-size-fits-all theory is a bit wanting.  Maybe that's what's so 
much fun about adventuring, you're stepping out of the one-size-fits-all mold.

Something that had really captured Grandpa Pete's imagination from his late 
teens was this coast highway.   From San Francisco north to Eureka and from San 
Francisco south to Carpinteria, though this interest (he knows), goes all the way back 
to early California history whilst Cornell grammar School, and was then lightly sampled 
physically in the 1960's.  The opportunity to experience this route, south, now, by 
bicycle, was an event that I could not resist.  When you are fortunate enough to reach 
a certain age you realize that there won't be time for a go around and some 
opportunities shouldn't be overlooked.  What were the odds that I'd find myself 
physically capable of a long pedal at the next must-show familial engagement or even 
from my own wishful endeavors.  'T'was' now or never.  It was to be, now.  Thanks 
Fully.  
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Preparing for my second Big Adventure Grandpa Pete began to feel like he was 
eight years old again, going with his dad to the shoe store (near the top of Solano 
Avenue) for a new pair of shoes before taking a long trip to Wisconsin.  (That was a 
big, big deal.)  But the same early pleasures were there.   I was also going to pedal 
through Rosalyn Sharpe Wall's:  "When The Coast Was Wild And Lonely," which for a 
long time I have read annually.  A most magical place would be made so much more so 
by my slow means of travel.  And, traveling such a long way, each way, I wisely 
adopted my inaugural mantra: "We'll get there when we get there."  

On September 2, 6:30 A.M. I rolled onto Highway 3 South, at the west end of Hay 
Fork town.  On that first day out I stopped at Ted's gate and clothes-pinned a message 
to it and by near dusk Grandpa Pete found himself in Larabee Valley, and pulled over 
next to the fence at the entry to a large religious retreat.  It was a big pie shaped piece 
of grass under some oak trees not in anybody's way, not far off the highway.   
Numerous eyes coming and going from the administration building took notice of my 
presence, however I was left alone.  This surely because they could see my bicycle 
and trailer and knew with the dawn I'd be gone.  I slept out on my air mattress.   A 
curious little red fox entertained me until I drifted off.  Got a good night's sleep.   A  
triple pack of oatmeal, three hard boiled eggs, a bagel and a power bar were breakfast.  
Following a route recently taken still held my awe.  'Me learnt' just how much I missed 
the first time, coming down.  The temps now were also twenty degrees higher than 
those first celebrated.  Continued direct exposure made me appreciate Ken's big witch 
hat, but with my past performances leaving the bike I could not ditch a helmet for the 
increased comfort.  By early afternoon I was approaching Van Duzen River Park.  It 
was quite refreshing to get back on the big tree shaded roadway.  And it was warm 
enough this visit for some extended submersion in the gold to green to blue waters of 
the Van Duzen.

E A D G B & E

To my chagrin I discovered that I had left notebook, pen and camp silverware at 
home.  With good fortune, Ranger Pat was very quick to supply my needs.  Good man.  
From sleeping out of tent last night, I also had to pack my mummy while yet very 
dewey so as soon as I claimed my campsite I unpacked, unzipped, and draped it on 
bushes in direct sun.  After erecting the tent a swim was in order.  Then in the balance 
chair, in shade, I had my book and Fig Newtons to carry me to dinner and then it was a 
small fire before going to bed for a wonderful nights sleep. The second night at camp, 
Yours Truly was just in the sack by ten minutes; was gett'n real close to the drop-off, 
when I started hearing a very pleasant guitar floating on the ether, faintly, and heavenly 
played.   It was so good that I sat up and listened.  Was that manufactured or was that 
hand made?  Listening more it became obvious.  A very good musician was playing 
just real cool like, low volume.  I couldn't stand it.  I had to go investigate.  When in my 
boots and dressed and standing next to the tent, I couldn't hear it any more.  Standing 
maybe three minutes, there it was again.  It was north and just a bit east of me.  Up 
river.  With head lamp on low, off I went.
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It took longer than I had hoped, but I was successful.  There, down in that big 
bowl of a camp, surrounded by red giants, a campfire a go'n, a man was sitting cross- 
legged on a stump gazing into the night, playing a way, not even looking at his 
fingering; he was fantastic.  I listened for ten minutes, maybe, and then stepped up to 
the gap in two giants and began applauding.  Immediately I was invited to the fire.  My 
"neighbor" was a professional musician who made his living by playing his instrument.  
He asked me if he was playing too loud and I said: "No.  Not loud enough."  My new 
friend, I guessed, was younger than Grandpa Pete by at least, ten, twelve years.  His 
forearms were very tanned; maybe he got alotta outside, day time gigs?  He asked me 
if I had any favorites and I mentioned a few and he played them like they were off the 
disks.  Wow.

Grandpa's new friend, Jonathan, was staying three weeks, one already spent and 
two to go.  He told me: "I take a month off every year.  Three long-time good friends 
who also make their living playing guitar, join me here for five days of annual re-
bonding.  You're welcome to join us."  "Damn!  Of all the ---damn luck."  Sure wished I 
could'a hung for that one.  Actually, I could have, but there was no knowing, then, if and 
when I'd make Berkeley, and I couldn't gamble disappointing the Tanakas, and Saori 
and Paul.  I'd better write to Ranger Pat and see when the boys arrive this summer.

It was 9:30 A.M. before I crawled 'outta' the tent and discovered that I had been 
robbed.  A raven had flown off with two bagels in a little zippered stove bag.  He/she 
began feasting right there but I must have scared them to flight when moving around in 
my tent getting dressed.  On my last visit here he/she had gotten half a bag of Fig 
Newtons.  That devil.  Those are comfort foods and coveted for making a happy 
camping experience.  Awaiting the water to boil, this would probably be the last day the 
cream was good.  I remember camping with my siblings and parents when quite young, 
and mother would make sour milk pancakes with spoilt cream or milk.  I loved them.  
Didn't realize then that my gain was Dad's loss.  He had to have cream in his coffee.  
Wager that's where I  got it.  Ranger Pat would offer to drive me to the market with him 
when he went to Hydesville to do some shopping.

In spite of nature's beauty, Grandpa Pete mentioned somewhere that it was the 
joys of sharing a fire and meeting so many interesting and motivated souls that he 
figured was the biggest prize for Jeding.  One example was Elliot, here, this trip.  
Sitting at my camp table I watched a young man on a skateboard scooting along the 
twisting, shaded, undulating road through the park.  Fifteen minutes later he passed in 
the opposite direction.  I marveled at how lithe and his sense of balance.  On one pass 
he attempted a technical maneuver that failed and his board went flying high.  Just 
sensing that he would take a kidding I said: "You'd be wise to put a tether on that."  He 
laughed robustly and we began a conversation.  He was sixteen years old and home 
schooled, and lived with his family in Cabo San Lucas, Baja, Mexico.  Brown as a 
native, he was a gringo.  His family regularly vacationed at Van Duzen and knew 
Ranger Pat and wife Debbie very well.  Elliot agreed with me that Ranger Pat was 
exceptional.  Talking more with Elliot I also realized that he too was exceptional.  For a 
lad of sixteen, he was going on twenty-six.  He was very poised and easy going and 
obviously very intelligent.  I learned that he was an accomplished musician.  We had a 
long, very enjoyable discussion until past dark, when his father finally walked to my 
camp to see why his son wasn't at dinner.  I introduced myself to his dad and told him 
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what a fantastic job he and his wife had done with Elliot.  They were leaving that next 
day and Elliot made several (on his skateboard), deliveries of surplus fire wood in the 
dark.  I wished him the very best and had that knowing feeling that whatever Elliot 
wanted to do in life, he was well prepared to pursue it.

In the A.M., around eight, I found myself passing the kiosk, too early for Ranger 
Pat's presence, there, but I enjoyed some good thoughts before leaning onto and down 
the highway.  Because it was my birthday I made it a short day and rolled into 
Humboldt Redwoods State Park, forty-four miles short of Standish-Hickey.  It had been 
a gorgeous, sunny day and the pedal through The Avenue Of The Giants was mind 
boggling beautiful.  There had been very few cars.  After setting up my camp I took off 
for Meyer's Flat, four miles south, and purchased some wine and goodies for a 
celebration that evening.

On the wide shoulders of bridges of impressive height, in this area especially, 
which often span sights/vistas more glorious than the bridge is high, it's a cyclist's 
peculiar privilege to be able to stop, on-span and take-in some very, very sweet views 
motorists are deprived of.  This happens time and time again on this Northern 
California section of Pacific Coast Bike Trail.  Grandpa Pete always stops and looks for 
lunkers in the deep pools that I know are rarely frequented by man.  It really gets-up 
that ole rod and bait fervor, deep within.

In the Humboldt Redwoods Park Hiker/biker was a young couple traveling with 
three medium sized dogs that rode on their homemade trailer made from an aluminum 
ladder and wheels from a wheel-chair.  The construction showed ingenuity, both 
concept and fabrication.  These folks were residents (in their late twenties), of Southern 
California on their way to Oregon to asses a possible relocation there.  With the dogs 
and gear the young man figured that he was pulling two-hundred pounds.  I found it 
odd that the dogs would ride; but, maybe they would not be 'up-to' almost daily trots of 
forty-miles, or more?  Or it was possibly a safety issue. Figuring that on average that I 
probably dragged around seventy-five pounds they weren't doing all that bad.  He even 
had the complete master bike mechanic's tool kit and he was busy installing a new 
lower 'bracket' (crank bearings), in his partner's bike.  They had limped in a few days 
earlier and had to wait for parts to be mailed.  Whenever you see a bicycle inverted, 
resting on its seat and handlebars, you know trouble has announced itself.  Grandpa 
Pete didn't find out until the next morning though that my camp was outside the bounds 
of the Hiker/Biker and I was accountable for the full price of thirty-bucks if the ranger 
pressed me.  When exiting the park that next morning, the ranger asked me: "How was 
your camping experience?"  I told him that it was the best birthday I could have had.  
His reply: "Happy Birthday Mr. Hemp, your camp fee of $30.00 is on us.  Come back 
and see us again soon."   I told him that I would, on my way north.  (Turned out the 
park was already closed for the season on my return pedal.)  I had been looking 
forward to it, too.  

Grandpa Pete rolled 'outta' Humboldt Redwoods State Park and had a glorious 
ride to that great little town of Garberville.  Several miles north of, a dude on a stripped-
down road bike overtook me and when we came abreast we said our hello's and both 
pulled over for a chat.  Larry had been on my tail for a stretch and his first question 
was: "Why do you pedal without toe-straps if you don't use lock-in's?"  I explained to 
him my foot injury and the need for my Garmont's, and told him if he could find toe-
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straps large enough I sure would like to know.  Larry was a local fella out for just a 
morning warm-up and after I got a good run-down on 'town-topics-of-the-moment' and 
leads to good espresso, we wished each other well and he hopped on his saddle and 
was gone like the wind.

After my espresso/latte indulgence and a few fresh veggies in the duffel I made 
my way out of town, almost.  I was about ready to head down a steep hill into a 
beautiful valley that looked familiar when a man in Carhart overalls working in his 
close-by yard spoke up: "Do you know where you are going?"  Grandpa Pete did a 
slow circle in the street close to him and answered: "South."  "That isn't the way."  Then 
in a very pleasant demeanor Tom informed me my choice led west, to the ocean.  "On 
a bicycle you need to get back on 101 and go south a good distance yet before 
heading west to the ocean."  My first (wrong) choice eventually would have put me on 
the very road to Usual, but north of it some twenty miles, and we know 'how well' 
Grandpa Pete does on Usal Road.  "Oh, my gosh--thank you, Tom."  "When I see 
someone on a bike, especially a traveler, head down that road, they always come back 
by the next day."  "It is familiar; I've come that way in my 4 x 4's from the ocean, years 
and years ago," I said,   "But on this rig?  Thank you Tom.  You saved my bacon."  On 
my final circle, I stopped and straddled and hydrated and watched Tom hoe weeds in 
his front yard for a few minutes before a final adios.   It was back-on-track and headed 
south on 101.

Standish-Hickey

"Whoa!  Made it!  Standish-Hickey."   But not without a little discomfort.  Right hip.  
Grandpa Pete endured until his patience pulled a veto and I pulled over and made a 
seat and handle bar adjustment.  I raised the seat bar a half inch and flattened, shy 
close to level, the saddle.  And, made a tiny adjustment in the seat rail travel.  I lowered 
the grips a bit and then rolled the brake levers and shifters to compensate.  It was 
satisfying to use the tool kit.  Within an hour after re-mounting the discomfort was 
noticeably less.   

The day proved quite warm and there was heavy vehicular traffic but amazingly 
everyone behaved themselves.  I was the first to arrive at the Standish-Hickey Hiker/
Biker so I had my choice of camp.  When it was set-up I, rustled enough second-time-
around firewood from the vacant, close-in car camp sites for dinner prep and a little 
evening enjoyment.  It was then to the shower.  I am always amazed at the therapeutic 
lift-of-spirit after a good long shower.  Never fails.  Someone should create a graph, 
'hard miles' to shower temp/minutes.  Upon returning to camp I discovered three young 
blokes had pedaled in, Leo, Mark and Adrian.  Adrian had the 'foreigner' look.  Yep.  He 
was a Frenchman.  A neat guy.  Slender, coal black eyes and hair, pleasant voice.  His 
two buddies were gringo's.  All were headed to SF.

For not the bugs (flies/mosquitos), it was a very pleasant late afternoon.  Grandpa 
Pete discovered early on in the journey, the many more flys and skeeters than there 
were from my first trip. It's fly-fluster more often while on the bike and skeeters mostly 
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in camp.  A cyclist soon learns that he/she must maintain a minimum headway in order 
not to be pestered by these winged antagonists.  Can't tell you in actual feet per minute 
or miles per hour.  From years of living in the woods I recollect that winds of 3.5 or 5.3 
knots or a little better, over-powered mosquitos and I sensed it took more to keep 
ahead of the flies.  It seems that no matter how many great fun hours you cruise down 
the road at ten, twelve miles per hour without a thought about flies (except from frontal 
kamikazes), there are also those long, slow-trot-speed ascents and that terrible 'space' 
while you are waiting for the barrage to begin, like the Liberty Ship scanning for the U-
Boat's periscope and Zero's and Messerschmitts.  With a bug net the worst of the 
problem is almost solved but bare legs and arms are also battle zones.  But nothing is 
worse than having them in your face.  Nets of fine "no-see'um" mesh are, the wearer 
will notice, warm to wear.  But not so much so that you 'wanna' take it off in areas thick 
with the enemy.  But when it appears the far worst is over it's good to feel the wind in 
your face again.  I was very pleased with myself for having purchased a bug-net at REI 
and it did fine duty.  I think I actually witnessed 'bug tantrums' when some of the 'bugs' 
failed.  They seemed to wiggle and vibrate after being unable to get through.  Standish-
Hickey was thick with them that evening but Grandpa Pete chuckled (in my net), as I 
prepared dinner, keeping in the smoke trail when possible.  I had fresh boiled cabbage 
(with real butter), lots of fresh black pepper, rice, re-fried beans, three hard boiled eggs 
and a bagel with cream cheese, enjoyed inside my bug free tent.

It was an early bed time for all, though.  Adrian and Co. were also crossing 
Leggett in the morning.  Every one had some former transits under our belts so a good 
night's sleep was a mutual goal.  And, their next days destination was a whole lot 
farther than mine.

Hot Crossing

"Jeeze.  Doing this in May is the time."  "'Could'a' done it in the Toyota, dummy."  
Thoughts like such were punching foul on and off half the day on good ole Leggett Hill.  
Yeah it was hot.  I was hot, sweating my butt off.  This is where these modern fabrics 
excel.  My neck and face and the backs of my calve's were the only running locations.  
A sweatband cured mi cabeza alta.  My jersey and baggies were universally damp but 

still comfortable.  My forearms 
beaded-up.  Some way-stops 
(and photo ops) were a full 
twenty- minutes.  With my new 
jumbo camel, and filled bladder in 
the B.O.B. I was confident that I 
had sufficient hydration aboard.  
The hard earned rests had a 
secondary award, 
for the spirit.  Under 
umbrella shade of 
oak and fir and 
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maple Grandpa Pete never ceased to appreciate passing motorist's thumb's ups, toots 
and waves.  While moving through Mother's beautiful landscapes in slow motion I kept 
telling myself it was O.K. to divert my gaze from front wheel more often, both to enjoy 
her present state and to know her even more intimately.  

The summit was eventually made, in 
dancing heat; and a wonderful churning, then, 
for the joys that awaited.  "Boy!  Is this 'gunna' be fun."  Grandpa Pete has found the 
east to west endeavor more strenuous, for him, than the west to east version.  Though 
the more crossings made, one notices improvement in strength and distances attained.  
I would guess twenty or so miles each way were the extent of hardships.  But like 
Gordon deciding to pedal along with me over St. Francis Drake Boulevard 'outta' 
Olema, so he could rest his mind that he could still do it, Leggett Hill might become my 
such overlord requiring occasional supplication. 

It was perfect short sleeve jersey weather, jumping off the top, all the way to Mac 
Kerricher State Park.  There, I found four Jeds already enjoying camp: Warren, Lyle, 
John and Marc.  Warren was a Boer and a really neat fellow.  Young, blonde, athletic, 
entertaining and laid-back.  I noticed he was pedaling 26 inch wheels like me and yet 
his frame was much taller than mine; I found that a bit odd.  He was several inches shy 
my height.  Warren had landed on the East Coast and was ending his Jeding in 
Oakland to catch an Amtrak up to Portland to visit with friends before getting on the big 
silver bird.  He was a very experienced 'world' Jed and fun to talk and especially listen 
to, with that unique accent.  He would be the first on the road in the morning.  Thinking 
he might want to listen to my little world band radio I offered it to him and he eagerly 
accepted and for several hours with the buds in his ears he sat at the table listening.  
The wind was 'up' and erecting my tent that day was a bit of a challenge, I'd say the 
biggest to date.  There were no rocks to borrow so I needed to employ extra pegs that I 
was carrying for guys an stays and remove them as the project proceeded like a 
seamster removing pins before the blur of bobbin and needle.  Memories of long ago 
wind-storm Boy Scout desert Camporees teased.

Lyle was another interesting character.  He was Japanese and lived in Hawaii.  He 
was also pulling a trailer.  He wasn't as old as Grandpa Pete but he was no 'spring 
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chicken,' either.  He had a cool, retro-Fujii road bike he had been riding for a long time, 
and it was well maintained.  His trailer was a two wheeler and probably ninety-percent 
plastic.  Very light.  Lyle did not cook however so he saved some weight there and his 
'outfit' was hammock and very Spartan.  He had flown into Vancouver, Washington and 
was quitting in SF to catch his flight home.  

Marc was from Chicago on his way to L.A.  A bagger he was.  Well seasoned and 
soft spoken.  Something about him said: entrepreneur in a green technology.  He very 
much reminded me of Tom Johnson, facially.  John was a young, bagger guy from San 
Francisco doing a both-ways with Portland, Oregon.  He was maybe 30 and had the 
clinging current of academia about him.  He and Marc had been traveling together for 
some short time.  A very comfortable mix it was.  The next morning I was the last to 
leave, around 9:30 ; bright sun, blue skies and little wind.  This time I did not take the 
tote road to Ft. Bragg and instead stuck to the highway.  That ocean shore route is 
enchanting and 't'was' fun to imagine being a resident of one the nice houses that I 
passed right on the shore but the tote road surface was poor enough to swing my 
decision.  

Grandpa Pete rolled into Bodega Dunes at around six P.M., with several hours of 
daylight yet to enjoy.  Warren was long set-up.  It had been a very pleasant pedal of-a-
day with only light winds and the ocean was blue as blue could be, and with all the little 
boats close to shore 'me thought' the possibility of abalone divers.  It's tragic but I read 
in the Coast papers that Tom Johnson sends me, not a year goes by that a diver 
somewhere between Ferndale and Jenner doesn't drown and some seasons it's even 
sadder. 

But a pleasant addition (Yin and Yang), was the appearance of another Jed.  Her 
name was Laura, a young Aussie lass on her way to San Diego.  (That takes real 
courage.)  She was one hell of an athlete; 'one of the guys', a good sport.  Cover your 
back, anywhere.  Warren and Laura were 'spark'n'.  It was fun to watch.  Before real 
dark we had another arriving Jed.  Mark was a 'both-ways' coming down from Seattle 
on his way to home town, Antioch, CA.  

The Pink Covey

Back on the highway and down-coast a ways' the next day, Grandpa Pete met-up 
with a group of 'mature' lady cyclists, members of a long-lived but informal ladies' 
cycling club.  And yes, they were dressed in pink.  One member now flies-in each year 
to help rev-up the troops.  They wuz first on 'me radar' not very far south 'outta' the 
town of Bodega.  For an hour or so they were always off in the distance.  Like trying to 
catch up to that gaff-rig with the big mizzen; won't do.  'Me confesses' that I'da liked to 
have closed the gap.  They only had their own charming selves to propel down the 
road and up the hills; Grandpa Pete was tugging a trailer, nigh one of their weight.  
 After a long spell I noticed that I was 'gaining' on them.  (They wuz slack'n off.)  
"O.K. dude, think-up some zingers."  Crossing a big, high-tidal basin (ISBN 
978-0-9816618-1-0) Grandpa Pete saw, a long way off, the covey of pinks, near the top 
of the next rise, off  their wheels, engaging in symposium.  "Oh. Cool," me sez.  It just 
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so happened that Cindy was standing, across the highway, camera in hand and from 
afar "shook her hankie."   'Coulda' taken a lot less to get old Grandpa Pete's attention.  
Cindy was from Eastern Oregon and had returned for the annual Spring Pedal.  She 
said: "I just couldn't let you crank on by without offering to take your picture; you're 
straining so."  "Oh Mam.  Thank you so much."  Grandpa Pete introduced himself.  
Most all were near my contemporaries.  Three set-off bells.  Cindy told me but I do not 
recall, explicitly, how many years their group had pedaled together, but it was an 
impressive number.  Man, if this old fart got a stripped-down, would they let me tag 
along? Downwind, on a steep hill, early morning, following them would really wake a 
guy up.  They pedaled from Olema to Pt. Rey's Station and back every summer.  Cindy 
took my electronic address info and several exposures but Grandpa Pete never 'heard' 
from her.  

Getting Close

Rolled into Samuel P. Taylor in the mid-afternoon after a leisurely 40 mile 'short 
one' from B. Dunes and found Warren set up.  John had pushed on to his home in The 
City.  Marc was somewhere points south.  Laura, 'pumping-it', was already way down 
the road; she'd be crossing the Golden Gate this afternoon hopefully in bright sun.  
Mark was also set-up and 'stay'n-away' to the last; he would enjoy his final day of 
vacation freedom tomorrow in China Camp State Park, in San Rafael.  (Practically 

home.)  Grandpa Pete would find 
himself on the ferries then.

I don't usually need an alarm 
clock.  Grandpa Pete just thinks 
about the time I'd like to wake-up 
and that' s the time he does, most 
often.  From two previous pedals of 
todays menu I knew how big my 
window of time opened.  No need 
to fret.  Sleep well.  Your eyes will 
pop open when need be.  You'll be 
at the manse by bath hour.  
Perfesser Chris will be conducting 
in the kitchen, aromas adrift.  Down 
in the wine cellar Grandpa Pete will 
be crawling over cases of long lost 

decades looking for something of 'promise' to toast this fine days finale.
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The good folk of San Francisco have their lucky stars to thank for having so close 
to them a wonderful park, SPT SP.   There are trails there I'd like to hike which are still 
awaiting my first stride.  The park must have been a real hoot when Ole Samuel built 
his hotel and dance hall alongside the creek (Lagunitas), along side the new railroad 
tracks leading back to their city.  That was sometime in the 1870's.  Oh the stories that 
old hotel could have told.  Ditto for the Dance Pavilion.  Can't you just hear two 
musicians down on Mission Street comparing gigs: "The Stanford's mansion?  You 
lucky dude.  I have ta play Camp Taylor Resort....takes half a day just to get there on 
that train."  The Park is camped on 2,700 acres and it protects six-hundred acres of 
old-growth Redwoods which was the stuff that ole Samuel was cutt'n up.  Lucky we 
saved what we got.  It isn't referred to as "Red Gold" for nothing.  There wouldn't be a 
stick of it left if it hadn't been made a State Park in 1945, for forfeiture in back-taxes.  
That wasn't the Taylor Family.  They had lost the mill and resort in the Panic of 1893.  
The third owners lost her to the State.  (Thank Goodness.)

Eager to share a new camping tip Grandpa Pete informed Warren and Mark about 
my experiences with 'Bounce' fabric softener clothes dryer tissues.  Warren was 
immediately intrigued and I gave him some.  Mark declined the offer.  After a great 
evening around the fire we all turned in.  I expected the furry Bandidos at any time.  As 
another experiment, I left my frame bag unzipped, with chocolate Cliff Bars inside.  I 
safety pinned a tissue to the zipper pull.  After the usual bed time radio ritual, it was off 
to dreamland.  In the morning, both Warren and Grandpa Pete proved un-molested.  
Fellow Jed, Mark, unfortunately was not a member of our club.  The furry Bandidos 
went through all four of his panniers, to the bottoms, and his stuff was a HUGE mess 
spread out all over the place.  He was lucky all they wanted was food.  Can't you 
visualize an Animal Farm fencing operation, the raccoons would be feeding it with this 
expensive camping and sports stuff.  

What can I say.  I just love the ferries.  They're boats.  Larkspur Landing was also 
long moored in family memory.  All those bay crossings we Hemps took on the car 
ferries to go points north, from Uncle Maynard and Aunt Blanche's Petaluma chicken 
ranch years, to vacations, day trips and picnics.  As little kids we knew we were getting 
close to home when we saw the ferry docks, or we knew our latest adventure was 
about to begin, on them.  My latest adventure would again involve me with ferries, but 
these would be real Flash Gordon compared to the old ones of childhood.  Twin hulls 
and rooster tails; as kids what would we have thought if we had spied one like them 
from our side-wheelers promenade deck, the big old walking-beam of the Corliss 
steam engine mimicking a slow-going cricket.

The crank from Jack London to the manse is a work-out.  Thankfully Grandpa 
Pete had several days to rest up for Paul and Saori's American wedding, which was 
very touching and well-planned.  Paul looked so changed.  I very much enjoyed the 
"family thing" with all of us coming together.  Grandma Kay and Grandpa Pete felt 
close, and all four of our children and grands with all of the signature Hemp laughter 
maintained maximum buoyancy for all.  Less than a week later sister Lisa and sister-in-
law Evelyn arrived at the manse.  They were traveling together to attend a school 
reunion in Berkeley and I had recommended that they come stay with me at the 
manse, with Chris's blessing.  Just go down the hall and pick another bedroom.  It was 
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a very fun couple of days before we needed to go our separate ways.  I was Jeding my 
way south, very excited to witness more ocean shore.

New Ground South

 A year before Grandpa got the idea to do the Big Adventures, while on a short 
stay in Berkeley, I had purchased the book,  "A Coast to Explore," by Miles O. Hays 
and Jacqueline Michel.  It's a marvelous story of the coastal geology and ecology of 
the Central California shore.  I knew the highway but after reading the book, there was 
no question I didn't know much else.  It was my bathroom book for a while.  Getting 
through it I spent lots of time.  Lucky I live alone.  It was a very pleasurable read and it 
whetted my appetite to revisit that stretch of coast, and now that the opportunity was 
unfolding, I was extra excited.

The day had arrived.  I had a definite target this time: Half Moon Bay State Park.  
There'd be no stealth camping anywhere in between there and the manse; it was one 
continuing city.  The last time I had visited Half Moon BSP was probably twenty years 
prior on a kayak outing, to play in the surf at Pigeon Point.  'Butt-surfing' we used to call 
it.  However, getting from the manse in Berkeley to Highway 1 South and on towards 
Half Moon Bay luckily meant another ferry ride.  This time just the Jack London to the 
Ferry Building run, Grandpa Pete was going to grapple with downtown San Francisco.  
Much 'ink' had been spread in the local media for years about bicycles and downtown 
SF and none of it was good news.  A young woman (24 y.o. Amelie Le Moullac), was 
killed by a tuck on her bicycle this morning there, I read in The Chronicle.  All the years 
of driving my cars in the inner-city had been a nervous experience and the vulnerability 
of Jeding it, I confess, proved the pinnacle of concern for the entire trip.  Trolley and 
street car tracks alone were a big enough issue without the paranoia of overstressed 
motorists.  After talking it over with Perfesser Chris who had once been a bike 
messenger in The City, I had my route.  

The last several days in Berkeley prior to 'shove-off' had been foggy and I was 
preparing to have to pedal with this unfortunate circumstance, or maybe postpone my 
departure until safer meteorological conditions prevailed.  "Surprise!  Surprise!" as TV's 
Gomer Pyle (Jim Neighbors) used to say.  The sun was out at 7 A.M. and it promised a 
warm sunny day on the coast.  Great to be alive.

Upon boarding the ferry in Oakland, I met another Jed, Ole, from Norway.  He had 
pedaled from Maine and was 
visiting friends in SF and had been 
taking many day trips in the greater 
area.  He was a young man in 
excellent physical shape who that 
day was pedaling down the 
peninsula to San Jose and would 
be back by dusk.  He was naked of 
panniers.  I'll bet his bike felt like a 
rocket ship without all that weight.  I 
waited until the near-end of the 
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commute rush at the very welcoming ferry pavilion and then pedaled straight down 
Market Street (The new, bright green bike lanes were much appreciated.)  At Octavia it 
was up and over the hill to Fell and from there down to Stanyon, down to Kezar Drive 
all the way to Lincoln Way and out to The Great Highway and south to Highway 1 and 
Devil's Slide, and new adventures.  

Devil's Slide

Devil's Slide, the most expensive short stretch of highway to maintain anywhere in 
the U.S., so precariously chiseled into the highly fractured, lofty, serpentine headlands 
just south of the Golden Gate has always held a deep attraction.  It's one of those car 
rides where every other turn of the very twisty road begged a stop to view the ocean, 
sky and land extravaganza, but there was no place to pull over.  By bicycle it was 
nirvana.  The views!  Unsurpassed.  Many, many areas for a bike to safely stop and its 
engine enjoy soul mending panoramas.  The two new diversion tunnels at Devil's Slide 
were completed at the time of my visit but were still months away from opening to the 
public.  It's reported that there is a bike lane in the bores but Grandpa Pete, in the 
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future, will hopefully be riding along the same old road under rain and shine.  (Tonto no 
like being under ground or deep water.)  The "plan" from the beginning was that when 
motorists were zipping back and forth through Mother Earth, the abandoned cliff 
highway section was then to be the realm of walkers and cyclists.  I'd ride all the way 
from Seattle or Portland to experience just Devil's Slide.   On a sunny day, it holds it's 
own to anything Mother's made.  And when the auto traffic is safely underground, it will 
be even more majestic.

The most strenuous part of the day had been north-to-south hill-climbing in Daly 
City.  The old radio ad: "Dave Mathews Here.....Mathews' Stereo and Television.....Top 
Of The Hill......Daly City."  Matter of fact, there was no hill on my entire adventure, 
period, Leggett or 36 or Highway 1, that matched the level of grade of one or two hills 
that I had to crank, here.  Oh, there were some cool descents but the problem was I 
was traversing highly developed residential and I could not take the chance of letting 
go the brakes.  The proverbial child chasing the ball into the street or an abruptly 
opening car door were Check-Mates.  Speeds of 70 MPH would have been no 
problemo.  If Grandpa Pete had walked his bike, with panniers, onto North Berkeley 
BART, he could have eliminated the ferry, Market Street, Golden Gate Park, those 
steepest of hills, and rolled 'outta' the station in Daly City an hour later.  That was a lot 
of cranking that I did enjoy many aspects of, and now that I "know" what's there, 
maybe I'll make it a "Gordon's Hill" that every now and then I just do it for the sake of, 
and use BART with panniers as default.

Half Moon

Rolled into Half Moon Bay State Park at 4:30 P.M. on blustery winds, and found 
only one hiker/biker couple at the camp.  Before I finished erecting my tent though 
another south bound Jed wheeled in.  A young fellow, Chris be his name.  It was quite 
an expansive Hiker/Biker site at the far north end of the pancake flat sea of grass 
adequately dotted with shade trees, but of all the state parks that Grandpa Pete 
camped in, this one felt the most up-tight.  (1st. State Park south of a huge 
metropolis)?  The wind was such that I had to again do the "sewing pattern" tent 
erection.  The young couple were staying 'outta' the wind, in theirs, and by comparison 
it seemed as big as a small bedroom.  I believe it was two tents made to join.  Had that 
high-tech foreign look to it.  They were a bit bashful and had eastern European auras.  
Grandpa Pete was hopeful we'd enjoy some conversation sooner than later.  I'd only 
spoke for a little bit to Chris, too, figuring that the wind might die after sunset and we 
could have a fire.  Cooking in one of my tent vestibules was such a luxury I realized 
after camping sans tent.  The two-man Quarter Dome has double doors and vestibules 
and two people could cook at the same time.  If all your kit has water-proof protection, 
and you could leave it temporarily in the weather, the tent could serve solely as a 
kitchen prior to bringing in the mummy at "bed-e-bye" time.  Of course from Boy/Girl 
Scouts on we all have heard the exhortation: "No cooking in your tent!"  There's a 
reason we heard that warning so often.  I wonder if there's some database that tracks 
such sad, unfortunate occasions as tent fires.  So I do not recommend to the reader 
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that they cook in their tent.  Grandpa Pete just admits that he does, when needed.  
Odds I'll go off a cliff first.  (Grandpa Pete got kicked-out of Boy Scouts because he 
pulled the tent pegs of the Scout Masters' umbrella-tent that they were in at the time 
and which then fell onto the coals of their evening camp fire which set the tent ablaze 
and which they finally managed to exit in an understandably agitated state.)

The wind stayed up, even increased from arrival time so at last light, Grandpa 
Pete installed guys to the tent fly.  'T'was very glad I did; allowed for sound sleep in the 
howl that blew all night.  In the morning it was still, but all gray, and I suspected that my 
sun might be late in coming, if at all.

Thursday.  I did not make it all the way to Santa Cruz, as hoped.  Won't catch up 
to Chris now and our young couple were up early and almost finished packing when I 
rolled out to make coffee.  They just as bashfully went about their business and when I 
looked over next, they had got on their bikes and were already many yards off, backs 
to me.

The head winds arose just after noon and were vicious and unrelenting and 
around five o'clock I was up-coast of Davenport, passing a private campground and 
knowing I was about to be skinned, I pedaled in.  Skinned I was but rationalized that it 
was the first private campground I had needed to visit.  'T'was' far enough inland in 
good tree cover that it was nice and still.  But still, sixty-one dollars for a tiny tent site 
was gouging.  (Having no Hiker/Biker, I was assigned a car site.)  The showers and 
sauna were nice and I tried to run up their hot water and gas bills as best I could, 
several times.  After getting my tent up on my private wooden platform, with railings, a 
white van pulled in and parked several camps away, closer to Japan.  The driver then 
began emptying duffels and packs onto the ground.  Another person arrived shortly via 
separate auto.  Within half an hour they started arriving.  Cyclists on naked bikes.  Me 
knows not where they came from or where they were going, but did hear the van driver 
say to a passersby "seven-hundred."  I had thought about that, before.  What would it 
be like to ride your bike and others shlep your camp; or, what if you had so much 
money that all you needed was your credit card.  Stay in a nice motel and go out for 
dinner in the evening.  Surely it would be fun, but there's 'something' about/to having all 
your physical needs with you.  And there would be little contact with the many 
interesting Jeds that makes Jed touring what it is.

Grandpa Pete, in the morning gray got a good start.  There were light winds 'outta' 
the south.  Today's target was New Brighton State Park, between Capitola and Aptos, 
on the bluff above the beach.  Everything appeared to be going fine until I rolled onto 
the north end of the city of Santa Cruz.  The sun had been out maybe a couple of 
hours but there were still lots of clouds and thankfully they moved fast enough to still 
call it a sunny day.  The Pacific Coast Bike Trail guide book that I was using, the latest 
edition, let me down badly in Santa Cruz.  (Was useless all the way to Carmel.) 
Fortunately the SC town folk are so friendly.  At one point I asked a person on the 
street for directions, and a second time I asked an adult on a recumbent bike and he 
smiled and said: "Follow me."  My Good Samaritan led me through five or six twisting, 
intersecting blocks and then pointed "thataway."   Watsonville and Castroville were two 
other regions which were poorly described in the guide and poorly marked on the 
ground and/or pole-signage, by public agencies responsible.  A good project for the 
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Gates Foundation: Unbroken painted-on-the-ground bicycle route from Vancouver  
Washington to the Mexican border.

One big plus, crossing Watsonville, was all the strawberries I could eat.  At some 
points I parked my bike and walked hundreds of yards eating as I went.  Didn't have to 
pick'a one.  'They wuz' fresh fallen, laying on the ground, not far off the edge of the 
road as far as the fields went.  And, they were the biggest and juiciest I had ever eaten.  
The farm hands paid me no notice.  I'd salute every person driving equipment and 
they'd invariably smile or laugh and I'd go on eating, probably a hundred dollars worth.  
I smiled while thinking about my niece Ann Marie and family living in the original, 
baronial mansion of the huge ag dynasty still growing these very fruits that I was 
savoring.  Sure hope she didn't get a bill in the mail.

Grandpa Pete was impressed at how far out of my way I had to travel this day 
because I was pedaling a bike instead of driving a car.  Many, many interruptions.  
Miles upon miles of detours.  This should be rectified!  A new gas tax!  I found the New 
Brighton SP late in the afternoon and I was quite impressed with it's setting.  It has a 
fabulous covered pavilion looking out on to the blue, blue sea from under a handsome 
grove of cypress.  I was the only one in the Hiker/Biker upon arrival but my #1 camp 
choice had a broken door catch on the food storage cabinet, and I had been 
forewarned about the raccoon problems.  A quick inspection showed only one of the 
lockers in the H/B was lockable; there I parked.  After getting my pantry assembled in 
the locking cabinet I made a cup of coffee and took it over to the pavilion to sit and 
drink it with the very fine view.  That day there were a goodly number of travel trailer 
guests; some, close to our camp, looked as if they had been setting there a while.  The 
two closest to us were either the same family or good friends for they socialized 
constantly.  As luck would have it there was a sizable oak limb lying on the ground in 
my camp, long dead.   Whilst in Berkeley I had purchased a small, Japanese pruning 
saw at Hida Tool on San Pablo Avenue.  It weighs very little, has a wood handle and 
sheath, and made quick work of the big limb.  Wa la.  Whilst in Berkeley Grandpa Pete 
also bought another tube of fire ribbon, at REI.  Tonights fire was going to be relished in 
this fine setting.

After dark a young college-aged girl rolled in under head lamp.  She chose to park 
next to me because the tree beside my tent she needed for her hammocks foot.   Her 
name was Sami, she said, from Oregon (but didn't mention which part), on her way to 
Santa Barbara.  She asked me if I had any tea I could spare.  "Yeah.  Earl Gray, 
English Breakfast, Green and Chamomile, in bags," I told her.  She said she would 
very much appreciate one of my Chamomiles which I gladly gave her.  She lighted her 
alcohol stove and put a tin of water on while she finished arranging her camp.  At the 
fire, for dinner, she munched on raw foods, drank her tea and then walked to the 
showers.  Returning she made an honest effort at conviviality before very politely 
excusing herself and took to her hammock where she read for quite a spell before her 
lamp went dark.  Our fire was then just coals and I followed suit.  Not but ten minutes 
later I heard some fabric being ripped.  It sounded real close.  At first I worried about 
Sami's hammock.  After several minutes, when no more noises broke the silence, I 
thought nothing more of it and was soon asleep. 
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Southern Cousins

When Grandpa Pete woke up the next morning, and looked at the foot of my 
mummy for the "grocery bag" (blue drawstring), my heart sank.  That loud ripping noise 
I heard last night was my tent.  Rip-stop fabrics can be ripped, silently, with scissors or 
blade, but when overcome with brute force, it is usually a noisy event.  Half-way in and 
half-way of the tear in the tent was the hygiene/first-aid/prescription draw-string bag 
(red).  The furry Bandido had rummaged my meds.  There is no hard packaging used 
in my Jeding.  In the red bag I had put meds in zip-seal plastic bags.  These and all the 
items possible also have they're own soft, clear, zip bag.  Divisions of smaller items are 
put into even larger bags.  Inside, post-its can describe contents.  What is attempted 
here is to become the best organized and "fluidly" so, allowing packed items in the 
trailer duffel to be "slid" around and almost molded so-to-speak.  (Kayak method).  
Hard plastic pill bottles fail the requirements.  Grandpa Pete found his med zip-bag on 
the ground, and the bag of Lyrica was chewed open and only two capsules out of 
twenty something were left.  (Wow.  What a trip he/she must have had.)  The Bandidos  
didn't (or couldn't), pull the red bag totally free and I recovered other items of no 
interest to them strewn around the campsite.  I had been listening to my own tent being 
ripped open as I lay in bed.  At seeing the damage in early light I immediately recalled 
the problem of coons ripping tents up in the Northern Puget, in the San Juan's, on such 
a scale that it inhibited adventurists.  I had not my "Bounce" on duty.  Matter of fact I 
was out of it.  A sewing kit I had with an abundance of needles and thread.  With the 
tent in my lap, an hour later found the repairs complete.  My spirits greatly improved.  

With breakfast completed camp was put in its special places in the duffel, on the 
trailer, and the 20 lb. Arkel's Ark back on the handle bars.  After a stretching exercise it 
was mount up and down the road.  The ride, beginning the day before, was through 
some expensive neighborhoods.  It was highly urban in a genteel way, like I could 
expect to run into young Rickey Nelson leaving his front door.  And maybe The Beaver 
and Wally a little farther on.  Coming close to Castroville I felt a definite Sirens' song.  
Great, funky, little downtown.  On closer to Monterey, around Marina, the flavors 
changed to include some scattered, uncomfortable high energy.  The population-
density increases were felt, along with observed.   Grandpa Pete managed to find his 
way up to the top of the hill, to Veterans' Memorial Park, above the city of Monterey.  
This little gem right smack dab in the surrounding sea of exclusivity, had to have had 
some unexplainable phenomena in its DNA.  Wonderful little park.  Free showers.  
Three day limit.  Lockers to rent which allow peace of mind for daily excursions.  The 
crank up the hill to it though is a real effort.  Don't feel embarrassed if you have to 
dismount and walk-and-push the last little bit of the way.  Grandpa Pete manages (at 
this writing), to get him and his trailer there, mounted, seated, but will not feel 
embarrassed when the day comes that I cannot.  Many do a little shlepping.  

Bike security everywhere, now, is an issue.  Locks are at their limit of protection 
and the physical cost to a Jed for packing the most efficacious is dear.  Alarms, well 
done, might be the place to be in the near future, but until then, remain vigilant.  
Traveling in a group brings advantages.  

Veterans Park was so cool that I stayed two nights.  Speak'n of groups.   Not long 
after I set up my camp another three Jeds arrived, on one bike.  You read it right.  Dad, 
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mom and daughter.  Unfortunately I lost my notes pertaining to them so I cannot tell 
you their names; it'l  have to remain dad, mom and daughter.  Tis a shame.  The 
daughter was so impressive.  Dad was a securities executive in NYC.  Mom had her 
thing going too.  They had a very charming eight year old daughter.  Both dad and 
mom had made lots of money in the big financial melt down, somehow.  They decided 
to take a year off and do things as a family; one of them: buy a bicycle and ferry and 
pedal it from The Empress Hotel in Victoria, Canada to Disneyland (Anaheim).  The 
bicycle was an engineering marvel.  It separated into two frame sections for shipping.  
All three pedaled.  (More chain than a logger has).  This family set up their tent in the 
next campsite to mine.  I saw them ride up.  I had to look twice.  The daughter was 
having the time of her life.  At subsequent camps we met up again as we worked our 
way south.  Disneyland knew our little adventurer was on her way, by bicycle.  I wonder 
if they were given the Guest Of Honor Suite when they arrived.  Regardless, I think it 
was a fabulous thing to do as a family.  It would have been fun to follow the daughter's 
development and see if more bicycles were forthcoming.

Three more Jeds arrived before long.  One of them, another Adrian, was quick to 
offer me a cold beer.  Adrian was an entrepreneur, a man of "The Markets," a survivor 
of Bear Stearns and '07/'08.  He was presently "Trading on my own hook" and was 
traveling north, on a round trip, back to "The City," from Big Sur and it's annual Jade 
Fest.  He showed me a purchase the size of a large, red abalone that weighed heavily 
in one pannier.  It turned out that only very recently Adrian had purchased an ocean 
front, twenty acre get-a-way near Westport, my favorite city on the coast, and he 
divided his time between the two locations. That night we had a wonderful gathering of 
Jeds around the fire ring, but one without flames.  The wildfire threat was so great that 
they were not allowed but it did not diminish the celebratory spirits shared by everyone.  
In the morning, when I exited my tent, Adrian and I were the only Jeds still in-
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residence.  He didn't dally much himself.  Upon parting, he gave me his contact 
information and invited me to stay in his palace on my way north, whenever that would 
be.  I stayed an additional day and enjoyed the park tremendously.  That's what makes 
Jeding around, for seniors, such a pleasure.  The young'ns are darting around like 
bullets and we old farts are just cruising, soaking it all up, we'll get there when we get 
there.

After two days on that glorious hilltop, Grandpa Pete rode out through Carmel 
Valley to visit with brother Mick and Terri, and once more enjoy their real cool digs, 
great company, and food heaven.  Was actually hoping that Terri would take pity on her 
poor brother-in-law and send me off, after a couple of days, with some really great deli 
delicacies.  Proved true.  I enjoyed a great time; left with some very tasty perishables 
that would be eaten that evening, hopefully at Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park.  The 
roads near, in, and on "The Peninsula" are terrible places for cyclists because 
everyone and their granny speeds far, far too fast.  It's extremely important to be highly 
visible.  That's to say Day-Glo jersey, flashing helmet lights (fore & aft), arm band 
flashers, and seat mounted rear flasher would not be overkill.  (I can speak from 
experience.  It was six months ago that a car backed over me, on my bike, in my own 
'joke of a downtown'.  I'm just a week off my cane and can walk a short ways.  I'm back 
on my bike to go shopping and can walk around the market un-aided.  If I went through 
a metal scanner somewhere all the added steel in my leg would set off the bells and 
whistles.  Hopefully in October I'll be able to start getting out on the road again, and 
chase those 'legs' back down, lights flashing.)  To fully enjoy these Jeding Rewards you 
must remain alive.

Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park

Grandpa Pete did make JPBurnsSP.  It t'was a glorious pedal!  And Monastery 
Beach, in Carmel, was calendar perfect with few souls about.  Great day to launch your 
kayak.  Blue, blue, cloudless sky, gentle breezes, blue, blue ocean, warm sun, kissing 
lips of surf.  "Can't get no bedder dan dat."  Oh! The Spirit rushing all through your 
body, in and out at the top of your head, right through your feet and into your wheels.  
Leaving Carmel Highlands, on a day like this, there's no better stretch of road to 
experience it.

Late the next afternoon Grandpa Pete found himself flying down a moderate 
grade, bright sun and blue ocean reigning, and coming around a bend spied a 
temporary traffic-light hundreds of yards off, so rhythmic braking ensued.  Ahead was a 
road construction project.  Still three-hundred feet to go I noticed another Jed already 
waiting at the light.  Before I closed the distance the light changed and the bagger set 
off, but not before giving me a polite little salute.  It was a long ascent we'd be  
beginning and the odds that yours truly would be off his saddle, off his bike, maybe 
several times on this hill, was a given.  Would I ever catch up to that Jed at a campfire?  
Odds were no.   Soon our bagger was out of site but in tight corners, in far off 'ins' and 
'outs', I'd ask myself if I had just seen him.  Myself would say: "If you're not sure, you 
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didn't."  But late in day I spied my Jed, yet far off, off his bike, at the little mercantile 
center in Big Sur, down hill a little bit from JPBSP.  I began braking and after a 
comfortable glide pulled up next to him.

"Hi Guy," I said with a nod.  A big pearly white smile in a tanned complexion 
replied: "Ello.  Read-y for-it?"  "It's gonna be what it's gonna be," (a steep hill)  I said, 
and added: "After one, hard look at a map, I like to put it away and take what comes."   
Tony just smiled with a few bobs of is own.  He was riding a carbon-fiber bike with great 
hardware; I could see why he wanted to take it for a long pedal.  Tony I surmised to be 
Italian, Greek, or any combination of.  He was probably 5' 7-8" and 155? pounds and 
reminded me of a sharp 'V'; wide shouldered and tapering to toes.  He was well 
shaven, but had one of those dense, black mustache and beards that from a distance 
you thought he had a beard, even clean shaven.  He was also generally a pretty hairy 
guy.  He was wearing black Spandex shorts and a very eye-catching Day-Glo orange, 
green, and black short sleeve jersey.  As he twisted he changed from iridescent green 
to orange and back, with constant, light reflective thin black vertical stripes tween.  
Tony asked me where I was camping tonight and I told him: " With Julia."  That got a 
slight chuckle and a: "So am I.  Peter, when were you last here?"  "Years," I replied.  
"Do you need to shop, here?"  "Yeah, I'd like to look around."  "See you in camp."  
"Sure thing, Tony."  Grandpa Pete was quite impressed with the little sporting goods 
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shop : a burly, friendly, knowledgable owner/clerk, deep inventory of quality stuff at 
reasonable prices.  What more could you ask.   The food market had what I needed 
and I felt only good vibes.  With groceries on board it was Arkel's Ark back on the 
handle bars and off to see Julia, and Tony, and how many others?  

It had been so long ago since Grandpa Pete had visited the park that he could not 
say, in years, how many.  It had been a long time.  Almost forty?  The shade and the 
cool air were worth the price.  The lodge looked very welcoming.  I wondered what 
William Brainard Post or his sons Joe and Frank, or Walter and Frank Trotter, or Doc 
Roberts ("When the Coast Was Wild and Lonely," R.S. Wall), would think of matters 
today.  (We think rabbits multiply.)  There were maybe a dozen Jeds in camp and Tony 
was putting the finishing touches on his.  My camp proved highest on the hill because 
of our number but it was a nice and level spot and looked down onto three other fire 
rings.  I scavenged enough wood for a little 'before bed' blaze.  Tony's spot was lower 
down and on a 'traffic corner' and closer to Japan.  I ambled to his camp when I 
finished setting up.  He was walking in tight circles, almost dancing, and patting the 
sides of his thighs in what I knew was an attempt to relieve tensions.  "Are you read-y 
for tomorrow?"  He asked me.  What's happening tomorrow?"   "Oh man--Oh man," he 
said, now with his fingers woven and hands on top of his head, as he proceeded to 
step in place and do a little bounce.  "You're pretty worked-up," I said in a voice that I 
hoped showed more tease than concern.  "It was over ten years ago that I last biked 
this," Tony said, "But I haven't forgot how bad it is.  Oh Man. Oh Man."

Tony was one interesting fellow.  I'd wager he was 42, 3,4?  And single, he lived 
on a trimaran in LA.  He had flown to Seattle to visit friends, he said, with no itinerary.  
But when it came time to return, he decided to ride a friend's bike home for what I'm 
pretty sure was a severe case of GMS: Gordon's Mountain Syndrome.  There, talking 
to Tony at his camp (I hadn't put my tent up but by half an hour), he said: "Hey, want to 
get back on road?"  "Now?"  "Yeah, it's still plenty light--should have ridden farther."  "I 
don't think so, Tony," I said, "I intend to stay two days; it's been so long since I've been 
here."  

After two days in Big Sur, as lovely as it was, it was time too push on.  Tony had 
left yesterday.  (He invited me to come to LA and stay on his boat.)  Grandpa Pete 
would have been a poor choice for a pedal partner, slow as I am and as quick as he 
was.  My next target was Kirk Creek Campground.  There'd be some slow, slow, slow, 
long, up-hill ascents to get there (what Tony was dreading).  (When I think about it now 
I dance around in a circle while waving my hands back and forth near my ears.)  Not 
far 'outta' JPBSP is/was the first challenge for the day, a real long, steep ascent with 
zero breezes.  In the heat it's important to keep properly hydrated, and there's no better 
example than such bruisers as this hill.  I especially appreciated Big Tyler at Solano 
Avenue Cyclery for being so patient with me when I asked his advice about everything, 
so often, and the time he spent on special orders and making stuff; I now cranked 
along this very route in question, cruising with my tanker camel (that he suggested, 
with modifications), and no water worries.  Passing the old, pioneer Post Ranch house 
(with your tongue hanging out), you just could not but think about the trials and 
tribulations of that family, way back then.  How many motorists zoom past that 
landmark without any idea of who blazed the original 'road'.   Another monster hill is 
encountered before reaching Lucia, which was also Tony's tormentor.  There, at Lucia, 
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is a well-stocked little emporium but understandably that far from nowhere, prices are 
dear.  The stay limit at Kirk Creek is in the teens and I took advantage of a multi-day, 
enjoyable stay, and found myself twice pedaling back the three miles to the Lucia store, 
but never tired of the effort; the vistas being so mind-blowing.

Kirk CreeK 

Kirk Creek, the next camp to the south took me back some years.  Somewhere 
close to ten? twelve? ago, either side, son 
Paul and I drove down from Trinity to attend 
nephew David Hemp's wedding to Gita, at 
Kirk Creek.  It was a good father/son thing 
for Paul and I to camp there several days 
and enjoy the wedding company that also 
stayed and camped.  The first day Paul 
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went down the poison oak path to the 
beach and walked for hours and I 
became concerned.  If he waited too 
long to turn around, the tide would 
prevent him from coming back, or worse.  
He finally showed up not long before 
dinner.  Grandpa Pete "figured" that 
some day I'd get brother Mike, in 
Carmel, to drive over a car load of 
provisions to last me the seventeen day 
limit.  Then following, I'd just pedal 
between JPBSP (good, 'reasonable' 
store near by), and Kirk Creek, for a 
whole summer of fun.  

Met some very interesting Jeds 
here after dark last night.  Brian, Pete, and Phillip were very pleased, rolling in under 
headlamp to be welcomed by my big, bon fire. 
(I had got busy with my Hida Saw.)  Brian and Pete were from Toronto and Phillip was 
from Switzerland.  Peter and Brian were traveling together to San Diego and had met 
Phillip on the road.  The stars were out in their most brilliance and we four Jeds, 
standing in the dark, gazing at the unbelievable heavens all yelled "Wow!" 
simultaneously, as a bright shooting star shot along our heavenly beam.  Brian and 
Pete looked like they were related.  Weren't.  But they both hailed from the same old-
country town (Ireland), and I really enjoyed the accents.  I don't recall which, but either 
Pete or Brian was married and at one point, each night, at a designated hour, a little 
piece of high technology was produced that would send a signal to a satellite which 
relayed their position to a computer program on which loved ones were plotting the 
Jed's path of great and fun adventures.  I think one of those is in Grandpa Pete's 
future.  The device not the wife.  (The women are all too smart, for that.)  But Brian said 
that Kirk Creek was the best camp since leaving Toronto.

The next afternoon I met two new Jeds, "J.R." and Dillon, who arrived and 
camped one cove above me.  They walked over to introduce themselves and invited 
me to an evening fire and gathering.  I had one cerveza left; would be a good use of it.  
Where else are you going to find hip young people associating with old farts like 
Grandpa Pete.  "I tell ya," this 'Jeding' thing is quite wonderful.  You'll wonder where 
you've been, all those years, after starting to ride again.  The ocean today was a lake, 
with just a little wind and wave, gorgeous time to be out there in a kayak to fish.  A 
small spot of poison oak had formed on the inside forearm, near the wrist.  Bad news.  
When I get it, it spreads everywhere and can be months before it's gone, and those 
times lengthen each campaign. 

It's 5 PM and the sun is getting lower in the sky.  Not a cloud in sight.  This bright 
sun, clear blue sky and surf reminds me of a reference made earlier about a sneaker 
wave.  It was just such weather, I remember, with fondness, playing on the beach in 
Monterey on family visits to Uncle Chuck and Aunt T.T.'s.  There, near the Del Monte 
Hotel, high on the beach, umbrella up, blankets spread, picnic lunch, out of my clothes, 
in swimsuit, laying on a blanket, drying off from chasing in the waves.  World couldn't 
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be finer to a four or five year old little boy.  The next second the ocean fell on us; we 
were totally submerged, being dragged to Triton, and when the wave went back out to 
sea and left us behind, it took all of our belongings but left us rolled in the sand, in 
shock.  No fears, now, just respect; I'm in the shade, on a grassy ledge, sixty-feet 
above high tide, looking out to a flat ocean, beckoning.

San Simeon

The ride to San Simeon was a dream.  (Sun. 10/15)  Left Kirk Creek at 9:30 in 
sun.  Pedaled only about seven miles and there hove into view Plaskett Creek State 
Park.  Both for water and curiosity I swung in (left turn), to check it out.  Nice Park.  

Well developed and maintained.  This 
would surely fit into a summer camping 
scenario.  The visions I had of pedaling 
and enjoying this stretch of coastline, while 
reclined on my Hay Fork couch were 
realized.  A spectacular ride it was.  At a 
point along the coast not far above San 
Simeon a ways, always, is hauled up a 
powerful current of emotions that come 
from 'outta' nowhere.  Maybe they'e left 
over vibrations from when my people, 
wayyyyyyy back, were hunter/gathers 
telling me beware, that I was now on 
someone else's turf, but the draw to 

continue on farther into such interesting and dramtic views wouldn't leave Grandpa 
Pete alone.

   Don't recall how soon I saw the first one, but probably three pee stops and a 
couple of breather stops and the first one went by.  A shiny new car with a paint job that 
was advertising something.  Couldn't tell what.  I'm sure it was my eyes not their 
message.  Maybe twenty minutes later a van went by followed by another car; both had 
the advertising.  It was an annual bike race of top handicapped athletes.  I hoped 
(immediately), that there was a chance I would be able to witness some of it.  To my 
disappointment, I was informed by another, passing Jed that the racers were so far  
ahead and gaining that there was no chance of it.  The marvelously creative 
engineering that provides these athletes with rides was foremost in my interests.  A 
consolation prize for hopes dashed was greatly appreciated though.  When Grandpa 
Pete stopped for an intended lunch (sit-down/purchase), in San Simeon, the little town 
was extremely crowded with a combination of tourists and this race entourage.  A 
fellow Jed that I met on the street who was leaving, as I pedaled in, told me where the 
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kitchen staff were cleaning up, and that on a long table were stacked un-eaten gourmet 
sandwiches with a free sign up.  Whoa!  Grandpa Pete did what Grandpa Pete does 
best!  I was so full that I knew there'd be no bike riding for at least an hour and maybe  
more.  While resting under a shady tree a young Jed who I recognized from previous 
rest stops rolled by and when he saw me asked if I could watch his dog while he went 
into the restaurant to order some food.  I happily agreed and he returned some half-
hour later.  Reaching into his pocket he produced an almond-in-the-shell sized jade 
stone and said:  "I want to thank you, with this.  It's a good luck charm."  "Oh, you don't 
have to do that; don't you want to keep it?"  "It's done it's work for me; time to pass it 
on."  "Thank you.  I can sure use it," I replied. 

Upon reaching (SSSP) San Simeon State Park I rolled in and found no Jeds 
already camped.  It was still plenty light so I kept going and headed down to the town 
of Cambria.  What a fine little town.  At the big grocery there, I met another Jed.  His 

name was Terrence; I'd guess to be in 
his early thirties.  He was on his way 
to San Diego from British Columbia.  
Traveling with him, a fellow Looney, 
whose name he said was James, on 
his way to Guatemala, was still back 
up the road and would pull in SSSP 
for the night.  Terrence was in 
Cambria because he wanted to party.  
He was staying at the hostel.   When 
Grandpa Pete got back to SSSP it 
wasn't far from dusk.  A young Jed 
was set up.  I introduced myself and 
asked if he was James, Terence's 
cycling buddy.  His face lit-up.  James 

was drinking a Crane Lake Chardonnay, from the bottle, and smoking a cigarette.  He 
explained that he was trying to build an organization in the States and Canada that 
would donate surplus, functional bikes to poor Mexican Villages.  "Wow!" I remember 
thinking, "What a great idea."   We enjoyed a good conversation, me learning some 
maintenance tips to boot.  "Good young man, our countries need many more like you," 
I remember thinking, but out of a cup maybe?

Another interesting Jed had rolled in while James and I were talking.  His name 
was Kevin.  He looked to be in his early forties; said he lived in New Jersey and had 
flown out to Portland, Oregon and was working his way down the coast to eventually 
LAX, to hop a flight back to Jersey.  He had a wife and child at home and for his 
birthday, she gave him her blessing for the trip.  Kevin said that it was something he 
had planned many years back but had never got around to doing; and, knowing the 
odds soured as the calendars retired, he 'lobbied' for this birthday reward.  He was 
having the time of his life.  I don't recall what his 'life's work' was, but he had managed 
to budget the time, and was wishing it would slow down because he could see the 'end' 
approaching.  He pedaled a handsome, older, touring bike with panniers.  Kevin had 
made a good investment.  He was enjoying bliss.  He told me that the bike shop back 
home, when they learned what he had planned, prepped his, gratis, including P & L.
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My bliss was being spoilt; my poison oak was spreading rapidly.  This was spelling 
doom for Grandpa Pete's Big Adventure.  The next day it was back on the bike and to 
Cambria I went in search of a clinic.  There was/were none to be had but the caring 
staff at the office of Dr. Gong mentioned one in San Luis Obispo, down the highway, 
hours away.  However, Dr. G., at his offices there in Cambria, could see me...... late 
that afternoon?  His last patient?  I made the appointment and instead of a day on the 
saddle, that day, I spent it enjoying the beautiful little town.  After some shots in the butt 
and some pills to take I was good to go.  In a little Cambria shop, before I left, a lady 
asked me if I was enjoying their bailiwick, and I said: "Thanks to good ole Doc Gong, 
I'm having one hella good time here."  Her reply?: "Oh he's an angel; he delivered all 
three of my children."  Thanks Again Doc!

The Hiker/Biker site and a good portion of San Simeon State Park were 
noticeably under utilized and the rangers were not bothered by my continuing presence 
(as long as a little brown envelop kept showing up in the Iron Ranger).  (Good boys 
and girls!)  The following morning I took a long walk on the beach; it was nearly 
deserted.  And what a wonderful beach; it appeared to stretch for miles in both 
directions.  Light winds, bright sun, deep blue sky, white clouds, huge drift log benches 
and windbreaks, it somehow seemed like a long-sleeve/blue-denim shirt, red kerchief,  
and white trousers kind of day, bare foot of course, and whose ale or Cologne are we 
selling?  My little Hida Saw made lots of dry, drift-wood fuel.

Not back at camp for very long I saw a sight that made my day!  I did believe I 
was watching the most heavily laden Jed, ever seen, rolling into camp.  Where was his 
bike under all of that load.  I started chuckling to myself and when he rolled to a stop, at 
the next best campsite, he was uphill of me thirty or so yards.  I figured I'd give the 
poor man time to set up his camp before I interrupted him.  Kevin, who claimed a camp 
spot one closer to Mexico than me, had stayed an extra day, and was resting, but he 
could not resist straight-away going to greet our incoming Jed, whose name was Dave.  
They had been talking for fifteen minutes or more before I moseyed up.  It was 
amazing how much gear was fastened on to this man's bicycle.  And the Jed was a 
treat to the eyes.  Five foot six or so, "hunert'n" thirty-five pounds, browner than his 
military khaki shorts and shirt, and Christmas Island fisherman's hat (canvass, wide- 
brim, [dark underside] wettable).  "Well.  Finely I meet someone who packs around 
more than I do," I said as I extended my hand.  What a fabulous grin and light in his 
eye as he spoke.  What? Aussie?  "Hey, are you from the Land-Hop-Around-Under?" I 
asked him.  With a big, wise-cracking grin he replied: "Close."  "Ohz, youz a Kiwi!"  
With a nod and more animated greeting, in his homeland's version of English, he 
affirmed my guess.

Dave had that look like he probably shaded me by a couple of years but it was 
close, and it was wonderful to meet the third Jed on the whole trip who I was sure was 
as old as Grandpa Pete.  All these miles to meet so few.  I remembered that guy Frank 
in Rio Del who tripped me up with: "I noticed you were and elderly gentleman...."  Dave 
and his wife owned and operated, with the help of family, a sheep station in New 
Zealand.  Most every year when the seasonal chores were done and the Mrs. and 
Company could hold the fort for a bit, Dave took off with his bike.  This trip he flew to 
Anchorage and pedaled up to the Arctic Circle and spent some time among the 
aborigines and he was working his way to LAX where he'd hop a plane home to "Mum" 
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and all the lanolin.  Here was this quiet, little guy who knew the world well, and so 
much of it at bicycle speed.  No better inspiration than Dave.  Before we had parted, I 
asked him how long it took to get in shape for his adventures.  He shook his head.  
Didn't need any.  His physical rigors as a sheepman kept him at the ready.  Our Kiwi 
was no night owl though.  It was still light and he was preparing to to call it a day.  
Kevin and Dave had been talking for better than an hour, even through Dave's 
mountainous dinner of rice and beans.  As Dave, toilet kit under one arm, was headed 
passed my camp on his way to the showers he asked me what the white papers were 
attached to my tent and bike.  "Prayer flags?"  "No" I said, "Those are for the raccoons.  
By the way how bad have they been in your travels?"  Dave said that he had had more 
problems with skunks.  I told him of my experiment and my fate at New Brighton and 
asked him if he wanted some of my "prayer flags."  He declined my offer.

That night: "What the hell?"  A very load growling which after all my years in the 
woods I could not identify, woke me.  It was in the running thicket that formed one 
boundary of the camp which my tent was twenty feet from.  Was it two males of some 
species in a turf tizzy or directed at me?  The growling which occurred several times 
with just minutes tween, woke' Kevin also who was tented just yards from mine.  "Pete!   
What the hell is that?"  "I believe it's raccoons."   "Well.......we'll see how your 
experiment goes, eh Pete?"  Kevin had availed himself of my offered box of Bounce.   
There were several more loud snarl/growl tantrums and they seemed to be traveling in 
the thicket, up hill, towards Dave and the road.  I laid back in my bed, and listened.  
Whatever it was, and I still believe it was turf related, shut up, and I was asleep soon 
after. 

I heard Dave burst into loud cursing.  I bolted-up straight.  "It's light out; what time 
is it?  What's going on?"  I exited the tent to see Kevin already standing next to Dave, 
both looking at something on the ground, and both slowly shaking their heads.  As I 
approached uphill I eventually could see that it was on the ground, all over.  Dave's kit 
was spread to hell and his tent was ripped wide open, same area where mine had 
been damaged.  I had sustained a seven inch tear at New Brighton; Dave's whole tent 
corner was cut to ribbons and his food rations pillaged.  A real mess.  I'll bet it was a 
forty-five pounder, most probably more than one.  Poor Dave, he was almost 
speechless.  The ranger just then was passing on his Cushman and stopped.  He had 
never seen such a serious raccoon "infringement".  If it weren't such a painful incident 
Grandpa Pete might'a been tempted to mention prayer flags.  Both Kevin and I were 
unscathed.  When he (Kevin), left later that morning, he said he'd be stopping at a 
supermarket for "flags".  Dave was going to have to replace his tent, and where would 
he be able to do that.  Most probably in Cambria.  For sure in San Luis Obispo.  
Grandpa Pete wasn't to know, as it turned out.

My poison oak problem was solved, a least temporarily.  The injections masked 
the symptoms and I had more pills to put in a plastic bag.  But I was experiencing 
problems on two other fronts.   It had been an absolutely spectacular summer for the 
coast Grandpa Pete was riding, and for weeks out it looked very good.  However, the 
weather window was closing up north, and thoughts like: "Hey Grandpa, do you 
remember where you started from?  Do you know what the date is?   Maybe you'd 
better start think'n about turning around here pretty quick.  You waited too long before 
starting out."  The longer I stayed away, now, the greater the odds I'd have to pay 'the 
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elements' price up north.  The other problem, ashamedly I confess, is that my life is 
now under writ only if I religiously adhere to taking several meds; like the Tin Man in 
The Wizard Of Oz, Grandpa Pete will grind to a stop quickly without the 'oil'.  That's no 
problem when staying around home, but trying to arrange mailings from my town's little 
independent pharmacy to this Post Office here, and that Post Office there failed and 
"things" beyond my control were now requiring my allegiance.  Until I could remedy this 
situation it was plain: I needed to go home.  Dave and Kevin would keep heading south 
and Grandpa Pete, at San Luis Obispo, would have to settle for postponing Toad's Wild 
Ride to Ocean Beach, San Diego. ("Me And Bill").  Maybe 'next time' I could start 
earlier.  Gordon had no such restrictions.  He's home wherever he's at.  What a leap.  
One that I was too afraid to make.  I chickened-out and said to myself I'd have to write 
a story that would enable just half-year wanderings.  Leave with the buds and return 
before the snows.  

Now it would be time to turn that front Schwalbe around and see what I missed, 
coming down.  It would almost qualify as a 'Gordon', a brand new trip, at the intellectual 
level anyway.  I'd be seeing the same beaches, mountains, river and road, with a 
different view, and probably different meteorology.  There wasn't one stretch that I'd say 
I hated.  Legget Hill and 36 are ball-busters but you cannot say the terrain isn't 
gorgeous.  Weather permitting, I'd poke into a few places first sighted coming down; 
more to look forward to.  Would I ever tire of pedaling The Avenue Of The Giants?  
Usal is something else.  I had at least several good days in store for me at the manse 
which was a salve.  And, I had a hoped for visit with Adrian in Westport which would 
tease, up until 'the' day.

 

Opposite Direction

It was time to turn around at the outskirts of San Luis Obispo, and it was back to 
San Simeon; and on Wednesday, October 18th, I got a start under sun and blue sky, 
always a good omen on this coast, and made Plasket Creek Campground in the early 
afternoon.  What were up-hills on the way down were now down-hills on the way up, 
and still in sun on a most dynamic coast.  This road was also so heavily laden with 
nostalgia that I don't know how many transits it'd be before it was just another road, if 
ever.  There's a magic here, in spite of the summer crowds and affluence.  Grandpa 
Pete noticed how many fewer Jeds were now out and about.  Lots of seasonal 
businesses were morphing back into closed shutters and market umbrellas out of sight.

Going north on this magical road you will encounter all three of the Big Sur 
Drinking Fountains, on your right, easier and safer to access on your mountain side 
shoulder.  R. S. Wall, in her book, made many references to three men, alive in her 
childhood, in her sphere, responsible for the existence of Highway 1 between Carmel 
and San Luis Obispo.  These fountains were a tribute to these men and I am saddened 
that all three fountains are now defunct and in decay.  I can only imagine how proud 
the workmen were when the ribbons were cut.  The rock work was especially well done 
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and I am sure that the then motoring public humming by in Hudson's at the high speed 
of 37 MPH in 1937 saw these fountains as Sahara Camel Caravans rejoiced at their 
oases.  There is something almost whimsical about the fountains; it's easy to envision 
Alice, of Wonderland, dedicating Senator Rigdon's.  Glen Mandelkern authored a 
wonderful little 'booklet' in Usenet, titled: "Left Coast Tales, Big Sur Drinking Fountains" 
(1/'01).  What an enjoyment to Jeds and hikers they'd be, if still functioning.  I wager 
that's why CalTrans let them decay, they did not want to encourage the 'rabble' who'd 
appreciate them the most.   At one time there were wonderful picnic tables to rest at.  

The next morning I got a good start from Plasket and headed for Big Sur.  Instead 
of waiting for the dew on the tent rain fly to dry before packing it, I packed everything 
else away but it, and then lashed it on the top of the rear rack.  When stopped for a 
rest, I'd lay the fly out in the sun.  Before reaching Big Sur it was dry.  This pedal to 
Julia Pfeiffer was hosted by continued fine weather and appreciation for life.  Grandpa 
Pete stopped at one his favorite restaurants, Nepenthe, originally the site of the 
meeting lodge built by Sam Trotter for the fledging colony at the Coastlands 
Association, begun in the 1920's.  Greatly expanded now of course, it is a most fulfilling 
dining and relaxation spot, amid all that what Nature did so spectacularly.  I 
remembered taking teenage daughter and son, Kelly and Paul, there on their 
respective "only me and dad" journeys to Los Angeles to check on Grandma Clara in 
the years following Grandpa Max's death, in the the first half of the 1990's.  The 
Nepenthe was a an eye opening experience for them.

In the late afternoon Grandpa Pete, on a long ascent, was approaching a wide 
turnout on the ocean side of the road.  There, a number of cars were parked, and 
people stood about, all faced north west, observing some event.  Curiosity got the 
better of me and I started looking for a good spot to pull over and park.  As I was 
cranking upslope, I noticed far up the road, coming down hill was another Jed.  He 
reached and passed the point of the assembled and I don't know why, but I had a 
sense that I held his curiosity.  Just after a place to pull-off materialized, and now, 
straddling, my person of interest rolled up to me.  Here was another Claus.  He was a 
German Jed/Blogger, 'doing' the West Coast and we had a fun conversation.  He was 
especially interested in my headlamp; he had one similar.  Every inch of his bike frame 
was covered with 'decals' of nations toured.  He asked permission to take my picture 
and to jot down a few notes in a notebook.  It was a bright sunny day and just at 
departing Claus said: "It's going to rain tomorrow."  

Rolling into J. Pfeiffer BSP again, that afternoon was a treat, with the thought 
soon upon me: "How many moons until I can return?" (And, do a summer of JPBSP to 
Kirk, to Plasket, to Kirk, to JPBSP.)  The campfire that night was quite enjoyable too.  A 
cyclist (my contemporary), on a recumbent bike pedaled past the Hiker/Biker and ten 
minutes later was passing in the opposite direction when he pulled over and 
dismounted.  He saw my trailer and its kickstand and his curiosity got the better of 'em.  
His name was Fred Reuben.  He was an educator.  He had taught  Agriculture for 
twenty years and would be at it for a few more.  It turned out that he knew my brother 
Mike from the early days of the Monterey Bay Aquarium.  Fred invited me to dinner at 
his car campsite not far away.  We talked until it was past time for nite-nite.  Fred lived 
in Pacific Grove and used JPBSP as a hub for long pedals in all directions.  He was 
really interested in the two of us doing some multi-state Jed trips together; he had been 
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all over the West.  Grandpa Pete had the time but not the bucks.  It would have been 
lots of Fun to Jed around with Fred.

Friday morning the 20th.  Exited my tent this A.M. to wet mists.  This was a new 
one.  I cooked breakfast in a vestibule and then it was a hustle to remove the rain fly 
and get the tent packed before it got too wet.  With the dripping fly, the the only thing I 
could do was twirl it and wring it out by hand before putting it in a bread bag so it didn't 
get any wetter.  Grandpa Pete knew that he stood a good chance of pedaling and 
camping in rain possibly for days without a break.  The risks of staying-out so long to 
play.  But it sure felt good'n cozy in my gear for the impending showers pass.   Once on 
the road it was a genuine light rain.  "Wa la, ize got fenders."  Hear that, Dave?  Ole 
Claus's indicators were on the job.  Maybe non-stop travel around the world, staying 
during 'this' and 'that', and dodging 'here' and 'there', one develop's such sensitivities.  
The day wasn't to be without its contradictions however.  Hours after departing JPBST 
the front derailleur cable snapped and then my rear derailleur began to mis-behave, 
again.  I limped into Pacific Grove under gray skies but no rain and found Winning 
Wheels, where Hector put down his tools and the job he was working on and fixed my 
bike.  Wow!  What other industry or occupation gives back as much as bicycle 
mechanics.  Youse Guyz are appreciated.  Once Hector fixed me up I made my way 
back to the top of the hill and Vet's Memorial Park.  Now, while in the area, I wanted to 
do a little plumbing job for Fred, in PB, and maybe one more night at Mick and Terri's 
(Terri was out of town at the time), before going north, but my brother Mick wasn't 
home so I would only spend one night in Vet's and get going in the morning.  And, 
another circumstance materialized; there was a wonderful consolation prize.  Her name 
was Leslie.  

Grandpa Pete is at that age where he both marvels and appreciates meeting and 
talking to young people.  They're still so exuberant that if you hang around them, their 
excess, re-energizes you.  Outside of education there are few activities that provides 
such a chance for exchange.  And because I still enjoy food, the not uncommon offer 
for leftovers from a diverse collection of nationalities is irresistible, and much 
appreciated.  That's how I met Leslie.  She was traveling, solo, to Santa Barbra, where 
she was a post-doc in a discipline that I can't recall.   She set up her stove on one of 
the long tables, a short distance from mine.  Oops.  Too much pasta, would I be 
interested in any?  Oh Man!  Is that ever joy to my ear.  "Oh Ms., sounds yummy, YES 
thank you."   And darned if it didn't happen again, too.   And Leslie was having a 
problem with her stove.  Wouldn't you know, old Grandpa Pete was able to show her 
how to make corrective adjustments.

New Brighton 2

Leaving Veterans' Memorial Park on the hill top and cruising below, through the 
historic district there was an unmistakable Siren's call: "Stay, and play!"   If Grandpa 
Pete ever had the bucks, he would find it fun to hang there for a spell and get to know 
the ghosts, on foot.  The remainder of the morning was a frustrating weaving the long, 
poorly marked Pacific Coast Bike Trail through Monterey, Watsonville, and Santa Cruz.  
Thankfully, in Watsonville it was once again pedal and gorge on strawberries.  At one 
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point I stopped and watched a ballet.  Teams of farm workers were planting, and crews 
on tractors equipped with gigantic rolls of clear plastic mounted on the rear were doing 
a combination of furrowing, installing under-soil drip irrigation, and armoring their high-
tech mud-play with weed and frost protecting plastic in elegant co-operation.  It was a 
dance, choreographed to produce a fluid labor of man and machine that underwrit 
Grandpa Pete's wherewithal to purchase the fruits of their labors.  The teams made it 
look easy but having spent lots of time in dirt I appreciated their stamina and little 
flourishes that spoke their pride in their labors, and it was definitely labor.  

At various spots along my bumbling route, where wind blown soil or unchecked 
vegetation did not obfuscate them, I did notice an occasional, faded PCBT logo on the 
ground or a sign on on a pole hidden in undergrowth.  Grandpa Pete also noted hand 
applied colors (painted), no more than little hash marks, all the same colors, in 
combinations, at some intersections and along the edge of some roads, becoming 
more legible on swept city streets, and I realized that they were way-marks for some 
private mapping endeavor.  Bike travel in this area could be greatly improved for 
relative little money by just the liberally executed visual permanent marking of the 
PCBT, on the road surface.  Society is so bigamously wedded to the auto and to Big 
Oil.  After getting some directions in a new bike shop I ended up riding right down the 
Main Street of Castroville and thought to myself: "A neat-funky place."  At around four-
thirty I rolled into New Brighton SP to find the Hiker/Biker empty and I parked once 
again near the lockable food cabinet.  I carried some miniature carabiners for this task.  
It was easy for other guests to add their food stuffs without having to untwist and re-
twist wire.  Raccoons are very industrious and savvy and teach their offspring learned 
raiding skills; zippers, buttons, latches, slide-bolt and snap-hooks offer no protection.

After my last experience with the furry Bandidos at this campground I came 
prepared with more 'chemical prayer flags' and put eight on my tent and three on my 
bike.  Within maybe an hour Grandpa Pete had three more Jeds sharing camp.  Collin 
was a young man in his late twenties from Seattle en route to San Diego.  Rick and 
Rich, 'older guys' (almost my contemporaries), from Minnesota were on their way to 
San Francisco.  Needless to say it felt good to see some more old farts under helmets.  
It was a fun group.  Rick and Rich were long time good friends and had pedaled many 
years together and this trip was the culmination of  lots of dreaming.  Their wives were 
flying out to meet them and enjoy The City (SF) before all flying home.  Our sunset this 
night was glorious, aided in part  by the panorama and palms.  It was dark when the 2-
R's sat down at the table for their dinners.  (They actually cooked; not just re-heated 
stuff, like me.)  They were eager to talk to me about the roads north and we agreed 
that after the kitchen was put away would be a good time, but a bottle of good wine and 
big chunks of chocolate I think somehow helped divert our attention.  Collin then asked 
me the way to the Santa Cruz Boardwalk, and did I want to go with him.  I confessed 
that I had had my days pedaling but I appreciated the fact that he asked this old man.  
Rick and Rich too had no interest but Collin was not to be deterred, and I could 'see' 
another long ago youth of a similar constitution.  Off he went, by himself.  Like an old 
uncle I became concerned; and then felt that maybe I should have gone with him.  
Declining that invitation was another whisper in Grandpa Pete's ear: "You used to have 
that adventure in your bones."  Rick's and Rich's camp fire had attracted several close-
by auto camping guests and there was lively conversation for all, and by close to 
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midnight, after another bottle, we agreed it was time to call it a night.  Collin's camp 
was near mine and as I entered my tent, he was still away.  "I'll go next door to talk 
maps in the early morn," were my last thoughts before drifting off.

I could hear voices and movements.  Opened my eyes and it was light.  Exiting 
my tent I was relieved to see Collin's bike next to his and thanks to the miracles of 
chemistry my 'schtuff' was unmolested.  After putting coffee water 'on' and 'Lo', I walked 
over to the 2-R's.  The iPad was out, displaying Google Earth, alongside their unfolded 
Adventure Cycling Maps (which I found well-spoken of up and down the coast).  With 
what I advised and their tech muscle, "There wuz no way they'd be belayed."  I don't 
recall which "R" it was, but one of them was a dentist.  Both had the latest and the 
best.  I thought about how much fun it would have been to witness the expressions on 
the wives' faces when they next laid eyes on 'their' men.  Brave women.  Some guys 
would'a pedaled five miles to a hangar, hid the bikes, thrown the panniers in the 
BeechCraft and boogied.  

All we Jeds were rolling by nine A.M.  It was quite still, but off on the horizon, NW, 
were signs of a storm blowing.  Pewter sea, dish-rag clouds.  Rain gear was first layer 
under the zipper.  Not hurrying, Grandpa Pete was last to swing a leg.  Those folks had 
flights to catch, on a certain day; other places to be, on a certain day, Honey-Do lists, 
'the works', ....."the whole catastrophe."   Grandpa Pete was now a slacker as J.W. 
used to call me.  No 'honey' lists, no job to go to, I'll get there when I get there; no one 
is pacing.

Half Moon 2
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Half Moon Bay was 
the day's destination.  It 
was going to be a long, 
long crank in fierce 
headwinds and sprinkles, 
but in my neat new rain 
gear I was comfortable.  If 
there were just a pair of 
cycling glasses with 
automatic wipers.   
Would'a been a good day 
to have stayed in camp, 
in tent, with a bag of 
ginger snaps and 
Mesdames Osborn and 
Cameron.  I did not 
consider myself unlucky 
to have this days 
inclement conditions; this 
was just Her in one of her 
moods, a day made for 
my Schmidt headlamp 
and Tyler's "obnoxious" 
rear flashers, one on the 
seat post and the other 
on the trailer.  Reaching 
camp in blustery winds, I 
discovered that I had the 
whole place to myself; 
everyone else had the good sense to be home.  And me old bones sensed a real blow 
at hand, so guys were employed on the tent fly.  Dinner was cooked in the vestibule 
and then into the sack I went.  And oh was I glad the fly had been guyed.  The winds 
were maybe the fiercest of the trip and the rain pummeled.  I was snug and the 
Sandman found me.  However durning the night, in the gale, I was called out.  The 
cypress that I was in the lee of were flailing so badly that I was awakened by a low 
branch of one bouncing on and rubbing the top of my tent too aggressively to ignore.  
Headlamp and Hida Saw and Grandpa Pete braved the challenge and in ten minutes, 
branch on the ground, we wuz back inside, me in the mummy and tools back in Arkel's 
Ark.  Its a real good feeling being snug and warm in the middle of the night and the 
winds howl outside and the rain pounds your roof of cloth.  Grandpa Pete stayed put 
for a second day of foul weather, snug, with tea, cookies and books.

Gratefully I awoke to sun the third morning.  Outside, my camp reminded me of a 
drowned rat.  Fly and tent and footprint were twirled and stuffed into separate plastic 
bags.  After my hearty oats and a hard boiled egg and a quarter of cream cheese, 
washed down with great coffee with half & half, t'was ready to face the challenge: Daily 
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City north.  Those 'front tire off the ground' slopes that turn your face blue.  Hills are 
great, in the country.  Hills are real dangerous in cities.  When I pedaled past the Daly 
City Bart Station I thought: Panniers.  Riding a bike, especially one towing a trailer, 
through down town San Francisco is refreshing, but a little goes a long way and I'd 
prefer to risk my bacon elsewhere.  If I BARTed Berkeley to Daly City and back, I'd still 
have my ferry rides, coming to and leaving the Vance manse (4 total).  That should be 
good enough for a fix.

Manse 3

Grandpa Pete stayed in Berkeley just a short time (four days), 'waiting-out' a 
storm over my course, in the north.  But leaving, the ferry ride to SF was sublime; 
gorgeous sunny day with light winds and cotton ball clouds.   Enjoyed a glass of 
Chardonnay, toasting the Golden Gate and my Big Adventure.  Samuel P. Taylor State 
Park was a short, mostly pleasant pedal (once you reach Woodacre).  I was the only 
Jed in camp but there was a hiker there, too, already set up.  Don't know how long he'd 
been there.  He claimed the highest spot in camp that had a fire ring and table.  I 
suspected we were contemporaries.  He had a full head of long white hair past his 
shoulders and a great white beard and mustache.  He looked like someone in a 
lavishly illustrated edition of children's fairy tales.  He was dressed in baggy blue denim 
from neck to instep (long sleeves).  I had selected a camp below, that I could easily roll 
my bike to.  Like the mistake I made with Scott, in Scotia, the following morning I 
turned down an invitation to coffee (this time instant, black).  It didn't dawn on me to 
say : "I'll join you with one of my own."  Or just walked the few steps up to his camp 
and had a chat.  "Are those little asshole Bandidos giving you any trouble like they do 
me?" I asked him.  "What Bandidos?"  "The gray, furry Bandidos that come out at night 
and rob you," I said.  I got a blank stare.  "Those god damn raccoons!"  "They are my 
little friends," he said.  "I feed them."  I could see that there was quite a divide between 
us but not enough that I wouldn't cross it to chat.  But this day, my speaking skills, what 
they be, stayed in port.  Then, awkwardly, we just waved to each other and went about 
our business.  Mine was packing and getting ready for the road.   No clue yet if it was 
to be sun or grayness.   Soon I was enjoying a cup of freshly brewed java, with half & 
half.  Breakfast wasn't but just-begun when I looked up the hill.  Our mystery man was 
gone.  His old fashioned, blue canvass umbrella tent was also no where in sight.  What 
stories he 'might'a' had.  And, where the best stealth sites were.

Hot Stuff

Grandpa Pete was packing a new stove on this final leg.  Son Jason had stopped 
by the manse before I left, and gave me a wonderful Swedish Army surplus mess-kit.  It 
came with it's own alcohol burner.  No moving parts.  A whole quart of fuel is three 
bucks.  The pot has a bail handle with a hook, to hang it over a wood fire (which I later 
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did from many grates in fire rings).  The folding handle on the fry pan top has rings to 
send a sapling through, so one can sit well back from a campfire and boil or fry.  Well 
designed.  I noticed it was the same one Dave had, down in San Simeon.  If that guy 
carried one, no 'betta' recommendation needed.  I left Perfesser Chris with both of my 
backpacker's gas stoves and he added them plus cans of fuel to his earthquake 
supplies.  (He lives right on an earthquake fault.)  I was moving to cheap and 
dependable.  I could burn either of the commercially available alcohols found in 
supermarkets, hardware stores or pharmacies.  I cooked with it it the rain without any 
difficulty.   Like a well seasoned Meerschaum pipe, the outside of the pot now has a 
burnt to bronze glow.  The more I use it the more attached to it I become.  It's the icon 
of security in a blow, a steaming bergamot (white, no sugar), and short bread. 

Bodega Dunes 2

Saturday, September 27th, left SPTSP at 9:00 A.M. under sun.  It 't'was' true, with 
sparse traffic and sunshine my pedal was pure bliss; Grandpa Pete got a number of 
little toots and waves from motorists this day.  That long crank, Gordon's Mt. in reverse 
(down hill), was pure bliss.  Coming to a full stop at the bottom though, in Olema, on Sir 
Francis Drake Boulevard, at Highway 1, with a loaded trailer behind me, I really 
appreciated disk brakes.  Once rolling north near the ocean, I soon eluded any 
vestiges of discomfort endured prior to the hour.  Grandpa Pete arrived at Bodega 
Dunes SP early afternoon and it was empty.  I had the choice spot behind the pine 
tree.  Late in the day, at almost dusk two young guys, baggers, rolled in and took the 
spots at the top of the hill.  Their tents went right up and without much dallying they 
occupied them for the duration.  I suspected they had traveled a long distance.  On 
occasion, at arriving in a public camp, I preferred to wait until morning to shower, as 
these two did.  They were headed out of the park before I had my first cup of coffee.  
We only exchanged smiles and waves.  And Grandpa Pete only spent one night and 
was on the road a wee bit earlier than my average.   

Gualala Point Campground

Sunday, October 28th.  Today's ride was mix off a cool start, a warm middle, and a 
cool finish.  Once again, my phone call to the Miller's went unanswered and after 
passing Sea Ranch, I pulled off the highway at GPC that mid-afternoon.  After doing a 
long downhill switchback to the the park entrance, extensive enough to have a little 
worry like: "What if I don't like the place, all that way back to the highway will chafe."  
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Well, good luck would have it that I found the place very inviting.  The entire camp was 
in shade and I was the sole hiker/biker, and there was plenty of dead stuff for a fire, 
and the water spigot was a short walk, and the 'facilities' were far enough away.  But a 
rather comical (not at the time), incident occurred just after getting camp set up.  The 
blue food bag was sitting on the ground next to one end of the table and I was standing 
next to it, getting the stove set up when all of a sudden a furry Bandido passed right by 
my feet like a gray streak and reached out and got the drawstrings to that bag and kept 
going, off into the ferns.  Whoa!  Grandpa Pete was after that guy in a second, chasing 
the little bastard at a far faster clip than I felt comfortable, not being able to see the 
ground under all the ferns.  He/she had much greater stamina that I expected.  I'll 
wager that I chased it forty-five yards before it let go, to evade my second kick.  Back 
to camp I went feeling grateful that I had saved my grub.  A worry that this was just a 
drawing action, to get me away from camp and now a whole mob of Bandidos was 
shredding all of my gear entered my mind.  Thankfully that was just my paranoia 
showing.  Every thing in camp was unmolested.  

Grandpa Pete had easily gathered enough wood for more than one fire.  But the 
wind, before dark, after cold, heavy mists blew through, came up to such a level that it 
achieved: "Time to go into tent time."  So, no evening fire.  I left a neat stack of fire 
wood and an almost used-up tube of fire ribbon, enough to have two fires for the next 
lucky camper.  I know how good it felt when I was the beneficiary of such actions. 

Two things would influence my choice of camping there again.  One is mosquitos.  
They were pretty testy.  I did fine with my bug net and gloves, but without those two 
aids, it would have been tough on old Grandpa Pete.  The second issue was the 
raccoons.  They must have been related to the New Brighton bunch.  After I entered 
my tent for the first time that evening, they swarmed my camp.  It was like an old John 
Wayne movie, the last settler just got back into their Conestoga and the Indians 
attacked.   And even worse!  Grandpa Pete's Silver Bullet, his Secret Weapon: Bounce, 
took the first arrow right in the heart.  It had no effect on this bunch of hoodlums.  They 
were trying to get into my frame bag which had two tissues attached; they were trying 
to pull my trailer bag out from under a vestibule flap, tissue right in front of them, they 
were scratching on my tent bottom.   I was in and out several times that night with my 
rope mace "taken'um to the woodshed."  Me's fig'erd out a device that would defeat the 
little bastards, though.  Thinking about Dr. Rod ("Me And Bill"), one day I remembered 
all the copper wire in his experiment, and all those capacitors.  How to beat those furry 
bums?   A rollable, compressible, fine mesh, (electroplated monofiliment?) maybe one 
inch diamonds or squares or whatever.  This mesh could be made in strips or blankets 
for different applications.  Envision Grandpa Pete had a two foot wide strip of this stuff 
30 feet long.  It compressed to a small salami size, weighs practically nothing.  Using 
four, maybe six carbon fiber, feather-weight 'sticks' to hang the the net on, near 
vertically, around my camp, forming a fence, with one clip from a banana sized 
capacitor/control.  Mr. Raccoon, skunk, fisher, weasel, or wolverine touch, and blam!  
They get one  helluva shock.  Again and again if necessary.  Grandpa Pete sleeps 
soundly with all of his comfort foods, and tent, successfully off limits.  Another example 
would be a 'blanket' to throw over a bike or trailer.  The controller/s riding in Arkel's Ark 
could maybe be charged during the daily ride by the Schmidt front generating hub if the 
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headlamp was not needed, or in a car cigarette lighter or in a 110 outlet.  Someone 
develop one and name a fire ring after me, or start a fund to repair Rigdon's Fountain.

Manchester 2

Leaving Gualala, doing the crank back up the switchback the next morning I was 
glad that I had liked the place to begin with and had rested.  An early start for 
Manchester it proved, once on the highway, north, in gray mists, rear flashers flashing.  
It was also a hard morning to second guess Mother, it looking like it could burn off and 
turn into a glorious day or go real sour and start raining.  Yeah Gordon.  A mixed bag it 
was that day.  Long sleeve Day-Glo jersey put on and taken off several times; ditto with 
Day-Glo Showers' Pass rain parka.  Water-proof's were a second pair of gloves worn.  
Manchester breathed-in all 'so-welcoming', good and easy.  Couldn't have enough 
excuses not to stop here on my travels.  The gray produced no precipitation, but 
continuous winds to speeds that discouraged exploring, spoke.  However, later, after 
dark the winds abated.  In my favorite camp, with an evening fire, looking out into the 
black, I saw here and there dancing yellow flames lighting up their surroundings;  I 
found it very comforting.  What I have especially enjoyed about my Jed camping 
experience, is the very rare occasion I've had to camp near motorhomes, with their 
electric lights, generators and idling engines.  Stealth camping it is no issue.  To date I 
find that Hiker/Bikers sites are almost always (thankfully) in tent/car camping areas.

Walter and Bonnie at the time were the camp hosts.  They had a wonderful spot 
for their fifth-wheel travel trailer in the sage, good shade awnings, a great fire ring area 
a step from the door, and an enormous pile of firewood.  They evidently enjoyed their 
fires.  After being in my camp for a couple days they were passing in their Cushman 
and slowed down, and we had a great chat.  I told them how much I loved this camp 
and asked them would it be possible to volunteer for this park in trade for a tent site.  
They said to ask the next ranger I saw in camp which I did several hours later.  She 
(Ranger) said that she could use me for sure, but it was the brass, up coast at Russian 
Gulch who did the decision and scheduling.  She went on to tell me that if I was 
agreeable to being shifted around, and they could use my talents, that a permanent 
arrangement could develop.  I've meant to look into it since my Big Adventure but you 
know how life goes.

Leaving Manchester, it was what I'd call a 'warm-gray' day and it followed me to 
the beautiful little town of Mendocino.  I did some shopping at that cool little market and 
decided to turn on my phone and check messages.  Sure enough, a message from 
Verizon Wireless: I owe them $1,200.00  payable today only, and, only by telephone, to 
the following number and have your debit or credit card handy, or your service will end 
at four A.M. tomorrow, Pacific Standard Time.  "Whoa, what's this?"  The first company 
operator stated that that was the case.  I told her it couldn't be and why.  (It's turned off 
90% of the time.)  I asked her to pass me up to her superior.  The second company 
operator said no, that it was a mistake and 'this' (correct), amount was due on 'this' 
date (weeks yet.)  Thank You.  They did it to me again though just recently, saying I 
owed $395.00 and have my credit card on hand.  Just the other day I received  a credit 
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notice of $395.00 in the mail.  Cell phones are life savers, when they work.   Can't 
really get by without one, regardless of how seldom you use it, but there are large 
'dead zones' along the Pacific Coast Bike Trail that leave you without service. To 
someone traveling 60 MPH in a car, it can be just an inconvenience, but to a Jed, it 
could be days "no word."  (Which is fine with me.)  Also, knowing that the phone is 
turned off adds to the 'stores' of relaxation; there will be no news.  Your tranquility can't 
be yanked out from under you for maybe another day.  Prior to my trip I had informed 
my small circle of 'need-to-knows' that I would be getting messages only every several 
days or more.  It worked, but my son Daniel had forgotten I was leaving town and left 
me a message, much appreciated.  My brother Tim had a satellite-phone up on the 
Trinity, in the early 2000's; then, it cost fifty bucks a month just to keep the phone and 
calls were five bucks a minute, going and coming.  But if a Jed could afford one, it 
would add some security to the life style.  The old internet cafe's of the past are now 
extinct and if you do not travel with the necessary technology, public libraries are your 
only hope, when open, and out of line-of-sight of your bike.

Mac Kerricher  3

Grandpa Pete entered Mac Kerricher around 4:30 in the afternoon and I paid for 
two days, and might'a asked for more until a forecast monster-storm passed the area, 
maybe four days.   Always seems to be some interesting Jeds here.  One, this trip, 
Bud, who had set-up hours prior, was an electronics guru.  He made business calls by 
bike.   A satellite phone, smart phone, and an iPad was all he said he needed.  He 
pedaled the western states.   He was now involved with some high-tec process 
employed with a hydrogen fueling system.  He'd end up somewhere in Montana and 
then fly to Buffalo, N.Y. (home), for a short spell, "couple months," and then fly back out 
and get another bike and ".....keep the family happy while I enjoy life."   Bud would 
leave a bike here, buy one there, get his next in Amarillo.  (He was making sterling 
income.)  He told me that he'd leave his bikes on consignment, at a hub bike shop.  I 
would wager Bud to be forty-two, to five.  Smart guy, great physical shape and a 
wonderful, warm personality.  'Could see' why he was so successful.  I didn't ask him, 
but I imagined that he couldn't avoid his share of hotel/motel/pub meetings, though.  

While in Berkeley last, Number 1 son, Daniel, gave me some leg warmers.  Wow!  
Were they ever wonderful for today's challenges: thick, cold, misting curtains.  My 
headlamp was on all day.  So nice to know that I won't live long enough to burn it out.  
Leave it on for good......I could.  Great feeling.  Tyler's "obnoxious" flashers though did 
eat batteries faster than I wished, but they were very bright and dependable.  Two 
triple-A's, three full days at 'wake-up' intensity.  The lamps are made to slip on and off a 
mounting bracket (included), so you can put the expensive part in your pocket while 
away from your bike.  They'll easily "walk" if you forget them.  It's not just the twenty 
bucks each, it's finding more, when.  I inquired at a couple of bike shops about the 
possibility of having "hard-wired" rear flashers energized by the Schmidt dynamo.  
They both said that there were places to ship my bike to have that done.  Even if I 
could never recoup the cost, in dollars, considering what happened to me lately, it 
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would be worth every cent.  Grandpa Pete just might have his bike looking as bright as 
a 'big-rig' at night, 'round the clock'.

Judging by the weather forecast on Robert Dorsey's little world-band, I could 
expect as much as four to six inches of rain in seven to nine hours.  Grandpa Pete was 
a Boy Scout (and back in the day when it wasn't so politicized).  One of the first things 
a Scout learned about pitching a tent was: "Where to erect it."   About weather?: "It 
could change at any moment."  It's good to be able to lie flat when you sleep.  
Depending upon the surrounding terrain, the flattest spot might not be a very good 
place for a tent when lots of water could fall from the sky.  I know that God is a woman 
because when this has happened to me, it was always in the wee hours, after you've 
been asleep.  Ain't that just like an irked woman's way of score-settl'n?  My tent was at 
the bottom of a steep, sandy hill.  Using the plastic garden-loo trowel I scraped a 
perimeter mini-trench in the sand, just in case.   It paid-off, for that night it poured and 
blew.  I had guyed the rain fly, which through velcro closures attached to the tent, and I 
used every peg location.  Grandpa Pete laid in bed listening to the rain on my tent.  
Even when mostly under the oaks umbrella, the sound was phenomenal.  As the storm 
roared on, I checked the trench on a pee-break at some ungodly hour and it was dry, 
so, sleep was regained easily.  The trench wasn't needed, but the few calories to 
create it was well worth the tranquil rest I had because of it.  The sandy hill absorbed 
the rain.  I know that I have mentioned, too many times, that Grandpa Pete likes 
nothing better than to sleep-out in my tent in storms.  'T'was'  a great night for that last 
night.  I was well supplied from my last visit to the little wonder-store in town and I 
stayed cozy, cookied and dry.

 The morning was a big surprise though: sun.  I took quick advantage and made 
breakfast.  By noon it was overcast.  I walked up to the top of the dunes and found a 
comfortable spot under some cypress umbrella, and sat and marveled at the views.  
"Here I am enjoying all this and the rest of the world is at work."  I spent several hours 
up there with a book and came down when the winds really freshened up. 

Bud had left that morning and when I had come down off the dune, there were 
two gals in camp, tents set up.  They were traveling together, two laid-off junior high 
school teachers from Henderson, Nevada.  They had shipped their bikes to Portland 
and were riding them to Santa Barbara.  They had gotten good advice, somewhere.  
Unfortunately they camped close to me and employed one of those jet-plane-take-off 
noise level camp stoves.  The two opposites: silent and the loudest.  Oh Vel.  

The next morning Grandpa Pete was headed just a short distance to Westport to 
see if I could locate the second-home of Jed Adrian, the Adrian I had met at Vet's 
Memorial Park, in Monterey.  He had given me his e-mail address which I sent a note 
to when departing Berkeley.  Pedaling into my favorite town on the coast I decided to 
stop and inquired at a building site that resembled what my mind constructed from 
Adrian's description of his property and house.  It was not Adrian's.  But there I did 
meet a building contractor however who was performing some finish carpentry who 
knew of him, and who knew where he lived: De Haven Farm. Thence I had no difficulty 
finding Adrian's castle.  It was a marvelous 1870's five bedroom ranch house on twenty 
acres, oceanfront, restored to more glory than it ever had.  Each bedroom was 
decorated in a different motif, and a grand commercial kitchen installed. The prior 
owners had sunk a fortunate in it and ran it as a bed and breakfast/weddings/
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destination business and lost it in in the The Great Recession.  Adrian had picked it up 
for a song. He was contemplating establishing a Jed hostel.  Grandpa Pete slept in 
pampered luxury.  I think Louie da 14th.

Aside his money spinning skills Adrian had culinary ones also and cooked a fine 
dinner that night, from scratch, and breakfast the next morning.  My challenge for the 
day would be Legget Hill and I cannot say that I had not the best possible day-before 
rest and respite.  Adrian would spend a couple of more days before returning home to 
San Francisco and wife, Deborah.  He divided his time between San Francisco, where 
he made the money, and Westport where he spent it on developing the landscape.  
Morning started like the vast number of them do on the coast: mists and fogs.  While 
getting my bike out of a shed, the sky was looking a little meaner than it had a bit ago.  
On the front porch I shook hands and said good bye to Adrian and swung my leg.  On 
the driveway, glistening gravel was crackling under my rolling wheels.  From first 
pedal-go-round it was gray and misting.  Saying one last good bye over my shoulder I 
coasted to the highway and bit the bullet.  The macadam was a black, black, moisture-
dark, almost full.  

Fifteen minutes out I gave-in and admitted to 'me-self': it was real rain. There's a 
little mind game I play, against 'me-other', sometimes.  I think a psychologist would 
have a name for it.  It's about having made a decision which in time appears to suggest 
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a mistake.  The instigator-self has an emotional investment in his taken decision: ego.  
Before more time either supports or faults the decision, instigator-self is "reaching for 
straws" to believe he chose correctly.  "This is just super-saturated fog.  I'm in a hollow, 
a pocket.  Yeah, it's just fog."  "Grandpa Peetie, where's your noodle Bubs?  Dat's not 
mist, man--that's rain."  It was rain. Oh Vel.  I had excellent rain gear, let it come.  I 
started Northeast on 1/208, my day's end target being Standish Hickey State Park.

One thing going my-way was the temperature.  With the mists and drizzle the 
mercury behaved itself.  Right 'outta' the no-town of Rockport a ways there's a wide 
grass clearing on an inside turn.  It's in front of a fence and gate and behind in the "not-
far-off" is a small dwelling.  Two cyclists were standing in front of their tent set up there, 
bikes lying on the grass.  Our eyes met for only seconds as I cranked on up and by.  
They looked a little dejected, like "drowned rat" syndrome.  It had really dumped there 
last night.  Their tent resembled green fresh liver.  Slick and wet through.  The effort 
that I was expending (and would have to do so again), if I turned around to go back 
down hill and investigate was greater than my curiosity to go say hello, on this 
occasion.

Oh yes.  This is a very pretty place, more so in the damp and gray than the harsh, 
hot, sun.  The forest depths had an entirely different feel/flavor than they did when the 
sun shone.  Lucky I didn't have a camera tripod with me.  So many enticing views.  
Would'a taken three times longer to get over.   And, I wouldn't have cursed if it were a 
warm sunny day.  Regardless, the rewards differ but they're all good.  Actually, this 
mornings ascent went much, much better than I had anticipated.  I credit this with 
improvement of condition and the cool atmosphere.  I had found several, good Eckhart 
zones before I realized there was a car right on my tail.  (I thought Lamborghini's made 
a lot of noise.)  I pulled over at the first opportunity and the car, following, did the same.  
Then a voice (before I could dismount):  "Man!  You're eating this mountain alive!  Can't 
believe it!"  " Am I?"  "Oh Yeah, Yeah.  Just another thirty, forty minutes, you're there!"  
Adrian then said: "You forgot these," holding up two packages of Fig Newtons.  "I 
knew--thought--you needed these, for this hill."  I thanked Adrian profusely.  Luckily he 
had sent me off with fruit this morning and I had forgotten about leaving the cookies.  
The healthy stuff works, but  ohhhhhh, that white "shuga."  

We talked for another four or five minutes and then he told me to 'get with it' so I 
wouldn't cool-off too much.  Two went into my mouth immediately as I watched him 
look both ways before performing a U and soon we were both cruising in opposite 
directions, me straining and he effortlessly.  I had not seen his garaged car at his 
castle.  I didn't know who was behind me until he got out of it.  What a nice guy to do 
that for me.  Grandpa Pete, while in Berkeley, had emailed Ted and Jacque (near 
Dinsmore), urging them to pin or clamp a note for me on the gate and I'd look for it on 
my way home on the approximate dates.  Ted and Jacque both being Jeds would see 
the utility in that.  That thought of finding a note was a constant tantalizer.  The farther 
and higher up I got from the coast the weather improved.   

Standish-Hickey 3
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There were several hikers already set up but the park being so spacious, many 
good spots remained.  I cruised right back out of the park and down the road to the fine 
little store just hundreds of yards away.  I wanted to celebrate this last crossing of 
Legget Hill for who knew how long.  Canned smoked-oysters in olive oil, kippered 
snacks, good British crackers, candy bars, cookies, and lemon-lime soda, I was 'gonna' 
live it up.  

Not but minutes after I had camp set up and another Jed, Neva, arrived.  She was 
a young lady traveling solo.  She was in her early twenties, had just graduated from 
university (Canada), two years prior with a degree in Environmental Studies.  Neva 
was on her way to San Diego.  In quick time she reminded me of many a kitchen table 
symposium at the manse with the Perfesser.  He'd be all animated about some new 
student or two whom he thought the world of; I could always understand, in a sense, 
but it was not until the Two Big Adventures that it was Satori, for Grandpa Pete.  Elliot, 
at Van Duzen, Leslie at Veterans, and now Neva here at Standish-Hickey.  With each 
came a remarkable sense of father-son/ father/daughter interest.  Leslie was several 
years older than Neva, and as I was concerned for her, Neva worried me more.  Not 
just worry for their safety, that there was, but it was this amazing level of sharing that 
overcame me.  Outta nowhere!  After spending a whole evening with Neva, dinner at 
her table (wonderful cook), and discussions at mine, I thought: "My Kelly is an absolute 
angel, but if I could not have a second daughter just like her, to be so lucky she'd be 
another Neva."  Elliot, since he was with his family, I could enjoy that sharing, 
uninterrupted with taxing concerns.  But thanks to Eckhart I can take the joy and the 
worry together, in a blend even, no pro ble ma.

Grandpa Pete had lucked-out also because of food.  It seems that Neva had been 
traveling for a spell with another gal (yes!) but they separated (bad) and some how 
hadn't reconnected.  This other person was tugging a trailer, toting two dogs.  (Crazy)!  
Neva was packing most of their food (Me' good luck!)  And the ingredients needed to 
be used; so, Neva had 'much food' and there was this starved old man in the next 
camp.  I'da pulled Neva in a trailer all the way to San Diego if she'd have fed me like 
that each night!  

Two other Jeds rolled in not long after Neva; they were a couple, mid-fifties I'd 
say.  Peter and Christie were experienced; they had pedaled all over the world.  Neva 
and they waved to each other, having had shared the road I guess for a couple of days 
or more.  It didn't last long enough, after dinner, the good chat, 'all us' together.  The 
three of them 'wuz tack'ln' Legget Hill in the morning, and needed a good nights sleep.  
Oh how well I understood.  Me'z was going to have a relaxing day by comparison, one 
of the biggest gems on the adventures: Avenue Of The Giants.  Another: A big hug 
from Neva when we parted after breakfast.  

 Very pleasant and sunny it was the following day.  Maybe four hours on the road I 
spied up ahead another Jed, coming south.  They were a good quarter mile off.  It was 
almost flat terrain and riding was almost effortless.  As we closed the distance I could 
see a bike trailer.  With somethings furry on it.  "Hummmmmm.  This is interesting."  
The highway at this point was four-lane, paralleling a big gulley on the west.  When the 
two Jeds were almost abreast, both stopped, dismounted, and kickstands went down.  
I was looking across the road at a young woman with two dogs in/on, of course, a two 
wheel trailer, piled high.  Very, very Clampett.  Traffic was light but Grandpa Pete took 
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the initiative and crossed the highway so this young gal could keep the dogs happy.  
"Hello.  My name is Peter; I'm on my way to Fortuna."  "Hello Peter; I'm Marcy.  Say, 
you haven't seen another woman traveling by her self heading south have you?"  "Oh.  
You couldn't possibly be referring to my friend Neva could you?"  Fantastic, was 
Marcy's reaction.  Wonderful.  Marcy told me how they got separated and how they 
were long time friends from the same hometown and how difficult it was to haul the 
dogs and their food and all of her stuff and a little of Neva's.  I could not bring myself to 
tell her how much I enjoyed Neva's cooking, knowing that I had eaten her shares.  I 
explained to Marcy that Neva and two others (who she, Marcy, also knew), were 
tackling Leggett Hill as we spoke.  Marcy was very happy to hear about Neva and said 
that the news was a big relief and a boost for her.  I was thinking she was going to 
need one hell of a boost to get her rig over Legget.  She was aware of the physical 
challenge having traversed it on several occasions.  Marcy figured she might be able to 
catch up in three days.  I wished her well and we said our good-byes, and once more in 
solitude I enjoyed replaying Marcy's reaction and her deliverance from uncertainty, 
knowing I had a hand in it.

The Giants were awesome as usual; and I easily made Van Duzen by late 
afternoon.  Ranger Pat was working near the kiosk.  Just had to listen for a skill saw.  
He was building a barn close by.  I pedaled over to say hello and he said he'd "catch 
me" in camp.  My favorite was empty and my heart was full.  That evening Pat cruised 
by and I gave him my check and we sat at my fire and had a good long talk.  This time I 
was only staying one night because Grandpa Pete had gotten close enough to home 
that another spirit-set took over.  Yeah Gordon.  I was still having a blast but the 
realization that the party was down to a few days was sobering.  Little Peetie didn't 
want to have to take his ball and go back into the house.  Thoughts like: "Was I maybe 
another Gordon after all?"  Or: "This would be the time to do it.  Just tell Betty (Wines, 
Eskaton), to "Rent it as a furnished unit."  Wishful Thinking.  Responsibilities ruled.   
One of the Charter Members of The Lost Boys Club was taking leave for reality.  Tis a 
great shame.

Last Ascent

A clue that I had made cycling progress however was enjoying 36 in two days 
instead of three or even four.  It was a real ball buster, sweat pouring, slow cranking, 
but through very pleasant scenery.  Always, my eye is easily caught by interesting 
rocks, rock formations, insects, birds, trees, flora in all their variety.  Stop and get off 
my bike to watch a king snake slither near the road.  "What kind of beetle was that?"  
Turn around and go see.  How it came to be I'm not sure, and when exactly I "knew" it, 
I don't recall, but all of a sudden I recognized in myself a joyful inquisitiveness that was 
default in my childhood: 'me and Lucky at Jewel Lake', but which hadn't made itself 
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known since then.  Oh how I envied Gordon (still do) his integral strength to choose 
and live this life style, 24/7

The last night out from Hay Fork I was back on my 'special' knoll spot.  Had plenty 
of water for dinner, tea and coffee at dawn.  It proved a wonderful sunset too.  Grandpa 
Pete sort of looked at it also as a special seal of Her approval for my endeavors.  Not 
long after the kitchen was put away and I was sliding into my bed I could hear a dog 
barking way off in the distance.  Probably a mile or more away, across and down the 

valley, to the west.  It kept it up for a while and I began to wonder if I could in any way 
be the catalyst?  Too far away.  I drifted off to sleep when it was still at it.  It wasn't very 
loud.  More like Chinese Water Drop Torture.  It wasn't even bad enough to make me 
sit up and open the red drawstring bag and get two ear plugs out.

In the morn I enjoyed a hearty breakfast and made excuses why I didn't have to 
leave, immediately.  More coffee.  Eat my lunch?  I did.  "Peter.  This is not good," said 
me' other.  "No more running away.  You big dog, you had a great run.  Now it's time to 
rejoin society again.  Go home and make your bed."   I countered: "Not necessarily.  
Maybe I should keep going up to Lisa and Jim's and watch Mum for a while so they 
could have some time off and away."  Me' other:  "Mum isn't in Eugene.  You sneak.  
You well knew she was in Indy."  "Oh.  I forgot about that."  "Do I need Tommy and 
Frank here ("Me And Angie"), to get your Yankee ass moving?"  Old Grandpa Pete 
forlornly swung a leg and it was the last of 36 to the summit.  Maybe three hours, a little 
more.  Then:  "Oh Boy!  Lookie Here!  Down hill most of the way!"  I could hear my dad, 
Kenneth, saying:  "Use your head AND your brakes."

Within days of arriving home (178 lbs.), Grandpa Pete was already wondering if I 
should put some Schwalbe studded's on my Master Card and plan some winter snow 
camping.  
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                                                                   finis

                                                               por ahora
                                                        

Grandpa Pete is making another round trip, to Monterey and back, this summer of 
2014.  In Monterey he will be a guest on his friends' radio show and hopes to publicize 
this story.
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Canadians (R to L) Niles and Rachel,
Dan and Rosanna, and Frenchman, 
Charles, at Samuel P. Taylor State Park. 


